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11 Introduction
Structureborne acoustic noise has been, and will continue to be, an active area for
research and development in a number of fields. Excessive noise can affect the work-
ing and living of people, harming their hearing ability, decreasing the efficiency of their
work, and it can even cause serious injury. With the development of modern indus-
try, transportation and defense applications, noise and vibration control has attracted
more and more attention. Noise mitigation techniques have numerous applications from
reducing hearing loss and improving occupational safety to making quieter consumer de-
vices that provide enhanced comfort and a competitive edge to the manufacturer. The
approaches to mitigating structural noise can be classified as either passive noise control
(PNC) or active noise control (ANC). Passive noise control (as its name implies) doesn’t
require the use of actuators or sensors to function. There are numerous approaches that
can be considered passive including but not limited to: adding acoustically absorptive
materials, using structural damping materials, adding mass and stiffness to a radiating
structure, redesigning the structure to decrease its radiating capability, and using pas-
sive resonators to attenuate or block certain frequency bands. Typically passive noise
control methods in structureborne noise problems are limited in their ability to atten-
uate in frequencies below 1000Hz. Absorbent acoustic materials require a significant
quantity of material to be effective below this frequency, and the bulkiness of this solu-
tion sometimes doesn’t permit its use. Other approaches like adding structural damping
and redesigning the structure can be effective at decreasing structureborne noise below
21000Hz, but their successful application requires considerable knowledge and skill, and
even then they don’t usually yield broadband reductions.
Similarly there are several approaches to ANC. ANC uses actuators, sensors, and a
control system to actively attenuate or cancel the effects of acoustic noise. For structure-
borne noise there are a number of different ways to implement ANC including: using
speakers or other additional acoustic sources along with sensor data to cancel or attenu-
ate existing noise conditions, or targeting the structure with devices that are able to ac-
tively damp or cancel structural vibrations. Additionally there are two main paradigms
for ANC; feedforward and feedback control. Both of these paradigms have some advan-
tages and disadvantages. The majority of early works used the feedforward approach
because instability issues due to feedback were hard to tackle. However, in light of sig-
nificant advances made in the feedback control theory and robust feedback control in
particular, the feedback methodology for ANC is again gaining popularity. Successful
implementations of feedforward methods typically require the availability of reference
signals with strong correlations to the noise sources and efficient adaptive schemes to
tune the model. In addition, feedforward architecture has an inherent lack of robustness
in the presence of uncertainties. On the other hand feedback methods can potentially
destabilize the system as they alter the dynamics of the system. However, the problem
of destabilization due to feedback can now be systematically addressed using robust
control methods developed over the last two decades. An additional problem is that
the dynamics of acoustic systems tend to be modally rich and do not roll-off at high
frequencies, which poses difficult challenges for controller design. An ideal controller
is the one that can achieve uniform noise reductions in space as well as in frequency.
Existing ANC technology is not advanced enough to yield such a controller, but has
considerable potential for doing so. ANC also has its limitations; for example, active
noise control typically does not work well at higher frequencies above 1500Hz. There are
several reasons for this including modeling uncertainties, the high order nature of these
3models, and the expense of using equipment that can sample, compute, and control high
frequency noise.
Of these two methods PNC and ANC, PNC is far more common mostly due to
its low cost and ease of application. However some applications like small acoustic
enclosures can benefit by the size and performance improvements afforded by using
an active approach. Ideally ANC control would be made as easy and effective in its
application as passive noise control, but currently few approaches would be characterized
as such. Additionally, to make enclosure structures quieter over the entire range of
human hearing (0-20kHz) would require the use of both passive and active noise control.
When using both of these methods together it would seem that both passive and active
noise control approaches could be designed to explicitly complement each other. There
have been some works that have begun to explore this that will be discussed in the
following section. Most active structural acoustic control (ASAC) attempts to target
and reduce the vibrations that are induced in a structure using additional input from
actuators. While effective, these methods are rarely broadband, and rarely lead to
spatially uniform reductions of acoustic noise. One interesting approach that might
accomplish this is to target the fundamental parameters of a structure with active control
rather than to reduce the existing vibrations. Such an approach is more of a semiactive
control approach such as those that are often employed in semiactive suspensions.
The goal of both of these approaches (synergistic active and passive design, and
active control of structural parameters) is to achieve spatially uniform reductions in
enclosure acoustic noise. The questions then become: 1) is it possible to design the
structure/passive treatments and active control scheme in such a way that they may
complement each other, and even enhance the other?, and 2) is it possible to use novel
active control approaches that target the mechanism of sound transmission rather than
just the vibrational energy? The first question is a problem that is just beginning to
be studied, and the second question is a logical extension of the first question where
4instead of a passive design the active control is itself attempting a ”redesign”. Both of
these questions will remain topics for future effort in these types of structural acoustic
problems. However there are several steps taken in this effort which lay the groundwork
for future study problems.
1.0.1 The Problem and Approach
If the goal of spatially uniform noise reduction in acoustic enclosures is to be achieved
through combined PNC and ANC design. It is then important to develop a passive
redesign framework that will allow a structural response to be tailored for reducing
and concentrating energy both in frequency and spatially. With such a methodology
it becomes extremely important to develop MIMO (Multi-input Multi-output) control
strategies that are stable, performing, and physically implementable.
1.0.1.1 The Problem Statement:
The problem statement of this dissertation is twofold: 1) Is it possible
to develop a methodology for passive redesign of the plate structure that
decreases acoustic-structure coupling and the sound level in the enclosure
system? 2) Is it possible to develop and implement MIMO controllers that
ensure some robustness but still have the necessary performance for mean-
ingful reductions of SPL in the destination enclosure?
If these two problems can be tackled separately and a methodology developed, it will
lay the groundwork for a combined multi-objective control/passive design optimization
approach to the enclosure noise problem being studied (an all in one active-passive
approach).
1.0.1.2 The Approach
This dissertation divides the problem into the following six steps:
51. Develop an analytical model of the enclosure-plate system and investigate the
mechanisms of system coupling (to aid in both active and passive design efforts).
2. Develop a methodology for passive redesign and test it by experimentation.
3. Simulate different controller locations and strategies for MIMO control on the plate
enclosure model.
4. Build hardware and setups for MIMO control.
5. Identify the system, develop strategies, and design controllers to achieve sound
reduction.
6. Implement the designed controllers in physical hardware.
Each of these steps will now be discussed, and a brief description of the relevant tasks
required to achieve each will be presented. The first step involves the construction of
a combined computational and analytical model based on the modal interaction model
[22]. Using BEM (boundary element) and FEM (finite element) methods the modal pa-
rameters of the system are solved, coupled, and then combined with sensor and actuator
dynamics. Using this model the system is studied to determine what plate modes are of
greatest importance to the acoustic response (essentially what plate modes couple with
each acoustic mode).
The second step involves the development of a coupled finite element simulation
with the above described model to interactively modify the eigenvector (modeshape) of
a plate for decreased coupling by mass redistribution and stiffness redistribution. This
is then experimentally validated both invacu and in the enclosure.
In the third step MIMO control approaches will be simulated with an emphasis
on those methods which will be implementable on actual hardware. There are many
existing approaches to robust control of acoustic structure systems. However, when it
6comes to implementation, the complexity of many of these advanced approaches becomes
a liability. The real system is full of uncertainties, full of nonlinearities, full of input-
output channels, and most importantly, full of dynamics. Most of these elegant methods
produce very high order controllers that work marvelously in simulation and then either
don’t perform or are too large to permit implementation in hardware. This third step
will attempt to address whether there are strategies for MIMO control that still impart
robustness, allow performance, and are still implementable in hardware.
The fourth step involves creating the necessary hardware to study the highly MIMO
control problem and ensure success. This means the judicious selection or design of
actuators, sensors, and amplifiers/filters to yield systems that behave well from a control
modeling and design perspective (and are better suited to feedback control).
The fifth step of this work involves the experimental identification, modeling, and
controller design and simulation. This is a crucial step (especially in MIMO that are
this modal dense): if inaccurate models are used for control design the results are disas-
trous. By far this comprises the greatest amount of time, skill, and effort in the control
implementation process.
Finally the last step of this effort is to implement in hardware these control designs,
refine them if necessary, and analyze the results.
In addition to studying this problem, several related efforts undertaken in the course
of this study are presented. First of these is a possible approach for actively/directly
affecting structural stiffness. Second is the application of the control methodologies
investigated to a small 1-D tube apparatus (for the purpose of field testing/trouble
shooting algorithms) before implementation in the more complicated MIMO system.
Lastly several different plate concepts utilizing PVdF, and PZT as actuators were devel-
oped, identified and tested; however, it was found that these actuators either lacked the
authority (PVdF) to affect the plate in a sizable way, or were not able to be formulated
7into a collocated arrangement and were thus less desirable than the eventual point force,
point sensor arrangement.
1.0.2 Literature Review
This section will attempt to summarize some of the literature that relates to the
research work in this dissertation. The works discussed are representative of the current
state of the art in noise control, and illustrate the areas where contributions may be
made.
1.0.2.1 Passive Design
There are numerous examples of research dealing with how to design acoustic prop-
erties into a material. Many of these approaches, like the use of absorptive layers and
double panel construction, have become standard tools of the acoustic engineer and
may be found in several intermediate, and introductory books on acoustics [83],[93],[59].
However, there have also been numerous approaches toward modifying or designing
structures that exhibit desired radiation, transmission loss, or absorption. One example
is the work conducted in a dissertation by Dan Kruger [62] in which BEM techniques
and optimization methods were utilized to select the best locations for constrained layer
damping and to minimize the amount of material used. In this work efforts were made
to minimize the sound power radiated from a cube structure. His approach combined
computational and experimental work, and it utilized structural intensity, and velocity
constraints to optimize locations. These efforts were successful in producing measurable
decreases in radiated sound power. Another important work by St. Pierre and Koop-
mann [107], attempted to modify the structure of flat plates to minimize radiation. This
was done by the optimal placement of discrete masses at locations on the plate, and the
optimization was conducted using BEM and FEM codes and sensitivity analysis. These
efforts built upon earlier publications from Koopmann that outlined a general strategy
8for sound power minimization [2],[87]. This concept and work provided some guidance
for the direction of this dissertation. Another work by Constans, Koopmann, and Bele-
gundu [14] suggested the idea of modal tailoring of passive structures to minimize the
radiated sound power of shells. Although the approach is somewhat different than the
work of this thesis, the idea of using modal tailoring to passively achieve lower radia-
tion was an effective one, and these efforts helped in the formulation of this concept.
A final example dealing with passive design by structural modification is the work by
Luo and Gea [76]. In this publication the sound level in a cube enclosure was lessened
in simulation by placing optimal stiffeners for different loading conditions. Using the
microstructure-based design domain method, ideal stiffener patches were place on the
structure of the cube to deal with differing cases of tonal and wide band excitation.
The work in this dissertation attempts passive redesign by several modal tailoring
methods. The approach taken in this dissertation is a sensitivity based optimization
method much like that in [76]. Another approach attempted, which was unable to be
implemented in practice, was an inverse eigenvalue approach for the directed redesign
of stiffness and mass matrices based on desired mode shapes and modal frequencies.
There are several references that describe the theory and methods for inverse eigenvalue
problems [11], [89]. There has also been some work applying inverse eigenvalue problems
to structural designs like in [64]. In Lai and Ananthasuresh a cantilevered beam was
designed to have a desired first mode shape for microscope probe tip applications. This
application benefits from analytic solutions, and fairly simple constitutive relationships.
For the problem of this dissertation the inverse problem could be formulated but not
solved. Additionally the literature and existing approaches typically only design for one
mode and this work requires the design of multiple modes.
91.0.2.2 Modeling
There are two basic approaches to modeling acoustic enclosures that are broadly
classified as either modal, or statistical. The decision as to whether to use a modal
approach or a statistical approach depends on how densely packed the eigenmodes are
in the desired frequency range. Essentially, when modeling the room or enclosure the size
of the room will determine the Schroeder cut off frequency or the boundary line below
which one can use a modal approach, and above which one needs to use a statistical
approach. In smaller enclosures this frequency is much higher than in large rooms, hence
the difference between modeling approaches between room and enclosure acoustics. The
efforts of this dissertation focus on an enclosure with a Schroeder cut off that permits a
modal approach. The desired frequency range of interest is from 0-800 Hz.
The modeling of this size of acoustic enclosure is specifically discussed in several
publications. Two essential references for modeling acoustic noise are books by Frank
Fahy [22] and Nelson and Elliott [88]. These books cover the approach for modeling both
the enclosure acoustics and the plate by modal expansion. Additionally, Fahy discusses
methods for developing coupled structural acoustic models, and was the source of an
idea explored in this dissertation dealing with the design and control of this coupling.
Other works that discuss enclosure modeling include [66],[90],[73] and deal primarily
with small rectangular enclosures with simple boundary conditions and low cross-modal
coupling. All of these methods essentially utilized the assumption of a rigid boundary
condition for the acoustic enclosure and most assumed simply supported, or clamped-
clamped plates. There are numerous works including those by Henry and Clark [40], and
Fischer and Hayek [24] that discuss the approach for modeling the acoustic structure
coupling in a variety of geometries and boundary conditions. All of these methods
approached acoustic structure coupling from a standpoint of two independent systems
that are gyrostatically coupled. There are also numerous references that discuss the
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modeling of other configurations besides enclosures and would prove useful for studying
the behavior of radiating structures in larger rooms [79],[80].
A difference in the modeling efforts of this work and those mentioned above is that the
efforts of this dissertation can model other acoustic boundary conditions, and arbitrary
configurations of chamber and plate. The current efforts have the potential to solve for
the coupled plate enclosure modes directly. To do this will require the use of coupled
FEM and BEM methods for computationally modeling and designing the structure.
There are numerous research works and commercial packages that are capable of this
type of modeling, however. To allow for easier optimization, and design integration it
was decided to use a combination of commercial and self written codes. There sources
are a representative sample of the existing body of work. The boundary element method
is a commonly employed method in acoustics and aerodynamics that is essentially an
application of Green’s Theorems to represent 3-D domain problems in terms of boundary
integrals; in this case the Helmholz Integral Equation (HIE). In BEM these integrals
are discretized and evaluated as the summation of boundary source solutions. With
knowledge of boundary conditions these source strengths may be found as the solution
of a linear system and used to reconstruct solutions in the 3-D domain. The advantage
of these methods is that they are computationally less intensive than finite elements
and can therefore be employed with greater accuracy. There are several references that
describe the theory and methods for programming acoustic boundary element software
to solve both interior and exterior problems. Two of these general references are books
by Wu [111], and Brebbia [6]. Additionally the structural modeling is accomplished
by finite element method (FEM). This is done through a variety of approaches, when
considering a decoupled approach the FEM solution may be solved easily by commercial
software like FEMLABTM or ANSYSTM . In this work, it was more efficent to program a
simple FEM solver for one type of plate element to optimize the structure and coupling
with BEM. References by Moaveni [81] and Kwon [63] are representative of works that
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assist with this analysis and programming. These computational tools have been utilized
in several relevant works. In papers by Cunefare and Koopmann [60], [61] BEM was
utilized for the modeling, analysis, and design of both passive radiators and active
noise control systems. In [17],[19] Dong and Edoa discuss coupled FEM-BEM modeling
approaches for optimizing structural acoustics and designing better acoustic piezoelectric
devices. The numerical methods employed in these works are nearly the same as the
one developed in this thesis, and along with Brebbia [6] guided the development of the
coupled FEM-BEM codes.
1.0.2.3 Active Structural Acoustic Control
Active structural acoustic control (ASAC) has recently been an active research area
with many successful designs and important contributions being made. ASAC is a
method for reducing the sound in coupled structural acoustic systems by actively con-
trolling the structure with piezoelectric, magnetic, or servoelectric actuation. In two
papers by Kessissoglou [56],[57] a ribbed plate was modeled and controlled using point
force and moments. The radiation effects of the discontinuities from the rib structure
were countered using active controllers and these controllers were optimized using the
structural coincidence functions. In works by Gardonio [25] and by Kaiser [49] active
structural acoustic control was applied to double panel configurations. In Kaiser systems
are modeled by coupled modal expansions and are assembled into a state space model.
These models were then validated by a laser vibrometer, and both feedback and feedfor-
ward controllers were designed to reduce sound being transmitted through the double
pane window structure. In a paper by Tanaka [108] an approach called cluster control
was utilized. In this approach it is desired to reduce the effects of spillover that can
lead to destabilization of the control system. This was accomplished by refining a low
authority method like direct velocity feedback to targeting clusters of resonant modes
with similar properties. This interesting approach provides some of the inspiration and
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motivation for the passive and active redesign of modeshapes that was approached in
this dissertation. There have been numerous works that explore the possibilities of using
distributed actuators like single sheets of PVdF or PZT to control the transmission of
acoustic energy through a structure [39], [16], [26], [27]. Additionally works by Elliott
have explored the theory of using and controlling distributed sources [20]. There have
also been many novel actuation approaches for ASAC that utilized smart materials.
In Johnson and Fuller [44] an actuator was proposed that used a membrane and leg
structure to amplify the acoustic emissions of PZT actuators. Another novel actuator
proposed by Quanlu [97] utilizes both piezoelectric and electro-rheological materials.
Many works have sought to employ decentralized control with sensor and actuator
arrays for use in the suppression of noise and vibration. A paper by Elliott, et. al.
[21] investigated the effects of arrays of actuator and sensor connected only by local
feedback loops. Large arrays, force actuators and velocity sensors were simulated, and a
decentralized controller was shown to be unconditionally stable and to have significant
reductions in both the kinetic energy and radiated sound power. This paper went on to
propose that arrays of independent modular systems consisting of local feedback loops
could be a simple and robust approach to broadband sound transmission. These efforts
were then extended in three papers by Elliot, Bianchi, and Gardonio. This effort in-
volved theoretical and experimental work for designing and testing a smart panel with
decentralized units. The sensors and actuators were interconnected with velocity feed-
back controllers which created a kind of active damping. The simulations have showed
that broadband reductions of the averaged kinetic energy or total sound power radia-
tion can be achieved. In this work the decentralized units consisted of a collocated PZT
patch and accelerometer with a single channel velocity feedback controller. Additionally
a phase lag compensator was designed for each unit and the stability assessed. Testing
demonstrating reductions of sound radiation were measured in all the third octave bands
in the frequency range 0 to 5 kHz for shaker excitation, and with several bands showing
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5 to 8 dB of reduction. The averaged vibration field was also shown to be highly damped
(10 dB for all resonant modes) in the frequency range from 0 to 1 kHz. These exciting
results show that novel approaches can be used to get around traditional ANC prob-
lems, and also illustrate the need for refinement of this decentralized approach to take
advantage of passivity concepts. Other works [3],[113],[67] espouse similar approaches
and benefits. These approaches and excellent results, however, are contingent on: 1)
collocation of sensor actuator pairs, 2) no other dynamics in the system to produce
non-minimum phase behavior(i.e. sensor and actuator are the same ”type”, or there are
no dynamics from signal filters driver amps ect.). The types of collocated sensors and
actuators used were found to lack the authority to control the noise levels experienced in
the enclosure of this dissertation. Thus this dissertation focuses on a system that while
collocated did not have perfect minimum phase behavior in each collocated channel (but
did have enough authority to deal with the high noise level).
1.0.2.4 Enclosure Active Noise Control
The specific configuration investigated in this research work was ANC of resonant
acoustic enclosures. The potential for application of ANC to such products as automo-
biles, washing machines, industrial machinery, and small rooms has made this particular
topic a popular and active area of research [66]-[34]. In Lau and Tang [66], transmission
control was explored using different measures for determining the basis of the control
algorithms. Like the work of this dissertation, a rectangular enclosure with one flexible
wall was considered. The impedance-mobility relations were developed for the control
of sound transmission, and controllers were designed and compared using three different
algorithms (based on potential energy, energy density, and squared pressure). Although
not new, this work is very good at explaining the development of control optimization
approaches. In Samejima [100] state feedback was utilized to redistribute the lower nat-
ural frequencies of a sound field. Using FEM a state-space model was derived and a
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model based controller was developed that located the closed loop poles at a desired
frequency. This simulation was verified experimentally. There are several reasons that
such a controller may be useful. One is to move the resonant modes to a region that is
less effective at radiating or doesn’t couple as well to the structure. Another purpose
might be to move the modes to a region where PNC approaches can specifically deal
with them. Often it is only possible or desired to control narrow band or tonal acoustic
disturbances. Work by Sampath and Balachadran [101], used piezoactuators on an ac-
tively controlled structure to control several tones by a feedforward cancelation. Parkins
used a feedforward approach to target both narrowband, and broadband noise. Like
the work by [66] an energy density control method was utilized effectively. By contrast,
Griffin [34] utilized a feedback approach with a state-space model of the radiation modes
to minimize the amount of external noise that was radiated into an enclosed space. This
was accomplished using only vibration sensors, and structural actuators, and did not
require the use of control feedback microphones. Finally, there have been several impor-
tant robust feedback control approaches by Kelkar et. al. [73],[51],[94] that have been
successfully applied to 1-d, 2-d, and 3-d resonant enclosures. These works detail the
modeling, control design, and stability analysis of ANC systems for several geometric
configurations. But the limitations of most ASAC, and enclosure ANC methods moti-
vates an investigation into so-called dissipative controllers. The controllers have been
shown to have excellent performance and stability characteristics especially when paired
with resonant mode controllers.
Passivity-based ANC methods (a special case of dissipative controllers) work on the
principle of energy dissipation and hence are well suited for acoustic and vibration ap-
plications. Such controllers do not destabilize the system by exciting high frequency dy-
namics while controlling low frequency disturbances (which most other controllers tend
to do as a result of what is called the ‘waterbed effect’). Given a Lyapunov (energy)
function V (x) for a system (where x is the state of the system), then passivity-based
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controllers yield the control input u(t) such that the V˙ (x) is always negative definite
along the system trajectories implying continuous dissipation of energy. It has been
shown in [33], [51] that when passivity-based techniques are combined with resonant
mode controller designs, the performance of the resulting controller is significantly en-
hanced. This is especially true for vibratory and acoustic systems which have resonant
modes in their dynamics. Rigorous mathematical descriptions of passivity and a pre-
sentation of the resulting stability theorems are found in [55, 48, 75, 47]. The most
significant property of passive systems is that they can be robustly stabilized by any
passive controller. Furthermore this stability is guaranteed regardless of modeling inac-
curacies and system uncertainty. These results involving the robust stability of passivity
based controllers offer a powerful approach to robust controller synthesis. Many systems
are not inherently passive and must first be passified using a suitable compensator, and
then any strictly positive real controller (SPR) (as defined in [55, 48, 75, 47]) may be
used to robustly stabilize the system. Examples of such passification methods are given
in [52, 45]. There are several existing methodologies for synthesis of Positive Real (PR)
(as defined in [55, 48, 75, 47]) controllers.
The current methods for synthesizing PR controllers for linear passive systems in-
clude, constant gain PR [52], LQG PR [74], and H2/H∞ controllers [37]. Constant gain
PR controllers are limited by the design freedom they can offer due to a limited number
of design variables. LQG PR controllers, while dynamic, are not truly optimal due to
the dispassivity constraints that must be imposed on the weighting matrices of the LQG
cost function. Another problem is that these controllers have the same order as the
plant, and they are not minimal. Similar restrictions and high order controllers are also
present in H2/H∞ controllers. Ongoing challenges in these approaches to control design
are to reduce the conservatism imposed by PR constraints and to reduce the order of the
controller. Several approaches to these problems involve the design of resonant mode
and minimax LQG controllers [92, 95, 33].
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1.0.2.5 Active Passive Noise Control
Collectively these feedforward and feedback methods for enclosures typically are
only effective over narrow bands or for only a few resonant modes. Often times these
limitations can be lessened though careful design, and novel actuation schemes, but to
some degree there is always some limitations on the effectiveness. This motivates the
concept of combined active and passive control design to achieve larger reductions than
either approach alone could.
Recently there have been several works that have sought to combine active and
passive materials, or to tailor active and passive design properties to complement each
other. In Smith, et. al [103] and Yuan [112] a broadband hybrid absorption system which
composed of absorbing foam and a control speaker were tested inside an impedance tube.
By using the speaker to impose desired boundary conditions in a cavity behind the foam
layer the absorption of the combined foam/speaker system was enhanced. These efforts
were repeated in Cobo [13] where a micro-perforated panel was separated by a small air
gap from a piezoelectric piston actuator (for imposing the rear boundary condition). In
a Lee [68] specially selected absorbent materials were laminated to panels and then both
active vibration control and piezoelectric shunt damping were used to suppress lower
frequency noise. Another interesting paper is by Cabell and Gibbs [8] where constrained
layer damping and feedback control where designed together. In this way constrained
layer damping attacked the high frequencies and a simple adaptive controller was used
to attenuate sound radiation at low frequencies. Another added benefit of the damping
material was that it was found to smooth phase transitions and to promote robustness in
the presence of shifts in the natural frequencies. There have also been numerous other
combinations of active and passive designs [35], [65], and [98]. The most interesting
feature of these applications is that by Guo who utilized noise barriers and active noise
control to create quiet zones at the top edge of the barrier lessening noise due to edge
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diffraction. This dissertation seeks to first tackle the passive noise control problem by
developing a framework for computational optimization and then by developing a MIMO
strategy for active control. Thus the two parts of the problem are currently separated.
However these efforts lay the groundwork for a combined optimization of the structure
and control.
1.0.2.6 Acoustic Parameter/Mechanism Control
One direction initially explored in the work of this thesis was to develop a mecha-
nism to allow active control of structural parameters to reduce sound transmission and
radiation. This is a relatively untouched topic although there are some useful works
whose efforts can be instructional. In Samejima [99], an electro-acoustic diaphragm
had its electrical parameters modified actively to control the impedance of the device.
In this approach model based controllers (specifically LQG) were designed to produce
the desired acoustic impedance. In Kim and Kim [58], a similar approach was used in
a piezo embedded panel. In this work a controllable electric circuit was attached to
the piezoelectric devices and the piezo was configured as a semi-active dissipator. In
Zhu, et. al. [116] the acoustic parameters known as the absorption, reflection, and
transmission coefficient were actively controlled using flat panel speakers. This paper
doesn’t represent a new technology so much as a new approach to ASAC. The difference
is a shift from attempting to control and suppress vibration (indirectly affecting the
coefficients of absorption, reflection, and transmission) to controlling these coefficients
directly. The effort utilized a feedforward controller, and was demonstrated to reduce
broadband sound transmission.
In this dissertation one of the guiding mechanisms for intuitively designing con-
trollers to reduce sound level involved studying the coupling coefficient and redesigning
or suppressing those modes that factor into the transmission sound from one chamber
to another (effectively reducing the coupling coefficient). The idea behind targeting
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this mechanism is that although it may not make the source enclosure quieter or even
decrease the total plate vibration it should prevent noise that is generated inside or
outside a fully enclosed space from being transmitted outside or inside the enclosure,
respectively.
1.0.3 Statement of Contribution
Even with this extensive background of passive and active noise control literature,
there is still a considerable amount of research that must still be done. Specifically there
are four major deficiencies in existing knowledge that I hope to make new contributions
to:
First is that there is no existing work to my knowledge that attempts to directly
target the vibroacoustic coupling by passive redesign or through active control. Most
other efforts have attempted to affect the absorption or transmission characteristics
directly, and have often targeted structural vibrations for suppression (this is a significant
difference).
Second there has recently been research into combined active-passive control of acous-
tic noise. However, these efforts have focused on simply using passive materials in high
frequency, and active approaches at low frequency. In this dissertation, a directed de-
sign approach of the passive structure lays the groundwork for simplifications of the
active control system and improvements in its performance. Although the concept is
not new, the existing work surrounding it is incomplete and mostly ad hoc’. The design
methodology also allows a combined controller structure optimization to be formulated.
There has been some past work modeling and controlling 3-D enclosures but these
have been confined to smaller one sided enclosures and there has been little to no results
for a two enclosure barrier plate setup like the one considered here. There are especially
few experimental results. Dealing with the analytical modeling, control design modeling,
and control of a larger modally rich enclosure is a significant contribution.
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Fourth, most approaches to active MIMO ANC are difficult to implement in prac-
tice due to uncertainties, the large size of the controller, and hardware limitations. In
this thesis passivity based approaches were explored to develop simpler, stable, and
performing controllers.
STATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTION:
This dissertation contributes to the existing knowledge in the field of noise control in
the following four areas:
1. Exploration of active and passive control of the acoustic structure coupling.
2. Demonstration of an approach to passive tailoring allowing integration with control
design
3. Development of a flexible modeling approach to the enclosure. acoustics problem,
and development of approaches to identifying and constructing the MIMO control
design model.
4. Investigation of several novel approaches to robust and implementable active noise
control using passivity, clustering, and resonant mode filters.
Additionally, smaller original contributions include: A)Development and implementa-
tion of an LMI formulation for a passive LQG design (using relaxed Riccati equation
solution); B) Design, simulation, and implementation an improved proof mass actuator;
C) Development of a proof of concept active stiffness control prototype using rheological
fluid.
The organization of the dissertation is discussed in the following section.
1.0.4 Dissertation Organization
The organization of the remainder of this dissertation is broken down into seven
chapters. In chapter 2 a detailed background of the acoustic, modeling, measurement,
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and control theory is presented. First in this chapter is a discussion of the acoustic rela-
tions of the enclosure, acoustic quantities of interest, methods for measurement of them,
and computational simulation approaches (BEM). Next the basics of plate vibration and
modeling are discussed along with the specifics of the FEM method developed for this
work. Then the approaches for constructing a coupled state model are presented. Next
the actuator modeling efforts are discussed, and passive structural design approaches
presented. Finally active control techniques, and theory are presented.
Chapter 3 explores the actual creation of the MIMO model of the acoustic enclo-
sure and the possibility of exploiting acoustic structure coupling to reduce the sound
transmitted through the panel into and out of a resonant enclosure. A plate redesign
strategy is presented in chapter 4 and then the redesigned plates are then experimentally
validated. Chapter 5 explores several active control strategies in simulation to gage their
effectiveness for control. Chapter 6 discusses the development of the experimental hard-
ware needed to conduct the MIMO active control investigation. Chapter 7 discusses the
experimental ID, control design, and implementation for two systems: first a SISO 1-D
tube (to develop and work the bugs out of algorithms) and then for the 3-D enclosure
separated by an actively controlled plate. Each of the control designs, and the successful
results are discussed. Finally chapter 8 summarizes the efforts and contributions of this
work, and discusses additional avenues of future study. A brief overview of the potential
applications of this work is also given.
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2 Theoretical Preliminaries for Structural Acoustics
Modeling and Control
This section will discuss the background theory used to derive the models and control
designs for the analytical portion of this work. Before continuing further, the limita-
tions of the models used these investigations will be discussed. First the analytical and
computational models developed here are restricted to be linear and are based on modal
expansions. This assumption for the most part is extremely representative of this type
of structural acoustic system at low frequency. However there are several notable excep-
tions. One is when the enclosure boundaries are very absorptive and lack resonances. In
such a situation modeling the acoustic system dynamics with a modal expansion is less
appropriate than considering only a direct propagation of the waves from the sources to
the plate and from the plate directly to the microphones. A second notable situation
is when the enclosures modeled are so large as to make the resonant modes indistin-
guishable from one another. In this case the model approach used in this work will
be very difficult to use, as will be shown later in this dissertation. Yet another excep-
tion is in the modeling of the sensors and actuators in this thesis. While sensors like
accelerometers are fairly accurate and free from nonlinear effects over their operating
range, piezoelectric devices (sensors and actuators) are known to have some degree of
hysteresis nonlinearity associated with them. Additionally the finite supply amplifiers
used to drive these devices and the finite bit converters used to sample them were not
considered and would represent saturation and quantization nonlinearities. Lastly the
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voice coil inertial actuators considered have several possible nonlinearities not considered
including magnetic hysteresis, static friction deadband, and non-idealities field concen-
tration in and near the coil gap. Despite these issues the models developed in this work
are useful at quickly validating or invalidating possible control designs and providing
insights into the system.
2.1 Enclosure Acoustics
In this section acoustic relations are presented then the acoustics of an enclosure are
developed. The efforts of this work are concerned only with linear acoustics for which
the governing partial differential equation is given in Eqn. 2.1
ρo∇ ∂˙~u
∂t
= −∇2p (2.1)
Additionally with the relation ρo
∂~u
∂t
= −∇p and the equation of state Eqn. 2.1 may be
rewritten as in Eqn. 2.2.
∇2p = 1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
(2.2)
In these relations c is the speed of sound in the acoustic medium, ρo is the equilibrium
density of the fluid, p is the acoustic pressure, and ~u is the particle velocity of the fluid.
Before going further, the velocity potential qa will be defined.
~u = ∇qa (2.3)
This quantity is sometimes more convenient to use than the acoustic velocity as we will
see later. In the case that the acoustic variables are functions of three spatial coordinates
the waves that are generated are known as spherical waves. Those waves that diverge
from a point source are known as harmonic with frequency ω and are represented in
complex form (with amplitude A, ~r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, and k = ω
c
as follows.
p =
A
r
ej(ωt−kr) (2.4)
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Next, several common acoustic quantities are defined including the acoustic impedance,
acoustic intensity, the sound power, the reflection coefficient, and the transmission co-
efficient. The convention from this point forward will be to indicate a complex quantity
with an underbar (i.e. complex pressure is p
¯
. The first quantity presented is the complex
acoustic impedance, and it is defined as in Eqn. 2.5
Z
¯
=
p
¯
u
¯
(2.5)
The complex acoustic intensity is a vector quantity defined as (where (·)∗ indicates
complex conjugate):
~I =
1
2
p
¯
(~r, t)u
¯
∗(~r, t) = ~I(~r) + j ~Q(~r) (2.6)
In Eqn. 2.7 ~I and ~Q are known as the active and reactive intensities respectively. With
this definition the sound power W is defined:
W =
∫ ∫
~I · nˆ dS (2.7)
The transmission coefficient τ is defined as transmitted pressure amplitude over incident
pressure amplitude, and reflection confident R is the reflected pressure amplitude over
the incident pressure amplitude.
With these basics out of the way we are ready to begin describing the modeling of
enclosure acoustics. Beginning with the homogeneous wave equation for the enclosure:
∇2p− 1
c2o
∂2p
∂t2
= 0 (2.8)
With the application of boundary constraints this boundary value problem’s solution
may be expressed as an eigenfunction expansion of the pressure in terms of these mode
shapes and modal coordinates p(t) =
∑
iΦaiPi(t). Now consider the inhomogeneous
Helmholtz equation.
∇2p− 1
c2o
∂2p
∂t2
= −ρo∂q(t)
∂t
(2.9)
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Using the homogenous expansion solution results in an infinite sum of eigenfunctions.
In practice these sums are truncated to yield a finite dimensional linearized model that
can be represented by the following vector matrix differential equation:
P¨(t) + C˜aP˙(t) + ΩaP(t) = ρc2(Λa)−1 ˙Q(t) (2.10)
where, Λa is a diagonal matrix where the diagonal entries are Λaii =
∫
V Φ
2
ai
dV and
Q(t) is the generalized volume source strength vector whose rows are given by Qi(t) =∫
V q(ro)Φai(ro)dV where q(ro) is the source term. This is rewritten in terms of the
velocity potential qa, by noticing p(t) = −ρq˙a(t) and qa = ∑iΦaiqai(t), then substituting
into Eqn. 2.10, and integrating.
q¨a(t) + C˜aq˙a(t) + Ωaqa(t) = −c2(Λa)−1Q(t) (2.11)
In this equation Ca is a general acoustic mode damping term, and Ωa is a diagonal matrix
of acoustic eigenvalues. All that remains to use these expressions is the homogenous
eigenfunction expansion. For the case of a perfectly rigid/reflective enclosure this ends
up being fairly simple to solve analytically. However this is one of the only boundary
conditions where a ”nice” solution is possible. A rigid enclosure is an idealization and
if the enclosure has flexible walls, absorptive walls, or perforated walls (all very ”real
world” situations) this approach may lead to inaccuracies. Technically to utilize an
eigenfunction expansion only requires two things: 1) the functions are solutions to the
homogeneous equation, and 2) the functions are orthogonal to one another. Therefore
if one was able to find these orthogonal functions they could be used to construct the
solution. The next section describes a numerical method by which these eigenfunctions
may be found.
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2.2 Boundary Element Method
Beginning from the wave equation the (HIE) given in Eqn. (2.12) may be derived
[6],[22]. This equation expresses the solution for the acoustic field in terms of known
and unknown quantities on the boundaries.
pˆ(~r) =
1
α(~r)
∫
Si
pˆ(~rs)
∂G(~r, ~rs)
∂n
+ jωρvˆ(~rs)G(~r, ~rs)dSi
+jωρ
∫
V
q(~ro)G(~r, ~ro)dV (2.12)
where G(~r, ~ro) =
ejk(~r− ~ro)
4pi(~r−~ro) is the Green’s function (in this case the free space Green’s
function but this choice is somewhat arbitrary as long as it is a fundamental solution to
the wave equation). The other quantities are a geometry dependent coefficient α(~r), the
complex pressure pˆ(~r), the complex velocity vˆ(~rs), a source term q(~ro), and the boundary
surfaces Si with (i = 1, 2, 3...., n). Essentially the boundary element method seeks to
evaluate this HIE numerically to determine the solution for pˆ(~r). This process requires
that the surface first be discretized, and like terms collected. Without going into details
(if interested these details may be found in a number of texts and papers [111],[6]) the
discretized HIE equation essentially becomes a linear system of equations in terms of
the boundary variables like those in Eqn. (2.13).
[H]~p = [G]~v (2.13)
In this problem, for each equation either pi, vi, or the ratio of pi to vi is a known and
thus the linear system may be solved for the remaining boundary terms and then a form
of Eqn. (2.12) may be used to express interior points as combinations of these boundary
source solutions.
A method similar to this that uses linear elements, and is capable of handling the
more general robin boundary condition was used to solve for the acoustic mode shapes
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and frequencies. First the boundary conditions (rigid) were specified, and the problem
was solved with a monochromatic point source for a desired vector of frequencies. For
each frequency the field solutions were evaluated at a point close to this excitation
point. Then the eigenfrequencies are determined from the maxima of the frequency
response function developed in the previous step. This process is repeated for numerous
source and measurement locations then the eigenmodes are found by finding the internal
solution at a desired spatial grid for the identified eigenfrequencies. When possible,
several solutions are generated and used to remove the distortion in the field solution
that occurs near the source point location. This method was used to generate the
acoustic modal frequencies and mode shapes for this dissertation and the BEM result
was nearly identical to the analytical result that exists for this specific problem.
2.3 Finite Element Method
This chapter is focused on the development of a mathematical model for the acoustic-
structure system. This model will be used later for the controller design and passive
tailoring. First, an underlying modeling methodology is presented for a generic flexible
structure system. Flexible structures represent infinite dimensional systems; however,
for control design purposes, one often needs to obtain a finite dimensional approximation
of an infinite dimensional system. Infinite dimensional systems are also computationally
intractable. There are several approximate modeling methods that can be used to model
flexible structures. Essentially, each method represents a scheme to discretize a continu-
ous system into a number of discrete elements (thus transforming an infinite dimensional
description into a finite dimensional one). A general group of methods used in this thesis
are known collectively as modal space methods. They represent the solution in the form
of a finite sum of the product of two functions, one of which is a spatial function, and
the other is a function of time.
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A finite dimensional approximation of infinite dimensional flexible structure often
leads to an eigenvalue problem of the following form:
Determine matrix Φ and matrix Λ which satisfy
M−1KΦ = ΛΦ (2.14)
where, M is the inertial (mass) matrix of the system, K is the stiffness matrix, Φ is
matrix of eigenvectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (both of which have
a special meaning to be discussed later). There are different approaches to solving the
eigenvalue problem and constructing the solution of the governing differential equation.
The three most commonly known methods are the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the method
of weighted residuals, and the finite element method. Given next is a brief overview of
these methods.
2.3.1 The Rayleigh-Ritz Method
The procedure in this method is based on the theorem of minimum potential energy.
By restricting a set of admissible basis functions for approximating the eigenvector to a
particularly simple subset (like the space of linear combinations of n independent basis
functions) an approximate eigenvector of the eigenvalue problem is expressed as:
u(s) =
n∑
i=1
viui(s) (2.15)
where vi are real coefficient, and ui are the basis functions (often called the comparison
functions)
Suppose φ and λ is an eigenpair which satisfy the operator eigenvalue problem:
Kφ =Mλφ (2.16)
Taking the inner product of both sides with respect to φ yields
λ =
< φ,Aφ >
<
√
mφ,
√
mφ >
(2.17)
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Replacing φ with the u in Eqn. (2.15), the relationship in Eqn. (2.17) doesn’t hold.
However by forming this Rayleigh quotient with the approximation as in Eqn. (2.18) it
is possible to find the best approximation to the eigenvector φ.
R(v¯) =
〈∑n1 viui,∑n1 viAui〉
〈√m∑n1 viui,√m∑ni viui〉 (2.18)
This is done by minimizing ∂R/∂v¯, where v¯ = (v1, v2, . . .)T . The approximate eigenpairs
found using this approach can then be used in modeling of the system.
For flexible structures, a specific application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method known as
the assumed modes method is used. In this method, a solution is assumed to have the
following form:
u(s, t) =
n∑
i=1
ψi(s)ηi(t) (2.19)
In this instance, ψi represents a best guess of the mode-shape functions, and ηi are time
dependent generalized spatial coordinates. The kinetic and potential energy equations
are expressed in terms of ψ and η resulting in the following form:
Mη¨ +Kη = 0 (2.20)
This set of differential equations can then be recast as an algebraic eigenvalue problem.
Furthermore, if the mode shapes φi represent the eigenvectors and the square of the
natural frequencies ω2i represent the eigenvalues λi, then the eigenvectors are orthogonal
with respect to M . This means that
φTi Mφj = 0 if i 6= j (2.21)
When φi are mass normalized such that φ
T
i Mφi = 1. For
Φ = [φ1, φ2, . . . , φn], and Λ = diag[ω
2
1, ω
2
2, . . . , ω
2
n] (2.22)
It holds that
ΦTMΦ = I and ΦTKΦ = Λ (2.23)
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Transforming the generalized coordinates to modal coordinates η(t) = Φq(t) produces
the following set of decoupled second order ODE’s:
q¨i + λiqi = 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (2.24)
2.3.2 Method of Weighted Residuals
The method of weighted residuals is more general than the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In
this method, an approximate eigenvector is assumed as in Eqn. (2.15), and the residual
of the eigenvalue equation is defined as:
R(u, s) = Au(s)− λm(s)u(s) (2.25)
Let ψi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) represent a set of basis functions. For a given n, the goal is to
find ψi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), all of which are orthogonal to R. This condition minimizes R
and achieves the best approximation of φ. This again results in an algebraic eigenvalue
problem (K − λM)v¯ = 0 where M and K are generally not symmetric. Depending
on the choice of {ψi}, a variety of methods for solution can be obtained. If A is self-
adjoint, the resulting algebraic eigenvalue problem is equivalent to that obtained by the
Rayleigh-Ritz method.
2.3.3 Thin Plate Model
The plate structure developed later in this work was modeled using the finite element
method. There are numerous advantages in using finite element method (FEM), includ-
ing the ease with which parametric optimizations can be formulated and conducted, and
handling boundary conditions for which there are no closed form analytical solutions
(like the clamped clamped plate). Many effective FEM packages are readily available
for obtaining mathematical models of structural systems. The basic idea of the FEM
is to divide a continuous system into a number of discrete elements. The points of in-
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tersection of the dividing lines are referred to as the ”nodes”. For a particular problem
type the relevant PDEs are then approximated and solved over these discretized regions.
An FEM model of a clamped, square plate was developed using two different finite
element packages. Using ANSYS and FEMLAB the eigenfrequency and mode shape
data was obtained. After a reasonable degree of confidence was achieved in the model
FEMLAB was chosen to do the remainder of the structural modeling. The reason for
this selection was to allow Matlab coupled optimizations and simulations to be run with
relative ease. FEMLAB [?], is a Matlab-based toolbox that allows the user to work
directly with the partial differential equations governing each structural element. When
constraints are applied and the element PDE’s are linearized, these equations reduce to
a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form : K NT
N 0

 V
Y
 = λ
 M 0
0 0

 V
Y
 (2.26)
Since the elements are assumed to have a governing PDE the matrices K,N ,and M
(which are constructed from the PDE coefficients and constraints) are already known. In
this case, the linear solver in Matlab transforms this problem (by Gaussian elimination)
to the standard algebraic eigenvalue problem which can be solved using a method similar
to the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
2.3.3.1 Mindlin Plate Model
A Mindlin plate is based on the following engineering assumption: a plane origi-
nally perpendicular to the mid surface remains planar after loading, but not necessarily
perpendicular to the deformed mid surface. The change in angle accounts for the trans-
verse shear deformation. The dependent variables for this plate formulation are the z
displacement w and the rotations Θx and Θy. The governing equations for shear stress
and moment are given 2.27. The element implementation used in FEMLAB is a six
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nodes twelve degrees of freedom Reissner-Mindlin triangle.
Mxx = D(
∂Θx
∂x
+ ν
∂Θy
∂y
)
Myy = D(
∂Θy
∂y
+ ν
∂Θx
∂x
)
Mxy =
(1− ν)D
2
(
∂Θx
∂y
+
∂Θy
∂x
)
Sx = κ
2Gt(Θx +
∂w
∂x
)
Sy = κ
2Gt(Θy +
∂w
∂y
) (2.27)
With the plate stiffness D and shear modulus G given by D = Et
3
12(1−ν2) and G =
E
2(1+ν)
,
and κ = 5
6
as the shear correction factor.
2.3.3.2 The finite dimensional model for the plate
The first and second modal solutions appear in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. A finite
dimensional linearized model of the plate can be represented by the following vector
matrix differential equation:
Mη¨(t) + Cη˙(t) +Kη(t) = f(t) (2.28)
where, η(t) is n×1 normal displacement vector, f(t) is force input from an actuator, and
M , C, and K are symmetric n× n mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively.
Equation (2.28) can be rewritten in the modal form as in Eqn. 3.1, and constructed
using mode shape and frequency information from ANSYS:
q¨p(t) + C˜pq˙p(t) + Ωpqp(t) = ΦTp f(t) (2.29)
where, Φp is the mass normalized mode shape matrix of the plate, qp(t) are the modal
coordinates, η(t) = [Φp]{qp(t)}, ΦTpMΦp = I, ΦTp CΦp = C˜p, and ΦTpKΦp = Ωp. These
may then be transformed to a standard state space form by selection of a state variable
description. The obvious choice of qpn ’s and ˙qpn ’s is a convenient and useful description.
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2.4 Structural-Acoustic Modeling
The fluid structure coupling method utilized in this paper is known as the modal
interaction model [22]. Begin by considering a fluid loading of the plate expressed
in terms of the generalized acoustic modal coordinates. The fluid loading in 2.30 is
expressed as a summation of the acoustic eigenfunctions for the pressure multiplied by
the element area S and the coupling matrix Π that indicates how each acoustic mode
couples to each structural mode. With this additional term the system of structural
equations become:
q¨p(t) + C˜pq˙p(t) + Ωpqp(t) = ΦTp f(t)− SρaΠT q˙a(t) (2.30)
Where Πmn =
1
S
∫
S Φam(rs)Φpn(rs)dS defines the coupling term. The expression of the
structures effect on the fluid may be similarly expressed as the modal velocities of the
plate multiplied by the coupling matrix Π, c, S, and the inverse acoustic mass matrix
Λa. With this new term the system of acoustic equations becomes:
q¨a(t) + C˜aq˙a(t) + Ωaqa(t) = −c2Λ−1a Q(t) + c2S ∗ Λ−1a Πq˙p(t) (2.31)
As one might expect this type of coupling between the two systems manifests itself as
a damping term in each differential equation. However unlike viscous damping these
terms do not dissipate energy they merely transfer it to either the structural or acoustic
system in a lossless fashion. Future efforts will improve upon this model by considering
loss in this transference of energy.
2.4.1 State Space Model
Now, considering the specific system of this work (two identical enclosures sepa-
rated by the flexible plate) Equations (2.30) and (2.31) can now be formulated into a
2 ∗ N dimensional state space representation (with N equal to the combined number
of structural (n) and acoustic (m for each enclosure) modes in the finite dimensional
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model). This has the form shown in equation (2.32). In this expression, the matrix
A = Acoup + Adec and as and ad indicate the source and destination enclosures.
x˙(t) = Ax(t) + B[u(t), s(t)]T (2.32)
y(t) = Cx(t)
Adec = diag(
 0 1−ω2p1 −2ζp1ωp1
 , · · · ,
 0 1−ω2pn −2ζpnωpn

,
 0 1−ω2as1 −2ζas1ωas1
 , · · · ,
 0 1−ω2asm −2ζasmωasm

,
 0 1−ω2ad1 −2ζad1ωad1
 , · · · ,
 0 1−ω2adm −2ζadmωadm
)
(2.33)
Acoup =

[0]2·pn×2·pn Cas2p −Cad2p
Cp2as [0]2·asn×2·asn [0]2·asn×2·adn
−Cp2ad [0]2·adn×2·asn [0]2·adn×2·adn

Cas2p = Cad2p = −ρaS

0 0 0 0 0
0 ΠT1,1 · · · 0 ΠT1,m
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 0
0 ΠTn,1 · · · 0 ΠTn,m

Cp2as = Cp2ad = −c2S

0 0 0 0 0
0 (Λ−1a Π)1,1 · · · 0 (Λ−1a Π)1,n
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · 0 0
0 (Λ−1a Π)m,1 · · · 0 (Λ−1a Π)m,n

(2.34)
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B =

0 0
(Φ˜p1 |actlocs)T 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0
(Φ˜pn |actlocs)T 0
0 0
0 (Φ˜as1 |actlocs)T
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0
0 (Φ˜asm |actlocs)T
.
.
.
.
.
.

;
C =
[
Φˆp1 |senslocs 0 · · · Φˆpn |senslocs 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 −ρoΦˆad1 |senslocs · · · 0 −ρoΦˆadm |senslocs
]
(2.35)
With desired outputs being the positions at a series of points on the plate and the
measurement of pressure at specific enclosure locations, the structural and acoustic
modeshape matrices are evaluated at this subset of discrete sensor points. Similarly the
structural forcing locations and the acoustic source locations are also extracted from the
mode shape matrix. Together these sets of modeshape data form a map from forces in
real coordinate space to modal coordinate space for the inputs and outputs and the B
and C matrices are given by equations 2.35.
Where, in the C matrix Φˆpn corresponds to the n
th modeshape evaluated at the
location of the position sensor and Φˆadm similarly corresponds to the location of the
microphone on the destination side. If one desires the output to be plate velocity instead
of position the Φˆpn terms are moved over one position to the right in the C matrix. In
the B matrix the Φ˜pn terms correspond to the n
th modeshape of the plate evaluated at
each force (actuator) input location. Φ˜asm terms correspond to the m
th modeshape of
the acoustics evaluated at each acoustic source location. These equations may be further
modified to include the effects of sensor and actuator dynamics these details are further
discussed in section 3.1.3.3.
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2.5 Active Noise Control Methodologies
2.5.1 Model Based Control (LQG)
2.5.1.1 LQG Regulator Design
The LQG regulator or LQR controller is part of the dual problem of optimal observer
and controller design for an LQG controller. Because of the separation principle the
observer and controller portions of the LQG design may be separately tackled. A Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) design involves a solution for an optimal control input that
will minimize a given quadratic cost function. In this particular instance, this cost
function reflects an effort to penalize the states and control energy for the system’s worst-
case performance criteria. For the LQG regulator the cost function to be minimized was
considered to be:
J(x, u) =
1
2
E
{
lim
T→∞
∫ T
0
(
{
x
}T
Qc
{
x
}
+ uTRcu)dt
}
(2.36)
where Qc = Q
T
c ≥ 0 and Rc = RTc > 0 are the design parameters reflecting state
weighting and control weighting matrices, and u is the control input. With u as defined in
Eqn. (2.37) the state feedback gains are determined optimally in the same computation.
u = − [Kx]
{
xˆ
}T
(2.37)
[Kx] = −R−1c BTu Pc (2.38)
where, Pc = P
T
c ≥ 0 is the solution of the following (steady-state) algebraic Riccati
equation (ARE):
A˜TPc + PcA˜− PcB˜uR−1c B˜u
T
Pc +Qc = 0 (2.39)
2.5.1.2 LQG Observer (Kalman Filter) Design
The LQG (Linear Quadratic Gaussian) controller is essentially the combination of a
regulator and a Kalman filter (an optimal observer). For a design of the Kalman filter,
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a state-space model of the plate-enclosure system with random disturbance inputs and
sensor noise is considered. Both of these random signals are assumed to be stationary,
uncorrelated, and zero mean white noise processes. The system model can be represented
as follows:
x˙ = Ax+Buu+Buγ +Bdd
y˜ = Cy˜x+Duu+Dddξ (2.40)
where, γ and ξ are the actuator and sensor noise with covariancesQe andRe, respectively.
Since the values of Qe and Re for realistic disturbances are not known a priori, Qe and
Re are treated as the design parameters and are chosen so that the observer is stable
and converges quickly. The observer dynamics are given by
˙ˆx = [A− LCy −BuKx − LDuKx] xˆ− Ly (2.41)
where, the Kalman estimator gain L is given by L = PeC
T
mR
−1
e and Pe is the solution of
filter Riccati equation:
PeA
T + APe − PeCTy R−1e CyPe +BuQ−1e BTu = 0 (2.42)
where, Qe = Q
T
e ≥ 0 and Re = RTe > 0. The control signal u is then given by
u = −Kxxˆ (2.43)
The closed-loop system is the combination of the regulator and estimator given by Eqn.
(2.44).
x˙
˙ˆx
 =
 A −BuKx
LCy A− LCy −BuKx − LDuKx


x
xˆ

+
[
BTd 0
]T
d(t)
ypf =
[
Cy 0
] {
xT xˆT
}T
+Ddd (2.44)
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In this work there were several approaches to the design of LQG controllers. When
possible state models of the plant including both plate and enclosure dynamics were
used. When this became untenable (in the high order MIMO systems) only the plate
state description was used. In simulation the continuous formulation of the controller
and observer equations were utilized (what was presented here). However, when dealing
with high frequency control and models were the dynamics are lightly damped, straight
conversion of the continuous controller to z-domain can cause problems. First, the algo-
rithm doesn’t consider the finite sampling rate effects of the model. While if extremely
oversampled this is not a problem, it does lead to performance issues when this is not the
case. Second, if the controller is not structured/balanced/scaled properly in the continu-
ous to discrete conversion, rounding error in the filter coefficients introduces uncertainty
to the pole and zero locations (a disaster when there are so many poles so close to the
unit circle). One way to avoid this problem is to use the discrete time formulation of
the regulator and observer design problems. This is what was done in this work. In all
cases the LQG controller was reduced in order before implementation
2.5.2 Passivity Based Control
2.5.2.1 Theoretical Preliminaries
Before further discussion of these efforts the results of several theorems developed
and presented in [?, ?, ?, ?] some definitions must be made. First the Lp and Lpe spaces
are defined.
Definition 1 Let the Lp - norm of a signal u(t) beginning at t=0 be given as
‖u(t)‖Lp .=
(∫ ∞
0
‖u(t)‖pdt
) 1
p
(2.45)
then the Lp space is the space containing all signals that have a finite Lp-norm. The Lpe
space is the space of all signals that when truncated at time T have a finite Lp-norm.
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For example L2 is the space of finite square integrable signals. This also corresponds
to space of bounded energy signals. Also for L2 there is an inner product 〈u, v〉 defined
on it and the L2-norm can be written as
√
〈u, u〉. Thus this is an infinite dimensional
Hilbert Space. Next is a general definition of dissipativity. Simply said dissipativity
parallels the concepts of energy loss and dissipation in physical systems [?].
Definition 2 The supply rate is a function w(t) = w(u(t), y(t)) with u(t) ∈ Lpe and
y(t) ∈ Lpe (where u and y may be vector valued). Such that w(t) is locally integrable.
Definition 3 A system is said to be internally dissipative with respect to w(u, y) if there
exists a function of the state x known as the storage function E that satisfies the following
”dissipation inequality”
E(x(0)) +
∫ T
0
w(u(t), y(t))dt ≥ E(x(T )) (2.46)
∀T ≥ 0 and for all measurable real valued states.
Definition 4 A system is said to be input output dissipative with respect to w(u, y) if
there exists a β such that ∫ T
0
w(u(t), y(t))dt+ β ≥ 0 (2.47)
∀T ≥ 0
Now if one considers a system that is zero state observable and reachable [?] then
input-output dissipativity and internal dissipativity are the same. Furthermore if the
supply rate function is quadratic with
w(y, u) = [yTuT ]
 Q S
ST R

 y
u
 (2.48)
Then one may define what is known as passivity [?].
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Definition 5 a passive system is a subset of the class of dissipative systems where the
number of inputs and outputs are equal and the supply rate function w(u, y) is quadratic.
The following forms of passivity are defined in the input output sense
A system is passive if Q = 0, R = 0, and S = 1
2
I and there exists a β so that
w(y, u) + β = 〈y, u〉T + β ≥ 0 for all T ≥ 0.
A system is input strictly passive if Q = 0, R = −²I, and S = 1
2
I and ∃ a β such
that 〈y, u〉T + β ≥ ²‖uT‖22 for all T ≥ 0, and ² ≥ 0.
A system is output strictly passive if Q = −δI, R = 0, and S = 1
2
I and ∃ a β
such that 〈y, u〉T + β ≥ δ‖yT‖22 for all T ≥ 0, and δ ≥ 0.
One additional definition is needed to describe situations where the system has a
state variable description with state x(t).
Definition 6 A system is state strictly passive if ∃ a V (x) ≥ 0 such that 〈y, u〉T ≥
V˙ + ψ(x) for all T ≥ 0 and ψ(x) ≥ 0.
The concept of passivity is a useful one in the analysis and control of dynamic
systems. A large class of physical systems can be classified as being naturally passive
(i.e. have Lyapunov functions V (x) for which V˙ < 0). A very important property of
a passive system is that it can be robustly stabilized by any strictly passive controller,
despite unmodeled dynamics and parametric uncertainties. For finite-dimensional linear,
time-invariant (LTI) systems, passivity is equivalent to the ”positive realness” of the
transfer function.
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Let G(s) denote a m×m matrix whose elements are proper rational functions of the
complex variable. G(s) is said to be stable if all its elements are analytic in <(s) > 0.
Let the conjugate-transpose of a complex matrix H be denoted by H∗.
Definition 7 An m×m rational matrix G(s) is said to be positive real (PR) if
1. all elements of G(s) are analytic in Re(s) > 0;
2. G(s) +G∗(s) ≥ 0 in Re(s) > 0; or equivalently,
Poles on the imaginary axis are simple and have nonnegative-definite residues, and
G(jω) +G∗(jω) ≥ 0 for ω ∈ (−∞,∞)
Definition 8 An m×m rational matrix G(s) is said to be marginally strictly positive
real (MSPR) if it is positive real, and G(jω) +G∗(jω) > 0 for ω ∈ (−∞,∞)
The following established theorems about the passivity of interconnections of passive
systems are now presented without proof.
Theorem 1 The closed-loop system consisting of negative feedback interconnection of
G1(s) and G2(s) is globally asymptotically stable if G1(s) is PR, G2(s) is MSPR, and
none of the purely imaginary poles of G2(s) are transmission zeros of G1(s). If G1(s)
and G2(s) are interchanged this theorem still holds.
Theorem 2 The parallel interconnection of two strictly passive systems G1(s) and G2(s)
is itself a passive system.
2.5.2.2 Sensor blending for Passification
With the storage function of G(s) defined as V (x) = 1
2
xTPx P > 0 one can write
the dissipativity condition of Definition 6 as:
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xT (PA+ ATP )x+ 2xTPBu− xTCTu = (2.49) x
u

T  ATP + PA −CT + PB−C +BTP −(D +DT )

 x
u
 ≤ 0 (2.50)
and this may be expressed as the following LMI for which a P must be found: ATP + PA −CT + PB−C +BTP −(D +DT )
 ≤ 0 (2.51)
In the situation where there are more sensor inputs available than control outputs in
the system it may be possible to blend these sensor signals such that the resultant
combination does yield a passive system. This problem becomes one of finding a matrix
M such that the state space system (A,B,MC,MD) is passive. This problem then
becomes one of finding M and P matrices such that ATP + PA −(MC)T + PB−MC +BTP −(MD + (MD)T )
 ≤ 0 (2.52)
Additionally the resultant system should retain a certain threshold of observability.
Thus the following set of LMI’s are added for further constraint using the observability
grammian Qo.  ATQo +QoA (MC)T
MC −I
 ≤ 0 (2.53)
Qo > ²oI (2.54)
Here ²o is chosen to set a lower bound on the observability of the system. This approach
to passification was utilized in the both the simulation and experimentation section.
2.5.2.3 Actuator blending for Passification
The dual problem to sensor blending the actuator blending or allocation problem.
In this case the number of actuators available (r) is greater than the number of sensors
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(q) and the goal is to find a combination of actuators that will passify the system and
achieve a desired level of observability. Beginning again with condition Eqn. 2.51 the
goal is to find blending matrix N , such that the state space system (A,BN,C,DN) is
passive this boils down to a similar LMI constraint. AP + PAT −PCT +BN−CP +NTBT −(DN + (DN)T )
 ≤ 0 (2.55)
Like in the sensor the LMI system is further constrained with a lower bound on the
controllability grammian of the system. This ensures that the solution of this LMI
system for N yields an actuator blending that leaves the system controllable. This
constraint equation is:  AQc +QcAT BN
NTBT −I
 ≤ 0 (2.56)
Qc > ²cI (2.57)
The solution is to find a P ≥ 0, Qc > ²cI, and N ∈ <r×q so that the system is passive
and controllable.
2.5.2.4 Passivity Based LQG
Reconsider the following state space system of the LQG design problem.
x˙ = Ax+Buu+Buγ +Bdd
y˜ = Cy˜x+Duu+Dddξ (2.58)
Again with the observer dynamics are given by equation 2.59 and Kalman estimator gain
L given by L = PeC
T
mR
−1
e , and the control gain Kx given by a similar Riccati solution.
˙ˆx = [A− LCy −BuKx − LDuKx] xˆ− Ly (2.59)
u = −Kxxˆ (2.60)
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With this formulation for the LQG controller there is no guarantee of the passivity of the
controller even if the system from which the observer is derived is passive. However it is
possible as shown in [74] to judiciously select Qe ,Q ,R, and Re such that the resultant
solution for the controller is passive. However this controller may lack the performance
as the noise and covariance matrices utilize no longer free for the user to choose. In many
cases this may be fine but there is some definite benefit to having greater flexibility in
the selection of the weighting matrices. Next a method is proposed and described by
which this may be done using an LMI framework. Begin with the equations for the
LQG controller dynamics and the LMI formulation of the passivity condition given in
equations 2.59 and 2.51 respectively. By substituting the controller A,B,C,D into the
2.51 you arrive at the following necessary sufficient condition for the passivity of the
controller.  ATc P + PAc −CTc + PBc−Cc +BTc P −(Dc +DTc )
 =
 [A− LCy −BuKx − LDuKx]TP + P [A− LCy −BuKx − LDuKx] KTx + PL
Kx + L
TP 0
 ≤ 0
(2.61)
Again it should be noted that in practice the LMI solution converges better when there
is a small nonzero element on the 22 of the matrix above. Even though it is not in the
controller formulation a small addition of a ”D” term doesn’t adversely affect controller
performance.
Now lets examine the solution for the optimal LQG observer in greater detail. In the
traditional optimal observer design Pe is found by the solution of the Algebraic Riccati
Equation (ARE).
PeA
T + APe − PeCTy R−1e CyPe +BuQ−1e BTu = 0 (2.62)
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Note that in the above equation it is assumed that the input matrix for the process noise
is the same as the control input matrix if this is not the case a more general G matrix
can be used in its place and substituted in the subsequent equations. However this strict
equality is more of a liability in the proposed multi-objectiveH2 design (optimal observer
and passive controller). This is because this formulation doesn’t lend itself to solution
as an LMI. What would be helpful is if the strict equality of this ARE could be relaxed
and molded into an LMI framework. It can be shown and was in [71] that this can be
done an that the solution of the general Riccati (ATP + PAT + CTC − PBBTP = 0)
may be found by relaxing the problem to the following LMI’s given in equation 2.63 AY + Y AT −BBT Y CT
CY −I
 < 0
 Y I
I Q
 > 0 Tr(Q²) < ² (2.63)
For this particular ARE this becomes AY + Y AT − CTy R−1e Cy Y BuQ
1
2
e
Q
1
2
eBTY −I
 < 0
 Y I
I Q
 > 0 Tr(Q²) < ² (2.64)
where Y = P−1e . Now rewriting equation 2.61 in terms of Y using the definition of L
provided above yields:[
[AT −KTx BTu − (CTy R−1e Cy − CTy R−1e DuKx)T Y−1]P + P [A− BuKx − Y−1(CTy R−1e Cy − CTy R−1e DuKx)] KTx + PY−1CTy R−1e
Kx + (C
T
y R
−1
e )
T Y−1P δI
]
≤ 0
(2.65)
P > 0 (2.66)
Similarly the relaxed ARE for the controller is given by 2.67 AYc + YcAT −BuR−1c Bu Yc(Q
1
2
c )T
Q
1
2
c Yc −I
 < 0
 Yc I
I Qγ
 > 0 Tr(Qγ) < γ
(2.67)
where Yc = P
−1
c is the inverse of the solution of the control optimal state feedback ARE.
This result allows for the substitution for Kx = R
−1
c B
T
u Pc = R
−1
c B
T
u Y
−1
c into 2.61 (not
shown for brevity).
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Efforts are ongoing in formulating a bandlimited version of this approach. This will
be accomplished with a series of weights that are incorporated into a new system of LMI’s
capturing the passivity and small gain objectives respectively. Although preliminary, the
results show promise for melding the small gain and passivity based approaches to the
robust control problem for certain types of structured H2 control.
2.5.3 Model and Controller Reduction
After modeling the system either computationally or using blackbox system ID tech-
niques, the first problem that usually arises is that realization of the system is both
non-minimal (as a artifact of it’s construction) and high order. This becomes more prob-
lematic when working with highly MIMO systems, larger and larger frequency ranges,
and high order controllers. When it comes to the practical implementation of these
designs, simpler (smaller) designs are a must. There are two methods used to reduce
the order of the model and the controller for simulation and implementation. First of
these is by finding a minimum realization and the second is by using a balanced residu-
alization. The procedure for finding a minimum realization by Kalman decomposition is
presented in any variety of introductory linear systems texts. The concept behind a bal-
anced residualization is different though. Given a state space system with controllability
and observability grammians Qc and Qo. The balanced grammian is found by finding a
state transformation T for which TQcT
T = T−TQoT−1 = Qb. The matrix Qb is diagonal
and the same size as the transformed state description. Furthermore, under this state
description Qb’s entries are descending and give a direct measure of how important a
particular state is to the input-output response. This provides a convenient approach for
reducing the number of states in the model while preserving the input-output response
as best as possible.
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3 Modeling of the Plate and Enclosure System
Past efforts in active structural acoustic control have exposed the major difficulties
with using a MIMO approach to ASAC. The difficulty; how is the best way to synthesize
the controller? When using a MIMO design a control designer is has fewer techniques at
their disposal including model based controllers (like LQG), resonant mode controllers,
H∞ based designs, passivity based designs, and frequency weighted or constant gain
position,velocity, or acceleration based feedback designs. Although this list is by no
means complete it represents most of the major approaches to MIMO design for ASAC.
A second difficultly is also related to control design and that is, the modeling process. In
the modeling process, it is quite common that some of the dynamics are left unmodeled.
If unaccounted for or neglected in the control design and analysis, these unmodeled dy-
namics will lead to spillover or worse instability in the presence of the control action.
Third, while in SISO it is possible to maintain collocation of sensor and actuator (in
order to avoid RHP zeros and their detrimental effects on performance), MIMO sys-
tems will generally not have perfect collocation of sensors and actuators for all channel
combinations. This means that spatially induced delays will produce RHP zeros unless
special care is taken to passify the system. A final problem experienced in the MIMO
ASAC problem is the large size of the system models. Often as many as a 60-70 state
model may be required to effectively capture the system dynamics over a 1000Hz range
and this is in simulation where the basic form of the system model is known. When ex-
perimentally identified models are generated it becomes even more difficult to construct
low order models. This presents a problem for both design and implementation. Higher
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order models, containing at best 60-70 states, make the using model based controllers
more difficult in practice. This is because the order of the controller will in the best case
be the same order as the plant (without model reduction) and for some controllers (like
H∞) the order will be even greater. If you computer is sufficiently fast this may not
present a problem for simulation of controllers for MIMO ASAC problems but when one
attempts to implement these controllers on real hardware in real time this will present
a whole host of problems. This is further compounded by the fact MIMO ASAC sys-
tems must be sampled at a high enough rate (on many channels in this case up to 25)
so that discrete sampling effects do not present a limitation in the performance of the
controller. A general rule of thumb is that if it is desired to control a frequency range up
to 1000Hz then one needs to sample at least 10 times faster than this or up to 10000Hz.
Collectively the necessary digital filters, the high sampling rate, the MIMO system, and
the high system order work together to limit the size of controller that can be practically
implemented. This in part helped to motivate the control architecture investigation in
this dissertation.
In order to explore approaches to control that were more implementable in MIMO
ASAC systems, the following qualities were required: 1) reasonable (¡40) controller state
size, 2) a design methodology that lends itself well to highly MIMO systems (more than
just 2x2), and 3) a control approach that is inherently robust. To achieve these qualities
several ideas were explored. First was passive redesign of the system by plate mode
shape optimization. Next the concepts and intuition gained in this investigation were
applied to active control. Lastly other approaches to passifying (mathematically speak-
ing) the system used in active structural acoustic control were investigated (passifying
filter/controllers, and sensors blending). For all of these approaches what is first needed
is an analytical control design model. In the following section the specific development
of a coupled model of two enclosures separated by a plate will be discussed. Then the
simulation efforts to redesign the structure of the plate for reduced noise transmission
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through the plate are discussed in section 4. Then in section 5 control simulation on
this analytical model are conducted to evaluate various control approaches.
3.1 The Computational Models of the Plate Enclosure System
This effort makes use of the theory and analytical developments of section 2 to
construct a computationally based state space model of the 2 enclosure plate system.
This process begins with the construction and solution of both a finite element method
(FEM) model of the plate and a boundary element model (BEM) of the enclosures.
3.1.0.1 Acoustic Model
The BEM acoustic model used a uniformly discretized model of the interior surfaces
of the enclosure (containing approximately 20,000 tessellated triangle mesh elements of
an average of 1 square inch). Rigid boundary conditions for the enclosure were imposed.
Both enclosures considered have interior dimensions of 96 in by 41.5 in by 41.5 in. A
random sampling of 10 monochromatic point source locations was utilized to generate
the source strength solution at the boundary. Then this boundary source distribution
was represented at 10 random locations inside the enclosure. Next the monochromatic
sources were swept through a range of frequencies, and in this way, simulated frequency
response functions (frf’s) were generated for each internal evaluation point. At this point,
these frf’s were imported into a model fitting tool (SOCIT) that uses the eigensystem
realization algorithm (ERA) to fit a series of second order systems to the data in a least
squares sense for a desired order of model. After running each of these 10 frfs through
the algorithm using approximately 50 modes for the system order of each fit. The fitted
model’s eigenfrequencies were tabulated and a consolidated listing of all the fitted modes
was produced. This tabulated list was then reduced by careful manual inspection to the
first 63 modes (a time consuming approach). The first consensus mode starting at low
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frequency ( 69Hz) and moving to high frequency modes ( 723Hz). With this information
the BEM was again called to generate the acoustic mode shapes for these frequencies by
evaluating solutions for each of the point source locations (10 total) at a evenly spaced
grid of internal points (to generate the acoustic modeshape for each modal frequency).
These 10 different evaluations of the were then normalized and combined to eliminate
the local effects of the point source in the solution (by first removing the region around
the source from the solutions and then using the averaged result of the remaining nine
instances at those locations. The end result was a composite modeshape and a modal
frequency that matched very closely to the analytically predicted shapes (especially at
low frequency). Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the first 10 eigenfrequencies of this
approach to the analytical solution. Although this method was not absolutely needed
for generating the model of the enclosures for a rigid rectangular box it is necessary if
you desire to relax the boundary condition to an impedance boundary condition.
Table 3.1 Decoupled acoustic modal frequencies of each acoustic enclosure
Mode BEM Freq. (Hz) Analytic Freq. (Hz) Damping
1 68.86 69.72 0.01
2 136.11 139.43 0.01
3 159.97 163.33 0.01
4 161.23 163.33 0.01
5 176.01 177.59 0.01
6 178.27 177.59 0.01
7 206.32 209.15 0.01
8 215.11 214.75 0.01
. . .
60 685.15 692.96 0.01
61 687.76 696.46 0.01
62 695.44 706.85 0.01
63 714.89 723.84 0.01
Using the modes and modeshapes of the enclosure an eigenfunction expansion of
the pressure in terms of these modeshapes and modal coordinates p(t) =
∑
iΦaiPi(t) is
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constructed. A finite dimensional linearized model of the plate can be represented by
the equation 2.10.
3.1.1 The Plate Model
An FEM model of a clamped, square plate was developed first in ANSYS and then in
FEMLAB. In both cases the plate was modeled as a Mindlin plate, in which the thin plate
experiences bending, twisting, and transverse shear deformation. The plate considered is
0.515 m by 0.515 m and is approximately 0.0016 m thick. The material of the plate model
is assumed to be steel with at density of 7850 kg/m3 and an elastic modulus of 2.06e11
Pa. In the initial model (the baseline) there is only one square domain and this domain
is meshed using a Delaunay triangularization (as seen superimposed in Fig. 3.1). The
boundary conditions applied to edges of the plate are clamped boundary condition(s)
meaning that both deflection and rotation degrees of freedom are fixed to zero. To
begin the modeling process, a constrained eigenvalue problem was posed in FEMLAB
and the first 20 eigenpairs were solved for. Next the mass matrix was extracted and the
modeshapes from the eigensolution were mass normalized (Φp = Φpold(Φ
T
pold
MΦpold)
−.5
using the extracted mass matrix. The first and second modal solutions appear in Fig.
3.1 and Fig. 3.2. A finite dimensional linearized model of the plate, written in the
Figure 3.1 Flexible mode 1 for the plate
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Figure 3.2 Flexible mode 2 for the plate
form of Eqn. (3.1) can be rewritten in the modal form as in Eqn. 3.1. This form can be
constructed using mode shape and frequency information from the FEM solution:
q¨p(t) + C˜pq˙p(t) + Ωpqp(t) = ΦTp f(t) (3.1)
where, Φp is the mass normalized mode shape matrix of the plate, qp(t) are the modal
coordinates, η(t) = [Φp]{qp(t)}, ΦTpMΦp = I, ΦTp CΦp = C˜p, and ΦTpKΦp = Ωp. For the
sake of this investigation the finite dimensional model was limited to first 10 modes as
the modes 11 to 20 did not contribute significantly to the simulated structural response.
These first ten modes are listed in table 3.2.
3.1.2 Coupling Acoustics and Structure
As mentioned in the background information in section 2, the fluid structure coupling
method utilized in this work is known as the modal interaction model. The fluid loading
in Eqn. 2.30 is expressed as a summation of the normalized acoustic eigenfunctions for
the pressure multiplied by the element area S and the coupling matrix Π that indicates
how each acoustic mode couples to each structural mode. Where the term Πmn =
1
S
∫
S Φam(rs)Φpn(rs)dS defines the coupling term. The expression of the structure’s affect
on the fluid may be similarly expressed as the modal velocities of the plate multiplied by
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Table 3.2 Modal frequencies of steel plate
Mode Freq. (Hz) Damping
1 54.2 0.01
2 111.1 0.01
3 111.1 0.01
4 164.5 0.01
5 200.8 0.01
6 200.8 0.01
7 252.9 0.01
8 252.9 0.01
9 323.6 0.01
10 325.6 0.01
the coupling matrix Π, c, S, and the inverse acoustic mass matrix Λa. To compute both of
these terms the portion of the acoustic mode shape corresponding to the two dimensional
domain of the plate is extracted from the acoustic eigenfrequency data. Then both the
acoustic modeshape and the plate modeshape are interpolated on a regular grid. Next,
a two dimensional Simpson quadrature integration is carried out on the product of the
modeshapes at the plate interface. This coupling formulation shows directly that it
should be possible to decouple portions of the dynamics of the structure and acoustics
simply by redesigning (passive approach) or actively (suppressing) the vibration pattern
of the modeshape. However the difficulty lies in how a redesign to target one mode,
causes unintentional and undesired effects on the other modes (passive case) or energy
from controlling one mode adversely excites other modes. After investigating the coupled
acoustic and structural models using these methods, it was found that it is extremely
important to include enough modes to accurately model the coupling phenomenon. For
example, the region of interest for this analytical modeling is only from zero to 400
Hz. However, if you allow the number of acoustic modes considered in the coupled
model to extend beyond 400 Hz (say up to 700 Hz as in model 1) then the frequency
response is significantly different than if you only consider modes up to the 400 Hz
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range (as in model 2). In an uncoupled model truncating higher frequency modes will
only affect the frequency response significantly if the modal frequencies are in close
proximity to the region of interest. This is because the coupling induced by viscous
damping decreases significantly farther away from the mode (in frequency). However,
this gyrostatic coupling of the acoustic and structural modes doesn’t behave in the same
way. This indicates that one needs to be very careful when limiting or selecting the
number of modes that are included as it could drastically affect the frequency response.
Due to the nature of the coupling integration, the spatial distributions of higher order
modes, and the inherent damping of the uncoupled modes this effect should diminish as
you go farther out in frequency (just not as intuitively as in the uncoupled case). For the
final formulation of the statespace that will now be described, appropriate accuracy was
determined by investigations to be a model consisting of the first 10 structural modes
and the first 26 acoustic modes.
3.1.3 Construction of State Space Model
In order to construct the state space model given in section 2.4.1 sensor and actuator
type, dynamics, and location need to be defined. The equations for the plate and the
enclosures can now be formulated into a 2 ∗ n dimensional state space representation
(with n equal to the combined number of structural and acoustic modes in the finite
dimensional model plus the states for actuator and sensor dynamics). As stated previ-
ously there are 10 structural modes and 26 acoustic modes for each enclosure meaning
that there are 124 states in the model –actuator and sensor dynamics not withstanding.
This has the form shown in equation (2.32). In this previously supplied expression, the
matrix A = Acoup + Adec and as and ad indicate the source and destination enclosures.
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3.1.3.1 Sensor Types and Location
There were four types of sensors considered in this model. The first was a control
(button) microphone and its associated analog filters and gains. These microphones are
used exclusively in close proximity to the plate in simulation, and always in the same
number as the number of actuators (so as to yield a square plant).
The second type was a performance microphone (PCB) with its conditioning elec-
tronics. In this simulation model these were used as a measurement of the specific SPL
at a user desired point, if the sound level at a specific point was a metric of interest.
More commonly these sensor types were used in great numbers 50-100 in each enclosure
total to determine the average sound level in the enclosures. These 50 to 100 points
were randomly distributed in each of the chambers exactly as is shown in Figs. 3.3 and
3.4 Another type of sensor was the piezo patch which translates local strain of the
Figure 3.3 The microphone and simulated source locations on the source
side
plate under the patch to a voltage signal. In this sensor configuration the current in the
circuit is directly proportional to the velocity furthermore by using an actuator of the
same size as the sensor patch this perfect co-location yields a passive combination.
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Figure 3.4 The microphone locations on the destination side
The last type were accelerometers that could then be integrated to yield velocity or
position output signal. Along with the sensors were their associated filter and condi-
tioning electronics.
3.1.3.2 Actuator Types and Location
In the analytical models there were three types of actuator descriptions utilized.
The first was a simple point acoustic noise source for generating the disturbance to
the model. Many of these sources were randomly distributed throughout the source
enclosure and the source levels adjusted to give approximately 100dBA SPL in the
source enclosure. More complicated models, considering source dynamics and spatial
directivity, were not considered as the goal was merely to achieve desired sound levels in
the enclosure. After initially using 50 sources, a smaller number of about 15 was found
sufficient to excite all the dynamics of the enclosure model and achieve the 100dBA SPL.
The second type of actuator considered was a structural point force actuators and their
associated dynamics (these are in essence the inertial shakers developed for experimental
work). These actuator types were used in varying numbers from 1-16 across the plate
in simulation although the final number used for experiment was 5. The other type
of simulated actuator considered was a Piezo actuator and the associated dynamics.
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These were also used in numbers ranging from 1-16 and in varying sizes. Piezo actuator
behavior is described by the following equations. As stated earlier piezoelectric devices
respond to the presence of an electric field by deformation in one or more of their
crystal planes. For the shear type actuators used in this investigation the electrical
to mechanical stain coefficient is d31 the electric field between the two contact plates is
given by E = Va/ta where Va is the voltage across the contacts and ta is their separation.
Thus the associated strain-voltage relationship is
² =
d31
ta
Va (3.2)
with elastic modulus of the piezo Ea the expression for the stress is
σ(x, t) =
Ead31
ta
Va(x, t) (3.3)
Then the associated induced bending moment is give by where Ka is a lumped constant
incorporating geometric parameters, and material quantities, and loss factors due to
bonding non-idealities.
Ma =
∫ tp
2
+ta
tp
2
Klossσ(x, t)wydy = KaVa(t) (3.4)
3.1.3.3 Actuator and Sensor Dynamics
The model development thus far has considered only a plate and acoustic states with
direct forces, pressures, or moment applications and direct measurement of position,
velocity, or pressure entering into the state space description. This is without regard
for any actuator or sensor gains or dynamics. However this is somewhat inaccurate and
a better description would be to describe the dynamics relating voltages to forces or
moments in the actuators and pressures,accelerations, velocities, and positions to out-
putted sensor voltage. Consider the block diagram in Fig. 3.5. In this block diagram
the plate-enclosure dynamics are represented by Gplant(s), the actuator dynamics are
represented by Gact(s), and the sensor dynamics are represented by Gsens. Also the new
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Figure 3.5 Block Diagram of Actuator/Sensor and Acoustic-Structure Dy-
namics
signal ~v(t) is the input that drives the actuators to produce a force/or moment which is
still applied at the nodes. The state space representation of the system with actuator
dynamics (neglecting disturbance input at the sources) is given in Eqn. (3.5) and this
is then used to add the sensor dynamics in Eqn. (3.6). This general form of model was
used for simulation, passive tailoring, and control design investigations.
~˙xp(t)
~˙xs(t)
~˙xd(t)
~˙xact(t)

=

Ap Cas2p −Cad2p BpCact
Cp2as As 0 0
−Cp2ad 0 Ad 0
0 0 0 Aact

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A˜

~xp(t)
~xs(t)
~xd(t)
~˙xact(t)

+

0 0
0 Bs
0 0
Bact 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B˜
 ~vact(t)
~us(t)

 ~yp(t)
~yd(t)
 =
 Cp 0 0 0
0 0 Cd 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C˜

~xp(t)
~xs(t)
~xd(t)
~˙xact(t)

+ [0]
 ~vact(t)
~us(t)
(3.5)
 ~˙x(t)
~˙xSens(t)
 =
 A˜ 0
BSensC˜ ASens

 ~x(t)
~xSens(t)
+
 B˜
0

 ~vact(t)
~us(t)

 ~vsen(t)
~vmic(t)
 = [ DSensC˜ CSens ]
 ~x(t)
~xSens(t)
 (3.6)
Piezo and Amplifier Dynamics: The form of the diagonal entries into the diagonal
NxN actuator transfer matrix depends on the type of actuator and the gain of the driving
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amplifier. For the piezo actuator this form is that of a high pass filter (due mostly to
the amplifier dynamics) with a high frequency gain equal to KaKamp from Eqn. 3.4 and
a cut in frequency of fc = 100Hz. For this investigation the specific values necessary to
calculate Ka are: d31 = 23e − 12m/V, ta = 100e − 6m, Ea = 2e9N/m2, Kloss = .5,and
a length and width of .10 m. The identified amplifier gain Kamp was nearly 50 times.
These values were utilized to calculate voltage dependent moments at discrete locations.
These were then multiplied into mode shape components corresponding to the Θx and
Θy DOF’s to get the forcing term on the structural equations from this couple.
Point Source and Amplifier Dynamics: The form of these diagonal entries
for a point source inertial driver was that of a moderately damped second order system
driven by a force nearly proportional to the voltage in the coil (actually this is a 2nd
order system coupled with an series RL circuit but at lower frequencies < 2000Hz the
voltage current relationship is dominated by the resistance). This transfer function for
position of the reciprocating mass relative the base of the second order system can then
be twice differentiated and multiplied by mass to yield the force load on the structure
in terms of the applied coil voltage as is shown in equation 3.7. The properties of the
system modeled, were a cut in frequency of around 20Hz (i.e. f =
√
K
(2pi)2m
), and a
damping of Cdamp = 2pif2(ζ) with ζ = .1. The experimentally determined values of
Kcoil = 0.0942 and KpAmp = 33.
F (s) =
KpAmpKcoils
2
s2 + Cdamp
m
s+ K
m
Vact(t) (3.7)
Sensor and Signal Filter Dynamics: The sensors considered in our study all
have associated sensor gains (which will vary somewhat in implementation), and also
active low pass and high pass filters. The low pass was 4th order with a break frequency
at 5000Hz, and the high pass was a 2nd order with a break frequency at 10Hz. Initially
the gains of the devices and amps were not considered since the simulated sensors were
simply assumed to have calibration constants of 1.
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3.2 Resultant Models
There were two main types of models that were generated for control studies and
those were co-located point force point sensor models and co-located piezo patch piezo
sensor models. There are numerous variations on each of these models where sensors and
actuators are intermingled in various combinations. However, there are too many varia-
tions to display here so for brevity only the two types mentioned above are shown. The
following are relevant response plots and model details of the specific models constructed
for the simulation work.
3.2.1 Point Force Actuated Point and Point Sensed Plate and Enclosure
System
This model was developed using the methodology described above for 9 collocated
plate sensor and actuator locations. The sensors were assumed to be accelerometers that
were once integrated to give velocity. Other variations on this model include position
sensors, and true acceleration sensors which were implemented by an approximate proper
transfer function implementation of a derivative (since an actual derivative is problematic
both in real life and in simulation/control design.) Figure 3.6 shows the bode plots of the
plate sensors and actuators superimposed (as velocity is the output signal the collocated
diagonal entries in the transfer matrix are passive combinations (as is evident also by
the phase response). However the cross channels do not have this property as would
be expected of non-spatially coincident sensors and actuators. Figure 3.7 shows the
maximum singular value of the 100 source locations to the 100 microphone locations on
the destination side. The were two primary reasons for using so many locations for sound
sources first was to make sure that all the acoustic modes were excited and excited as
uniformly as possible, the second is that it is a relic from some fully coupled FEM-BEM
work that was conducted in support of this work. The maximum singular value response
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Figure 3.6 The 81 bode diagrams overlayed for the 9x9 actuator accelerom-
eter matrix
may be thought of as a magnitude plot for a MIMO system wherein the plot indicates
the maximum gain in any input direction and is a more compact and meaningful way of
representing a system with so many inputs and outputs than plotting all the responses.
The next two figure (3.8, and 3.9 show the maximum singular values of the cross term
portions of the transfer matrix that is to say the response from structural inputs to
microphone outputs and the responses from sound source inputs to structural sensors.
3.2.2 PVdF Patch Actuated and Sensed Plate and Enclosure System
The actuators were assumed to be piezo patches. The sensors in this were now
assumed to be piezo patches that were once differentiated integrated to give velocity.
Other variations on this model include piezo position sensors, and piezo acceleration
sensors. Again all derivatives were implemented by an approximate proper transfer
function of the derivative. One major difference from the last sensor and actuator is
that these patch sensors/actuators are not sensing or actuating at a discrete point but
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Figure 3.7 The maximum singular value from the sound source locations to
the mic locations on the destination side
instead are sensing or actuating in a spatially averaged way over the 4x4 inch squares of
the patch actuators. This means that this approach will avoid some of the problems with
introducing a local deformation in the plate effect due to the actuation that might be
expected in the point force actuators, it also means that it may be possible to capture
a better picture of the local plate deformation and thus a more complete picture of
the coupling and radiation properties of a small portion of plate using just one sensor.
However there are a couple of drawbacks to this approach. First, the actuators are not
as strong as their point force counterpoints and must be driven much harder. Second
at higher frequencies this spatial averaging of the plate motion properties will tend to
filter out the vibratory signal of modes that are on the same length scale as the patch
and this could be a major problem. Figure 3.10 shows the bode responses of the piezo
actuators to piezo sensors. Again since the responses are analogous to applied moment
actuation to and measured rate of bending sensing on the plate the pair constitutes a
passive combination when located at the same spatial location (i.e. the diagonal terms
of the transfer matrix). The maximum singular value of the 100 source locations
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Figure 3.8 The maximum singular value of the point force actuators to the
performance microphones
to the 100 microphone locations on the destination side is unchanged by the new plate
configuration (in this simulation at least due to the assumption that the addition of the
actuators has not changed the passive properties of the plate). This response is still give
by figure 3.7.
The next two figure (3.11, and 3.12 show the maximum singular values of the cross
term portions of the transfer matrix that is to say the response from structural piezo
inputs to microphone outputs and the responses from sound source inputs to structural
piezo sensors. All in all the responses have the same general characteristics but there are
some small difference in some couplings that in the point force and point sensor case.
3.3 Concluding Remarks
In this section a computational model was developed from using the outline of section
2. FEM and BEM models were produced and then relevant information was extracted
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Figure 3.9 The maximum singular value of the acoustic inputs to the struc-
tural sensors
and further processed to produce coupled model of the acoustic enclosure and plate
system. In the process of generating this model information was gleaned as to what
plate and acoustic modes are most responsible for transmission of sound in these resonant
enclosures. Even if the modal interaction model mechanism doesn’t perfectly replicate
the experimentally observed responses it is a good place to start as the next level of
complexity would be the solution of a fully coupled FEM-BEM model of the system (a
time consuming and computationally costly approach). This simpler coupled acoustic
structure model still gives insights into system behavior and can now be applied to study
both parts of the active passive control design problem in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 3.10 The 81 overlaid bode plots of the piezo to piezo transfer func-
tions of the transfer matrix
Figure 3.11 The maximum singular value of the piezo actuators to the per-
formance microphones
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Figure 3.12 The maximum singular value of the acoustic inputs to the piezo
sensors
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4 Passive Redesign of Plate Structure
This section will address the first half of the central question: Is it possible to de-
velop a methodology for passive redesign of the plate structure that decreases coupling
and the sound level in the enclosure system? While there are undoubtedly many ways
to attack this problem, the approach selected here is chosen for its high speed of im-
plementation. This is a must for eventual integration into a combined control–structure
optimizer. These approaches are also attractive for their potential to be posed in the
same context as many different control optimization problems. This is discussed further
in the conclusions and future work section 8).
4.1 Passive Redesign
Active noise control in MIMO structural acoustic systems, like the ones modeled
above, is fraught with challenges. First, these systems are modally rich, meaning that
unless high order models are utilized for system models the controllers designed will be
plagued with robustness issues due to unmodeled dynamics and control spillover. Second,
there are RHP zeros introduced in the cross terms due to a lack of spatial collocation,
from the sensor and actuator in these terms. These have disastrous implications for the
stability and performance of your controller. Third, the high order of the required control
design models and the highly MIMO character means that control design techniques are
more limited. It is more difficult to design weights and gains, and the controllers become
high order and thus difficult to implement experimentally. Lastly, most controllers
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designed for the ASAC problem do not reduce energy everywhere in space. In fact,
these controllers typically fail to reduce energy across a broad range of frequencies due
to coupling of modes, RHP zeroes, and waterbed effects.
One of the goals in this dissertation is the exploration of techniques that yield stable,
performing controllers that can be realized in both simulations and physical systems.
Several approaches were explored to this end, such as: collocation and passivity based
controllers, passive design inspired control approaches, spatial filtering with resonant
mode control, and coupled structural redesign and control (redesign of the structure to
concentrate energy and make control more effective). A central premise of this work is
that no matter what the active control approach, the best way to yield a truly robust,
broadband reduction requires also utilizing a passive design or redesign approach. This
effort then will provide both intuition for active control design and the framework for a
combined active passive control optimization in the future.
With the goal of noise reduction from source to destination enclosures, several inves-
tigations were conducted where the plate structure was passively redesigned. Numerous
studies have conducted such redesigns. In a work by Koopman [59] discrete masses were
placed on the surface of a plate to reduce its radiated acoustic energy. In Koopman’s
investigation the spatially integrated velocity of the modeshapes (the volume velocity)
is as close to zero as possible. This causes the plate to radiate sound poorly at low
frequencies.
In this work, a similar approach is presented, along with a redesign method based
on the tailoring of the plate stiffness. Additionally an alternate (but similar) target
was explored. Namely, reducing the coupling terms in the above mentioned acoustic
structure coupling developed in section 2.4. Additionally, these results are explored and
discussed for several different sizes of enclosure model.
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4.1.1 Conceptual Approach
Traditionally a structural redesign is conducted with target performance objective of
a reduction in radiated sound power. Sound power radiated from a plate mode can be
generally written as P = 1
2
ρocσS〈v2N〉, where ρo and c are fluid density and sound speed,
σ is the radiation efficiency, S is the area, and vN is the modal normal velocity. The
radiation efficiency σ is a wavenumber (k = ω/c) dependent quantity which will cause
the power radiated from a particular modal velocity pattern to change with both the
spatial scale of the pattern and with frequency. This is similar in behavior to a number
of simple point sources located at the maxima and minima of the modeshape. At low
dimensionless wavenumbers kd, where d is the source separation distance, these sources
exhibit a canceling effect, and the radiated sound power is effectively the sum of these
signed sources. However, at larger kd this is no longer the case and an expression for
σ must be developed. The modal volume velocity is defined as the spatially integrated
normal modal velocity. Volume velocity is an accurate measure of how well a particular
structural mode will radiate, but only at low frequencies. This is because the integration
is a parallel the summation of the discrete sources at low wave number, just as with the
discrete sources the high frequency behavior is dependent on σ and the absolute value of
the normal velocity. This means that approaches like those in [59] (which seek to balance
velocity such that volume velocity source and radiation are minimized), are only effective
for low kd. This is completely acceptable for low frequency noise; however a better
target for all frequencies is to minimize the square of the normal velocity distribution.
Minimization of the sound power without regard to the volume velocity is even more
preferable.
Additionally, the redesign of plate the structure such that the coupling between
acoustics and structure are lessened is investigated. This approach is limited only by
the validity and accuracy of the coupled acoustic structure model. However, the modal
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interaction model is only meant to be accurate in low frequencies where the density of
acoustic and structural modes is low. Coupling may be reduced either by decreasing
the value of the individual coupling coefficients, or by weighting their summation into a
particular modal equation. In this work, a combination of these approaches was used.
First, the most important coupling coefficients were reduced. Other coupling terms are
then optimized for a given design space such that when multiplied into their respective
states and summed, the response from source side to destination side is minimized. This
redesign was accomplished in two ways. In one the mass on a plate was redistributed
optimally among nine locations and the rest of the plate. In the second the plate was
strategically stiffened without changing the mass distribution.
4.1.2 Implementation in Simulation
Both the mass redistribution and the stiffening investigations were conducted in
FEMLABTM . FEMLABTM is a finite element package whose commands and parameters
are fully accessible from MatabTM . In fact a model can be developed and solved in the
FEMLABTM GUI and then the command sequences can be output to a MatlabTM mfile.
This makes it very easy to conduct parametric investigations and optimizations on finite
element models. For these simulations two finite element mfiles were created; one which
accepted an argument for changing the mass distribution and the other which accepted
an argument for the placement and design of several stiffeners. Then a plausible design
space was selected for the variable parameters and the mfile FEM model was modified
to search over it and find the minimum.
4.1.2.1 Coupling Analysis
Before undertaking further analysis it is desirable to gain better intuition for which
coupling terms are of greatest importance in noise propagation between chambers. To
do this each of the individual coupling terms were changed one at a time by 10% and
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the resultant change in the averaged predicted response was plotted for each of the
terms entering into a particular structural mode. Several of these plots appear in figures
4.1,4.2,4.3.
Figure 4.1 Plots of Effects of coupling terms involving plate mode 1.
4.1.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The first step in this investigation was to create a two parimetrically defined FEM
models of the plate, then link this into the above coupled acoustic structural model (with
microphones and sound sources) to allow for evaluation of the sensitivity of acoustic
energy to changes in the plate. The first FEM model utilized the same base plate as the
one described earlier, modified to have 625 equally spaced domains. When exported to
m-file code from the FEMLAB GUI a sensitivity analysis routine was integrated directly
in to the geometry, material definition, and mass and stiffness matrix assembly routines
of the Mindlin plate FEM model. The basic approach is to independently perturb the
thickness of each domain of the panel by a small increment, and then extract the complete
structural modal expansion from the new mass and stiffness matrices. It should be noted
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Figure 4.2 Plots of Effects of coupling terms involving plate mode 3.
that these changes have no appreciable effect on global stiffness. From these matrices a
new coupled structural acoustic model with microphones and sound sources is generated.
Next the 100 simulated sources were excited with a white noise excitation signal and
the simulated 100 microphones measured then FRF of these signals were calculated and
averaged over all the spatial locations and integrated to determine a good estimate for
the average acoustic signal energy in the destination enclosure. This energy was then
compared to the nominal case and the difference (∆Es) was divided by the thickness
perturbation (∆tp) to yield an rough estimate of the sensitivity to this change after
doing this for each of the 625 domains the absolute value of the results normalized to
the range from zero to one and distributed into a set of discrete bins (10 total). This
process is repeated for several different seed meshes, and thicknesses ∆tp to determine
and minimize mesh effects and nonlinearities in the energy thickness relation. A color
coded plot of the average normalized sensitivities to mass changes is presented in figure
4.4. This plot indicates several regions as being excellent candidates for mass changes,
and helps form the basis for the subsequent mass distribution optimization.
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Figure 4.3 Plots of Effects of coupling terms involving plate mode 4.
4.1.2.3 Mass Redistribution
A basic statement of this problem is to modify the mass normalized structural mode-
shape and thus the coupling coefficients through the subtraction of plate mass from some
areas and the addition of plate mass to others. This is accomplished by parametrically
defining the thickness of the Mindlin plate model over the 10 subdomains shown in fig-
ure 4.5. These regions are based on those spots indicated by the sensitivity analysis.
Changing the thickness over domain 1 also changes the stiffness of the panel. However
this stiffness change was a secondary factor, and the primary mechanism for modifica-
tion was the redistribution of mass to the concentrated locations 2 through 10. In fact
similar results were obtained with only the addition of discrete masses; however it was
not clear whether the change occurred due to the redesigned modeshapes or due to the
overall increase in the plate’s mass. Therefore, this investigation allowed the subtraction
of mass elsewhere such that the total mass added is kept to a small percentage of the
original value. Starting with the nominal uniform plate (whose properties are given
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Figure 4.4 The sensitivity of plate domains to changes in mass.
above) which is clamped on its boundary, mass is added to or subtracted from all of the
numbered subdomains subject to the following constraints:
• Total mass stays within 15% of original value
• The mass of subdomain 6 should account for less than 30% of the total mass
• The combined mass of subdomains 3,5,7,and 9 should account for less than 15%
of the total mass
• The combined mass of subdomains 2,4,8,and 10 should account for less than 35%
of the total mass.
After constraining the design parameters, minima were found on the design space. For
this space, the performance metric of spatially averaged signal energy displayed a non-
convex behavior and the result of this optimization was likely suboptimal. To possibly
improve upon this result the solution was perturbed several times (in a simulated an-
nealing approach) in an iterative fashion until either a maximum number of iterations
were reached, or until the optimization converged consistently to the same values. The
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Figure 4.5 Subdomains for mass redistribution.
initial design target was the largest mode for the coupled acoustic structure system—this
occurred at 70 Hz, corresponding strongly to the first acoustic mode. The optimization
approach was then applied to the 10 domains above to redesign of the structural modes
coupled to this first acoustic mode to be directly targeted. The thickness parameters
over each of the subdomains were then optimized.
4.1.2.4 Sensitivity to Stiffness
As in the previous case, a parametrically defined FEM model of the plate was devel-
oped and inserted into our enclosure structure model. In this case, instead of modifying
the mass of individual elements, the stiffness of the elements is modified (while keeping
area mass constant). The same procedure of optimization is then followed as with the
mass sensitivity analysis. Unfortunately, the result shown in figure 4.6 was not at all
helpful except to indicate that islands of stiffness do not have an appreciable effect on
the overall stiffness of the plate. Thus there is little to no effect on the signal energy of
microphones from modifying single elements. The domains which have greatest effect
from modified stiffness are closest to the boundary where the change effectively stiffens
the plate as a whole. This indicates that boundaries may be a good starting point for
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structural stiffening, but to have a large effect a global patterning approach is necessary.
Figure 4.6 The sensitivity of plate domains to changes in stiffness.
4.1.2.5 Plate Stiffening
Two plate stiffening patterns were initially investigated for achieving a desired struc-
tural modeshape while keeping the eigenfrequencies close to their original values. The
first pattern consisted of four stiffening ribs arranged in a pound sign and lying closer to
the edges of the plate. This pattern was more effective at keeping the eigenfrequencies
similar to original values, but it was not as effective at imposing a desired mode shape.
For this reason the second pattern shown in Fig. 4.7 was selected for the stiffness design
for minimal coupling.
The massless (from an area mass perspective) stiffening ribs were specified as follows
in subdomains 1, 2, 3, and 4 the parameters remain unchanged from the nominal model.
In subdomain 5 the thickness is multiplied by a factor, while the density is divided
by the same factor. The reasoning behind this is that any change in the model will
predominantly be the effect of stiffening without being the result of the added mass
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of a stiffener (since the total mass of the plate will then remain unchanged). This
is only a crude approximation meant to gauge the effect of stiffening. The thickness
multiplier was allowed to vary from 1 (nominal case) to 7.850 (7.850 times the plate
thickness and the density of water). Then the value of this parameter that yields the
minimum “coupledness” of the structural modes to the primary acoustic mode was found
by searching over the design space. This value will balance the reduction in the SPL at
this mode with the increased responses elsewhere. Because of this design trade off the
optimizing parameter value can actually exist inside the design space rather than just
on the boundary of the space as might be expected.
Figure 4.7 Subdomains for plate stiffening investigation
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4.1.2.6 Simulation Result
Optimized thickness values of each subdomain subject to the above constraints are
shown in table 4.4. Figure 4.8 shows the resultant frequency response of the mass
Table 4.1 Redistributed Subdomain Masses
Subdomain Thickness (m) Mass (kg)
1 0.0012 2.398
2 0.0165 0.153
3 0.0055 0.051
4 0.0165 0.153
5 0.0055 0.051
6 0.0650 0.601
7 0.0055 0.051
8 0.0165 0.153
9 0.0055 0.051
10 0.0165 0.153
redistributed system. From this it is clear that the strength of the major radiating
mode is significantly reduced. This coincides with a reduction of approximately 35%
in each of the key coupling terms, and a reduction or increase in the rest such that
the summation of the structural state coupling terms is minimized. The signal energy
(for the range from 0 to 500 Hz) for spatially averaged microphone measurements (200
random locations in the chamber) has been decreased to less than 3% of its original
value. Also clearly visible is one of the biggest limitations of the passive redesign
technique—it is not possible even with optimization to redesign the structure targeting
all coupling terms. This means that the redesign for one or two strongly radiating modes
can and usually does adversely affect the radiation of other modes. The only sizable
reduction was in the mode at 70 Hz and the other reductions were mainly due to the
small increase in the total mass of the plate.
In the stiffness investigation the optimized value of the stiffening parameter was
determined to be approximately 5 times the nominal thickness of the plate. Figure
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Figure 4.8 Mass Redistribution Optimization for an Small Enclosure
4.9 shows the resultant frequency response of the stiffened system. Again the major
radiating mode has been reduced significantly. It should be noted that this method is
even more difficult to apply to multiple modeshapes and thus the effect really only works
on coupling terms relating to this one modeshape target. Additionally, this approach
doesn’t translate as easily to an active control scheme (although these possibilities will
be discussed later). The first modeshape of this stiffened structure is shown in figure
4.10.
Figure 4.9 Stiffening Optimization for an Small Enclosure
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Figure 4.10 Redesigned Fundamental Mode After Stiffening
This presents an interesting question: since the design target has been the significant
coupling terms of the modal interaction model, how effective will these redesigns be when
the panel is placed in enclosures of different size? One would expect the reduction in the
destination SPL would be drastically affected by using this design in different enclosure
sizes, but would the result be worse? This question brings up an important point the
coupling redesign is very dependent on the geometries and acoustic modeshapes of the
two enclosures, and its effectiveness is dictated by how modally dense the enclosure
models are (and consequently how accurate they are). This approach, in contrast to the
volume velocity approach of Koopman [59], doesn’t necessarily guarantee that the mode
shape will have a lower volume velocity; only the minimization of the integrated product
of the structural and acoustic modeshapes will be lower. It is entirely conceivable then
that this approach could lead to modeshapes with greater volume velocity but lower
coupling and hence lower transmitted noise. Similarly it is entirely possible that in an
resonant enclosure the volume velocity approach may have little or even adverse effect
on important coupling terms even though volume velocity is decreased. Furthermore, in
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the practical application of such a design, say in an appliance, only one of the enclosures
will be explicitly specified. In the different case of room partitions, both rooms would
have to be described explicitly for such a redesign to be highly effective.
To investigate this, the size of the source and destination enclosures was changed
in the following ways. First the size of the enclosures was doubled and quadrupled
successively for both the mass redesign and the stiffness redesign and the effect on the
signal energy of the spatially averaged acoustic pressure was computed. Second the
source enclosure was held constant at the nominal size while the destination enclosure
doubled and quadrupled in size. The signal energies of the spatially averaged acoustic
pressure measurements were then calculated and tabulated in table 4.2. Note that small
indicates a 1.05 x 1.05 x 2.46 m2 room, medium indicates a room whose dimensions
are double these, and large indicates a room whose dimensions are quadruple these.
Simulations of successively larger chambers displayed higher noise levels than the smaller
chambers. This is due to the nature of the sound source considered, and the fact that
the number of resonant acoustic modes is more dense with each successive increase in
size. For example, in the 0 to 500 Hz range, the small room has only 26 modes, while the
medium and large rooms have 125 and 512 modes, respectively. The number of modes
to evaluate were selected on the basis of keeping the range of frequency of the acoustic
model nearly the same for each different room size. For the largest room the response
behavior could be accurately characterized with a statistical model.
The results of this investigation are encouraging. For the cases of both larger enclo-
sures, both the mass redistribution and the stiffening design reduce the overall signal
energy, albeit not as drastically as for smaller enclosures. Furthermore, the stiffness
redesign seemed to be less sensitive to this change in the enclosure size than the mass
redistribution. There are two plausible explanations to this. First, the stiffness redesign
has a smaller effect on the rest of the response (the part not containing the primary
radiating mode) than did the mass redistributions. Therefore it follows that when the
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Table 4.2 Tabulated Signal Energies for Changing Enclosure Size
Case Design Source Side Dest. Side % Energy Compared
Tech. to Undesigned Plate
1 Mass Small Small 3.3%
2 Mass Medium Medium 84.4%
3 Mass Large Large 84.8%
4 Mass Small Medium 43.2%
5 Mass Small Large 45.8%
6 Stiff Small Small 3.0%
7 Stiff. Medium Medium 56.6%
8 Stiff. Large Large 53.7%
9 Stiff. Small Medium 29.1%
10 Stiff. Small Large 25.9%
acoustic modes become more compacted this greater adverse effect of the mass redis-
tribution technique becomes more of a liability and thus the reduction is less. Second,
another plausible explanation lies in the nature of the technique. Mass redistribution
decreases the mass normalized modeshape in some places, while increasing it in others
(due to the subtraction of thickness and mass). The net effect is that the product of
the acoustic and structural modeshapes when spatially integrated is lessened. For the
acoustic mode at 70 Hz this implies that the spatial integration of the structural velocity
is closer to zero (since the first acoustic modeshape is constant over the plate surface).
In this case designing for decreased coupling is the same as designing for decreased vol-
ume velocity. However, for the stiffness design the net effect for the target modes is to
decrease the magnitude of their modal velocity pattern not the value of its integration.
This type of design is analogous decreasing the spatially averaged value of the squared
normal modal velocity or the 〈v2N〉 term in the representation of radiated sound power
of a plate. A decrease in this value will always lead to a decrease in the sound power
(for the same σ) regardless of the value of the wave number. The same claim cannot be
made about the volume velocity source. It is possible that for the larger enclosures the
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radiation efficiency is higher at lower kd thus the better design is the one that minimizes
〈v2N〉. For the situation at hand, it is likely that the true cause of this difference be-
tween the stiffness and mass redesigns is a combination of these two explanations. This
demonstrates the true strength of this approach for modal resonant enclosures. By using
an optimization objective that attacks the coupling coefficients the method can exhibits
the properties of both a sound power based or a volume velocity based optimization.
For the cases similar to situations experienced by an appliance enclosure, where the
source room stays small and the destination is allowed to grow, the results are extremely
positive, as the desired decoupling still occurs between the source enclosure and the plate.
Less than half of the original signal energy still remains in all these cases but more than
in the case of two small chambers. This indicates that this method should still be highly
effective in real world applications.
4.1.3 Continuing Modeling Efforts
One future direction of investigation that will be explored in continuing work out-
side of this dissertation will be in the simulation of several concepts for active stiffness
control. A proof of concept system was designed and constructed using MR fluids, per-
manent magnets, and dummy masses (to simulate the masses of the magnets). This
system will be discussed in greater detail below but the results were promising enough
to explore further in simulation. Also to be developed in the near future is a better stiff-
ness optimization approach that will allow better pattern designs for stiffening multiple
modes not just one or two (which the current pattern is limited to) optimization. One
envisioned approach will utilize a library of parametrically defined stiffening elements
that can be linked together upto a certain number in any combination. Then using
genetic algorithms to alter organization and parameter values of the various elements
and evolution based environment various candidate patterns would be allowed to evolve
under different selective pressures. A preliminary code to do this for a limited scale of
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parts has been developed and will be integrated into the simulation and optimization
environment in the future.
4.2 Experimental Validations
This next section discusses the experimental validation of the passive redesign on a
real plate and plate enclosure system matching as closely as possible the one modeled
above. First is a discussion of the equipment used. Next the procedure followed is
summarized. Finally the experimental results for mass redistribution are presented.
Also presented are preliminary experimental results on a possible active stiffness control
concept.
4.2.1 Mass Redistribution Plate Only Study
4.2.1.1 Equipment Used and Procedure
Two plates were used representing as closely as possible the starting nominal plate
and then the optimized mass redesigned plate from above. These plates are shown in
Fig. 4.11. Using a PCB ICP accelerometer (PCB Model 352A24) and a portable,
Figure 4.11 The nominal left and redesigned right plates utilized in the
experimental testing
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single channel, battery powered ICP conditioning unit (PCB model 480C02) the plate
acceleration was measured under harmonic swept sine excitation at 49 discrete locations
on the plate. To drive the plate an adhered Thunder PZT actuator (FACE Model TH-
10R) was utilized in the upper right corner. To generate the input waveform and measure
the signal a Stanford Research SRS785 two channel dynamic signal analyzer was utilized.
The input waveform is then put through a piezo driver (Trek model PZD700-2) and then
sent to the PZT actuator attached to the plate. The accelerometer signal from each plate
location was put into the signal conditioner and into then into the SRS785. Magnitude
and phase (measured relative to the applied signal phase) were measured at each plate
location and saved before the accelerometer was moved to the next prescribed location.
The resultant data was converted to matfile format and analyzed in MATLABTM to
identify the resonant modes and extract acceleration modeshapes.
4.2.1.2 Experimental Results
Since both the actuator and the sensor have a flat response over the entire range
of measurement, the plate should have the same intrinsic damping. Also, because the
driving voltage is the same in both cases, the acceleration magnitude patterns may
be compared directly. Furthermore, these patterns are directly proportional to the
modeshape, thus by measuring and plotting the magnitude and sign of acceleration, it
is possible to see differences in both the shape and magnitude of the modeshape due to
redesign.
As you can see from these experimental plots, all of the modeshapes have been
affected. These changes should translate well to reductions in low frequency acoustic
response in the two chambers. This is because the resultant mode shape in nearly all
cases has been significantly reduced and in some cases has been completely reshaped
at the same time as in modes 1 and 4. Results for modes 2 and 3 are very similar to
those that would be achieved by redesigning using 〈v2〉 as an objective. In contrast, the
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Figure 4.12 Nominal Modeshape 1
results from mode 1 show that mode shape not just reduced but is spread out, indicating
a difference between the 〈v2〉 approach and coupling approaches. This is also seen in
mode four where the 〈v2〉 is basically unchanged. In mode four the result is more like
that achieved by a volume velocity objective. Moreover, the modeshape of mode 4 has
been altered in addition to the lower integrated spatial velocity. This is possibly a result
of the strong and unbalanced coupling of this plate mode to acoustic modes 10, 11, and
12 (at 241.2795Hz, 269.8083Hz, and 326.6667Hz respectively).
A quantitative comparison of quantities proportional to the redesigned volume ve-
locity (Q(t)) and velocity squared (〈v2〉) terms is given in table 4.3. The quantities
Q(t) and 〈v2〉 may be computed from the measured acceleration response by first de-
veloping relations for the steady state driven acceleration and velocity response. From
the assumed modes approach to modeling the structure, the physical relation of real
position at a modal frequency is determined by the separable solution to the plate
PDE ( ~w(t, (x, y)) = Φp(x, y) ~q(t)).Assuming that the inherent cross-coupling of struc-
tural modes due to modal damping will not be a significant factor (which is a reasonable
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Figure 4.13 Nominal Modeshape 2
assumption if the plates are not otherwise damped in any way), the individual second
order systems of equations at each modal frequency can be mapped to w(t, (x, y)) and
the steady state driven response at this frequency can be represented as follows:
wss(t, (x, y)) = Φpn(x, y)A|G(jωn)| sin(ωnt+ 6 G(jωn)) =
Φpn(x, y)A
ω2n
sin(ωnt+ 6 G(jωn))
w˙ss(t, (x, y)) =
Φpn(x, y)A
ωn
sin(ωnt+ 6 G(jωn))
w¨ss(t, (x, y)) = −Φpn(x, y)A sin(ωnt+ 6 G(jωn))
w˙ss(t, (x, y)) =
−w¨ss(t, (x, y))
ωn
(4.1)
The term A is a constant of proportionality capturing the gain from the amplifier to
the actual forcing of the structure and as great care was undertaken to ensure that
this doesn’t change from structure to structure meaningful comparisons of the velocity
terms can now be made drawn from the signals measured on both structures even if the
redesign has changed the natural frequency. Since this was an experimental measurement
where there were gains in the signal and in the driven response these gains have been
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Figure 4.14 Nominal Modeshape 3
lumped together into a constant K that doesn’t change from plate to plate or frequency
to frequency. 4.4.
Table 4.3 Comparison of Q(t) and 〈v2〉
Mode # Nominal Redesigned Nominal Redesigned
KQ(t) KQ(t) K < v(t)2 > K < v(t)2 >
1 6.078E-05 5.333E-05 3.866E-09 2.041E-09
2 -2.806E-04 -1.333E-05 1.524E-08 1.563E-08
3 -4.985E-05 -1.642E-05 2.626E-08 1.810E-08
4 -8.820E-05 4.273E-05 6.697E-07 3.995E-07
4.2.2 Mass Redistribution in Acoustic Enclosure
In this experiment, both plates were mounted in between the two specially designed
acoustic enclosures. These enclosures were of essentially the same dimensions and surface
impedance as those in the computational model discussed earlier in this section. After
initial tests, the plate redesign routine was refined to give larger weight to modes of
greater importance to this experimental system.
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Figure 4.15 Nominal Modeshape 4
4.2.2.1 Equipment Used and Procedure
In this investigation the piezo was removed from the plates and in its place several
loudspeakers were used, in conjunction audio amps to excite the acoustic modes of
the source chamber. The noise responses were then measured using 16 microphones
in 8 different locations and were averaged to get an accurate idea of the spatial sound
environment in the enclosure for each plate. These measurements were run through an
analog anti-aliasing filter/amplifier (fb=5000Hz), and sampled using the d-Space system
(1105 board). The signal was further filtered before being sent to the SRS analyzer,
where the swept sine response at each location was calculated. Each location’s FRF’s
were RMS averaged to get the average response at each microphone location. In turn
these averaged locations were averaged over the entire enclosure to produce a single
frequency dependent measure of noise over the entire enclosure. The sound level in the
destination enclosure was estimated at around 100 dBA and was created by outputting
bandlimited white noise 0-3.6kHz to five channels of speaker amp that then drove the
speakers. The frequency response of the speakers was flat above 75Hz and rolled off
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Figure 4.16 Redesigned Modeshape 1
below this value this later necessitated the use of a subwoofer in the active control
experiments.
4.2.2.2 Experimental Results
The first pair of plots (in figures4.20, and 4.21) show the resultant spatially averaged
microphone responses. The initial mass redesign is shown to have an effect of about
6dB at lower frequency and about 4 − 5dB in the target coupling with acoustic modes
at near 70 Hz as intended but less of an effect at high frequency. In simulation, this was
not an issue because the speaker high pass effect was not modeled to be as high as 75
Hz. In the real system, however, the importance of the 70 Hz acoustic mode is greatly
reduced as it is more difficult to excite using the speakers availiable, with better drivers
this may still be the case. Instead of this being the dominant coupled acoustic enclosure
mode the most dominant low frequency acoustic-enclosure modes are now on the range
from 230 to 350 Hz. These correspond strongly to acoustic modes 10-15 and the plate
modes that couple most strongly to these acoustic modes are plate modes 4, 1, 6, and
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Figure 4.17 Redesigned Modeshape 2
7, in that order. To improve upon this design for the realities of the actual system the
optimization routine for the mass was again run. This time, additional weight was given
in optimization to the coupling terms relating mode 4 with the structure (subject to
the same rules as above). The values chosen by the optimizer for the masses to be used
are shown in table 4.4. After this second redesign the coupling of these higher modes
were reduced by 3-5 dB. Future efforts should take into account the effect this different
importance has on the optimal locations for mass placement to make sure the redesign
is better suited to tackle this difference.
4.2.2.3 MR Fluid Proof of Concept
I aim here to determine the feasibility of active stiffness control to tailor acoustic
modeshapes. To do this, I designed and built panels which had the potential for active
stiffness change. The proof-of-concept apparatus is comprised of two parallel sheets
of Plexiglass with magnetorehological (MR) fluid inserted between them. This sample
was clamped in place at the edges and a small Thunder PZT was utilized to vibrate
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Figure 4.18 Redesigned Modeshape 3
the sample panel, as was the case in the plate investigations above. Here, the panel
could be activated by using several permanent rare earth magnets spaced close enough
to cause a continually solidified expanse of MR fluid across the plate. This is done to
cause noticeable changes in the stiffness properties. A baseline case was tested utlizing
dummy weights with the same general mass and shape as the magnets and running the
same frequency response. This is shown in figure 4.24.
4.2.3 Experimental Results
Figure 4.25 shows that when the magnets were utilized in place of the dummy masses
there was a major change in the response of the plate proving that this MR fluid concept
has the potential to drastically change the response of the plate. The results of these
changes would need to be studied more and simulations should be developed to aid in
the design and layout of a electromagnet version of the plate that will utilize this change
to greatest effect. Future investigations will refine this prototype and examine control
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Figure 4.19 Redesigned Modeshape 4
approaches that will best utilize such a panel, as well as examining the bandwidth and
nonlinearities associated with this method of stiffness change.
4.3 Concluding Remarks
The computational model developed in the previous section were adapted and ex-
panded for redesign the plate structure for reduced coupling by both stiffening and by
mass redistribution. The mass redistribution design was then evaluated in experiment
and refined using the realities of the actual system.
As stated earlier there were several reasons for this effort. First and foremost was to
develop relatively quick and systematic approaches to passively tailoring the structure
as the first half of the combined active passive control design problem. This approach
can now be readily integrated into the model generation routines allowing future studies
of combined active and passive control synergy and optimization. Second, although
this was not the objective of the above redesign, the above methodology provides an
approach for modeshape reshaping in order to ”concentrate” vibrational energy (both
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Figure 4.20 Redesigned Structure One Acoustic Enclosure Results
in space and in frequency). This will then make the job of active controller much easier
in practice with fewer sensors and actuators required (which is always desirable from
an implementation standpoint). Third, is that this redesign effort provides insights into
how active control may be applied judiciously both spatially and in frequency to affect
certain modeshapes. Finally, there are some corollaries between the active passive design
problems. Mass redesign for a particular modeshape can be mimicked with accelerometer
feedback (with the added flexibility of doing things no passive mass could ever do like
”disappearing” at different modeshapes). These correlations and insights will now be
explored in the second half of the active passive control problem, how to design and
implement robust and performing MIMO active noise controllers.
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Figure 4.21 Redesigned Structure One Acoustic Enclosure Results Closeup
Figure 4.22 Redesigned Structure Two Acoustic Enclosure Results
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Figure 4.23 Redesigned Structure Two Acoustic Enclosure Results Closeup
Table 4.4 Redistributed Subdomain Masses Design # 2
Subdomain Thickness (m) Mass (kg)
1 0.00124 2.472
2 0.0087 0.081
3 0.0133 0.123
4 0.0111 0.103
5 0.0131 0.120
6 0.0624 0.579
7 0.0134 0.124
8 0.0087 0.081
9 0.0133 0.123
10 0.0087 0.081
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Figure 4.24 Concept Prototype for Stiffness Control
Figure 4.25 Concept Prototype Response Data
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5 Simulation of Active Control Approaches in Flexible Panels
The representation of the fully coupled control design model was developed in section
3. The particular sensor actuator pairings utilized in this paper are those of a point force
actuator and a point acceleration sensor on the plate and a spherical acoustic source (on
the source side) and a randomly placed array of 200 microphones (on the destination
side).
First investigated are two LQG designs first utilizing only the plate states (accelerom-
eters only) for weighting and then utilizing all the system states (accelerometers and
microphones) for weighting the system. Next several traditional structural control ap-
proaches were investigated using differing forms of centralized and decentralized veloc-
ity and acceleration feedback with and without the consideration of actuator dynamics.
Finally based on these results several passivity based approaches were investigated uti-
lizing sensor blending, actuator clustering, actuator blending, series passification, and
resonant mode control. All throughout this effort there is a general theme and that can
be summarized as follows:
1. There are significant uncertainties in the models due to neglected dynamics, ap-
proximations, and non-idealities of sensor and actuator.
2. These uncertainties demand a robust control approach in design; however, most
small gain based approaches and other robust synthesis and analysis techniques
prove difficult to nearly impossible to implement with such high order systems and
MIMO configurations.
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3. An attractive alternative is to use passivity based approaches whereby the con-
troller order can be kept manageable and the design approach is slightly more
straight forward.
4. Efforts are made to optimally locate and collocate sensors and actuators.
5. The actuators and sensors are designed and utilized such that the collocated pairing
at each location give a passive combination.
6. Decentralized approaches are utilized when possible.
7. When it is not possible to get a passive collocated channels, blending, clustering,
passification, and high Q passive filters are used in various combinations to passify
the system and yield a robust and performing controller.
5.1 LQG
In this section, the simulation results are presented for two LQG approaches to ANC.
The results of these two approaches in terms of the performance objectives are listed in
table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Results for Two LQG Controllers
Controller Acoustic Structural
Target Peak Reduction Peak Reduction
Panel States 7 dB 13 dB
All States 13.5 dB 8 dB
First the plant was transformed into modal canonical form so that the modes were
decoupled and the modal states could be weighted separately. For the LQG design
targeting the plate states, 3 separate structural modes were equally weighted with values
of 150 in the diagonal Q matrix. The remaining states were all weighted with values of
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0.1. The weight on control effort R was set to identity, and in the absence of spectral
noise data Qe and Re were chosen to yield reasonable convergence of the state estimates.
This design essentially seeks to regulate the ”structurally affiliated” modes in an effort
to increase the structural damping and hence the transmission loss and dissipation of the
plate. Looking at the controller gain matrix it was observed that the ”non-structural”
states had very small gains associated with them as was intended. This design was shown
effective in reducing the peak response of the structure from the acoustic disturbance
by the greatest amount of any attempted design. The open and closed loop frequency
responses of this design are given in Fig.(5.1). For the LQG design targeting several
Figure 5.1 LQG controller targeting panel states
”acoustic and structural modes”, 5 separate modes were equally weighted in the diagonal
Q matrix with values of 50 for the generalized position terms and 500 for the generalized
modal velocity terms. The remaining states are all weighted with values of 1. The
weight on control effort R was set to identity, and in the absence of spectral noise data
Qe and Re were again chosen to ensure reasonable convergence of the state estimates.
This design essentially seeks to regulate a combination of the ”plate and acoustically
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affiliated” states in an effort to decrease the noise sensed by the microphone in the
destination enclosure. Looking at the controller gain matrix it was observed that it
was fully populated as expected. This design was shown effective in reducing the peak
response of the destination enclosure acoustics from the disturbance by the greatest
amount of any attempted design. The open and closed loop frequency responses of this
design are given in Fig.(5.2). These two designs illustrate some of the problems
Figure 5.2 LQG controller targeting all states
that are common with ANC in resonant enclosures. First, is that it is very difficult to
achieve broadband reductions in acoustic energy. In these examples only one or two
peaks could be targeted at one time, and it was not possible to reduce the frequency
response over the entire region of interest. This is partially due to what is known as
the waterbed effect. However, it was only desired to have this reduction over the 0 to
300 Hz region so this effect should not be insurmountable. The biggest detractor from
broadband reductions in acoustic enclosures (in this work) appears to be the coupling
between acoustic and structural modes. When targeting the plate modes you can be
very effective at increasing the damping of some structural modes however it is very
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difficult to predict exactly how this will actually affect the excitation of the acoustic
modes and thus simply suppressing the most dominant plate mode doesn’t always work.
Similarly when the coupled plant is in a modal canonical form it is sometimes hard to
identify what transformed states contribute most to the frequency response (since the
analytical intuition is gone and the B and C matrices are altered). This means that a
modal state can be singled out but it may not contribute significantly to the frequency
response. In some situations a balanced realization could prove useful, but under this
transformation the modal structure and weighting intuition is completely lost. A final
related problem is that both of these controllers were only designed to achieve reductions
in the frequency responses at a point and thus the results of this design may not and
often do not hold at another location. One solution to this is the synthesis of passivity
based controllers, that only dissipate energy along a given trajectory. Another possible
solution is to add more sensors to ensure that synthesized controllers are suppressing
noise and vibration spatially.
5.2 Summed SISO Velocity Feedback
Now consider a more tried and true method of controlling structures, constant veloc-
ity feedback. Specifically in this case, summed velocity feedback, where the 9 integrated
accelerometer inputs (velocities are summed by a weighted sum and the actuator drive
voltage is similarly summed by the same weighted sum. First considered is a case where
actuator dynamics are not considered and the inertial actuators are able to provide a
constant level of force at any frequency. In this case because of the choice of velocity, and
forces as the input output pair, and the symmetry of the input and output weighted sum
the resulting SISO system between the sensors and actuators is passive, and as a result
a simple constant gain controller will work well at stabilizing the system. As is shown in
figure 5.3 furthermore this feedback gain can be any physically realizable value (limited
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only by the voltage limits on the actuator). This particular value is Kv = 1000 which
corresponds to an actuator voltage of about 100mV (at least 50% under the maximum
allowable voltage). At the onset this would indeed appear to be an ideal controller
Figure 5.3 Summed constant velocity feedback controller no actuator dy-
namics
for controlling this type of passive system it is simple, it works well in either SISO or
MIMO (as is shown in the next section), and it is easy to implement. However all it
takes is the addition of some more realism to our simulation for this approach to have
some difficulties. Consider now the same system as before, but with the addition of ac-
tuator dynamics describing the inertial actuator producing the forces. As stated earlier
this actuator has poor low frequency response and its acceleration (force) response has
the characteristics of a second order low pass filter until the device’s resonant frequency.
Now with this description the simple velocity feedback controller can no longer be uti-
lized with any gain. This is because the new system description from control sensors to
control actuators contains new dynamics and no longer meets the definition of a pas-
sive system (although it has passive properties at high frequencies). This means that
even though the constant gain controller is passive it will destabilize the lower frequency
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plant dynamics at higher feedback gains. The maximum feedback gain possible with
this new configuration is now a Kv = 5. Open and closed loop response, plate velocity,
and microphone SPL simulation s are shown in figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.
Figure 5.4 Summed constant velocity feedback controller with actuator dy-
namics
This unfortunate result motivates the design of a slightly more complicated passivity
based controller. There are three approaches to this problem that have been considered
in this work.
First is resonant mode control. Since this is a resonant system most of the time very
high control action is needed only at the resonances of the plant and this action can roll
off rapidly away from this point. A resonant mode controller meets these specifications.
In a resonant controller the control action allows very high gain but is bandlimited to
the width of the designed resonance. If the system is passive these simple controllers are
passive so they can be used without fear of destabilizing the system. If the system is only
bandlimited passive most of the time these controllers can still be used without problem.
Even if the system is not passive often times it is possible to use these controllers because
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Figure 5.5 Plate velocity for summed velocity feedback controller with ac-
tuator dynamics
their bandlimited action limits the chances that the nyquist plot will be made to encircle
-1 even if the phase is not constrained between -90 and 90.
The second approach to passivity based control is to passify the system with sensor
blending. If the system is rectangular and has a greater number of sensors than actuators
a combination of these sensors may be blended to yield a system that is passive. In this
work this approach was utilized in combination with actuator clustering to enhance the
ability to control the resonant modes/modeshapes of the plate.
The third approach toward passivity based control was to develop passifying com-
pensators (feedforward, series, or feedback) that first passify the plant, and then to
develop passive controllers that add performance to this system. These approaches will
be utilized in the sections that follow.
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Figure 5.6 Instantaneous sound level for summed velocity feedback con-
troller with actuator dynamics.
5.3 Decentralized Constant Gain Velocity Feedback
Rather than simply reducing the MIMO control design problem to a SISO problem by
summing the actuators and sensors together. Another approach is to decentralize each
of these collocated passive systems and apply local control only. This allows greater
control action in regions of the plate of greater importance to the acoustic structure
interaction. Because the transfer matrix for a decentralized control approach is diagonal
and the diagonal transfer functions are all passive it can be shown that like the SISO
example the decentralized system is unconditionally stable for any amount of velocity
feedback. When actuator dynamics are not considered the only limiting factor on how
high the control gain can be set is the saturation level of the actuator. However just as
in the summed velocity case the addition of actuator dynamics makes the system not
passive. This limits the feedback gains that can be applied to each of the channels; the
maximum feedback gain on any channel is Kv = 35 and the minimum is Kv = 5. Again
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this eliminates all but a few dB of reduction and consequently the signal energy relative
the open loop is reduced only 22%.
Figure 5.7 Decentralized velocity feedback controller (no actuator dynam-
ics)
5.4 Decentralized Constant Gain Accelerometer Feedback
One of the major difficulties with active structural control is the effects are often
localized. That is to say the control action is often less effective at reducing vibration
globally than it is at the location of the sensor or actuator. One way to avoid this is by
judiciously placing the sensors and actuators on the structure so that the SISO system is
able to achieve a noticeable global result. Another way is to use distributed sensors and
actuators on the structure [29]. Still another method is to use multiple sensors and ac-
tuators in unison or independently to achieve a global control of a structure. In this last
case, the control design can either be centralized (having one multi-input multi-output
controller that is designed to use all of the sensors and control all of the actuators),
or decentralized where a number of independent controllers control individual or small
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Figure 5.8 Decentralized velocity feedback controller with actuator dynam-
ics
groups of sensor actuator pairs. Centralized controllers for MIMO are plagued by the
difficulty of their design and their complexity (large numbers of states). However de-
centralized controllers while often simple in form and implementation can suffer from
undesired stability problems. Some of these problems can be avoided by spatial collo-
cation of the actuator and sensor pair, since this results in a passive system response
between the input and output when they are force and velocity respectively. In these
cases passivity based designs can be used to avoid instability in the collocated channels
of the closed loop system. However there are still instabilities that could arise from
the cross channels of the MIMO closed loop system. Only through MIMO loop shap-
ing techniques, MIMO passification and passivity designs, or small gain theorem based
techniques can this problem be dealt with systematically.
One popular design approach for decentralized systems is constant gain velocity
feedback with collocated sensor and actuator pairs. The advantage of this method is
that the closed loop collocated channels are assured stability due to the passivity of
these channels in the open loop. However, in general the decentralized MIMO system
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is not assured passivity as these collocated sensor and actuator locations are rarely
physically decoupled from each other and thus the cross channels may be non-passive.
In these situations the plant must be passified (either by a passifying compensation [53],
or a blending of extra sensors and actuators) then a controller can be designed to yield
closed loop stability. However in this paper another controller approach was explored
with the goal of developing simple, effective, and stable decentralized MIMO controllers
for multiple collocated sensor and actuators.
The reasoning behind this control design is that if a structure may be passively
redesigned with stiffeners and discrete masses to reduce the vibration, coupling, and
radiated noise, then a control scheme that mimics these passive redesigns should be able
to do the same. Furthermore, since a realizable mass redistribution design doesn’t desta-
bilize the structure (although it can make the noise or vibration worse), if a controller
were to exactly mimic such a passive design then it should benefit from similar stability
properties. To accomplish this active control a simple constant gain accelerometer feed-
back between collocated pairs was utilized. A finite dimensional LTI representation of a
vibrating plate may be written as in Eqn. 2.28. In this equation ηn corresponds to gener-
alized coordinates, and for this model these generalized coordinates include Θx, Θy, and
z displacements. Looking at the equation of motion for a single generalized coordinate
the contributions from several of the adjacent nodal locations and possibly (depending on
whether it is a rotation or translation coordinate) coordinates that are farther away are
noticeable. However the lumped mass contribution from η¨n term usually has the largest
effect on the inertial forces. An increase in this term will correspond to an increase in
the translational or rotational inertia at this point. This can be accomplished passively
by physically changing the structure (and thus M), or actively by letting the force in-
put equal the desired change in the inertial portion of the equation (f(t) = −∆Mη¨n).
The case where η was z displacement at a point was investigated in this work by using
constant gain accelerometer feedback. In this paper a controller of this form consisted
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of a 9× 9 diagonal matrix of constants that multiplied into the 9 accelerometer outputs
and then fed back into the 9 point force actuators. However it should be noted that
this addition of a virtual mass is not exactly the same as passive mass redistribution.
This is because it is not considering the fact that the rotational inertia terms will also
change when a real mass is added, so these controllers will only approximate a realistic
mass distribution when the ∆M is small. Future control investigations should take into
account the changes in these terms as well.
5.4.1 Simulation Decentralized Constant Acceleration Feedback
The metrics of interest are the stability and the spatially averaged reduction in sound
pressure level (SPL). This spatially averaged value was evaluated from 200 randomly
placed microphone locations in the destination enclosure. The simulation of the constant
acceleration feedback control shown in Fig. 5.10 demonstrates that this control almost
exactly mimics the effect of redesigning the mass distribution of the plate. The weighting
matrix considered was meant to imitate the passive mass redistribution discussed earlier.
A reduction in spatially averaged microphone signal power of nearly 75%, and reduction
in the peak SPL of nearly 15 dB were achieved. Like in the passive redesign the feedback
controller attenuates the first two resonances in the acoustics and worsens the third (at
140 Hz). For this design the closed loop MIMO system is stable and the controller gain
may be increased significantly without destabilization. The Nyquist plot of this system
showed that the mass mimicking weights targeting the key modeshapes yield a loop
transfer function completely in the RHP. Simulations suggest that acceleration feedback
that closely imitates a realizable mass distribution will yield a stable closed loop. In fact
only when the feedback gains were set extremely high did the closed loop lack stability.
There are two potential reasons for this: 1) the numerical solution of the closed loop
eigenvalues wasn’t accurate enough (scaling issues) to identify system eigenvalues close
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to the imaginary axis, and 2) the large gain on the acceleration began to represent a
mass redistribution that was no longer physically realizable.
5.5 Decentralized Resonant Mode Filters
Another type of decentralized controller that was investigated was the passive res-
onant mode filter. This design utilized a number of passive resonant mode filters that
targeted the peaks of the acoustic frequency response. Additionally since mimicking the
addition of discrete masses to the structure with constant gain acceleration feedback
should be very stable even for large gains these constant gain weights on the accelerom-
eter outputs were applied in the hopes that the MIMO closed loop system would be
stabilized over a wide range of gains. The steps to design this controller are now de-
scribed.
First, several constant gain weighting matrices are designed to mimic different passive
mass redistributions. These different weighting matrices are each optimized to reduce
the coupling of the structure to a specific acoustic mode. Next since these weights
essentially are meant to be optimal only for specific acoustic modes (which are a narrow
band phenomenon) a series of filters were designed to band limit these weights. This
allows the weighting to only be effective in a desired frequency range and thus different
weights can be applied simultaneously to target different modes. Because these acoustic
modes are densely packed a very “sharp”(in terms of roll on and off) filter was needed.
One form that fits this description very well is a lightly damped second order system
(or a resonant mode). Hi Q resonant mode controllers were designed that draw their
structure from series implemented RLC networks. The mathematical representation of
these controllers is given in Eqn. 5.1,5.2.
A(s) =
N∑
n=1
An(s) (5.1)
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An(s) = kn
Cns(Rn + Lns)
LnCns2 +RnCns+ 1
(5.2)
The resonant frequency of each An(s) is given by ω
2
n =
1
LnCn
and ωn is selected to
attenuate a desired tone (such as a machinery related tone) present in the noise envi-
ronment. Now since the sensors and actuators are collocated, it would be nice to exploit
passivity-like properties of the collocated channels. The channels corresponding to the
Figure 5.9 Structure of Decentralized Resonant Mode Feedback Controller
collocated pairs are not passive since the output is acceleration and the input is force.
However if these outputs were integrated (to yield velocity) then the collocated channels
of the plant would be passive. This means that a diagonal controller where each of the
diagonal entries is a passive system would result in a stable response in these collocated
channels. Therefore, if a series of decentralized passive resonant mode filters is designed
and then multiplied by an integrator as in Fig. 5.9 the resulting collocated channels
are stable. Furthermore the hope is that the non-collocated channels should also be
stable because the outputs are being weighted in a way that mimics adding mass. The
only thing that must be accounted for is the additional gain on each resonant mode to
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account for the roll off of the integrator and place the peak of the resonant mode near
0dB. The form of these decentralized controller are shown in Fig. 5.9 and Eqn. 5.3.
C(s)9×9 =
N∑
n=1
C(s)n1×1I9×9

kn1 0 · · · 0
0 kn2 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 kn9

(5.3)
As Fig. 5.10 shows the resonant filter design was not only stable but also has ex-
cellent performance. The reduction in spatially averaged microphone signal power was
nearly 96%, and reduction in the peak SPL of nearly 18 dB was achieved. Addition-
ally reductions in lesser peaks of 6-10dB were attained. When utilizing the set of mass
mimicking weights the plant/weight loop transfer function (the loop transfer function
in the absence of the resonant mode filters) is constrained to the RHP and this is an
indication of the passivity properties of their combination. Since the resonant mode
controllers were designed to be marginally strictly positive real and bandlimiting it is
not surprising that the closed loop is both stable and avoids significant control spillover
effects often present in other MIMO control designs. However the addition of actuator
dynamics again complicates things. When this is considered the feedback gain must be
significantly reduced to avoid instability and as a result the SPL reductions are only
about half a dB. This motivates a different approach to passifying and controlling the
system.
5.6 Passivity based Control
A first step toward passivity was to collocate the sensors and actuator channels but
sometimes even with ’force’ as the system input and velocity as the system output it is
still not possible to achieve passivity due to sensor, actuator, and filter dynamics. In
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Figure 5.10 Open and Closed Loop Responses for Acceleration Feedback
and Resonant Filter Control
these cases system passification is necessary before a passive compensator (constant or
otherwise) may be used and stability will be assured. The general approach to passivity
based control in this work is shown in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11 Control Structure for Passification and Control of Plate
In general, although not shown explicitly in the figure, the plate plant Gp may contain
modeling errors, parametric uncertainties and certain actuator and compensator and
sensor nonlinearities (deadband, hysteresis, and saturation). A passivity based approach
may be used with all of these uncertainties, nonlinearities to robustly passify and thus
robustly control the system. This approach may in fact lead to better results than a
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robust technique based on the small gain theorem (say H∞) as the restriction placed on
the system is not one of magnitude but instead of phase.
5.6.1 Modal Clustering
When controlling particular plate modes naturally some of the actuator locations are
better suited than others. For example consider the first plate mode. This domeshaped
mode is most affected by those actuators lying close to the center of the plate. For
the second mode, actuators lying in the center of the plate and along a diagonal line
of symmetry have little or no effect on the second mode. For other modes different
actuators are most important. This motivates a concept called actuator clustering. In
actuator clustering different subsets of the full complement of actuators are utilized in
order to control a particular mode. The various cluster groups are illustrated for the
first six modes in figure 5.12. The advantages to clustering or spatial filtering are:
1. It decreases the total number of individual channels to consider simplifying control
design effort.
2. It decreases the control effort, as a large voltage is no longer necessary to get some
result out of an actuator with marginal effectiveness for a mode.
3. It helps prevent some of the spillover that occurs with unmodeled dynamics, by
effectively bandlimiting the actuation at some spatial locations.
4. It helps keep unwanted noise out of the system from unused channels.
In all cases this clustering is used in conjunction with other methods like sensor and
actuator blending to insure a passive system for velocity feedback or resonant mode
control. Reducing the set of actuators to 5 from 9 greatly aids in the convergence of the
LMI solver for sensor and actuator blending as well. This will now be discussed.
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5.6.2 Sensor Actuator Blending
Consider the cluster targeting mode one. For this cluster of 5 actuators and using
the 9 available sensors it is desired to find a blending of these 9 sensors and a blending
of these 5 actuators that yields a passive system. Furthermore the simplification of
the compensator design to a SISO greatly speeds the design process and simplifies the
hardware implementation. Therefore it was desired to blend these 9 sensors and 5
actuators with blending matrices M ∈ <1×9 and N ∈ <5×1. This was done using
the procedure discussed in sections 2.5.2.2 and 2.5.2.3. The plant dynamics before the
passive blend are shown in figure 5.13. The passified SISO plant (for cluster 1) is shown
in 5.14. The resultant SISO plant has been largely passified (even in the presence of
the problematic actuator dynamics from above) except at frequencies below 1 Hz. This
should again allow much more control action without fear of destabilizing the plant.
This improvement is for the case of constant velocity feedback in Fig. 5.15. The
feedback gain can now be set considerably higher (Kv ≈ 500) before the low frequency
(non-passive) region is destabilized. The primary reason that this blending approach
doesn’t perfectly stabilize the system is that in order to get the LMI system to converge
on the solution a very small D matrix term was added to the state space system. This
additional feedforward term was not enough to completely passify the system (just to
aid the numerics) but when neglected from the system as in the control implementation
of figures 5.15 and 5.16 the result is that the low frequency < 1Hz is not constrained
between 90 and -90 of phase. To rectify this the D term can be added back in (this
represents a form of feedforward passification). However this term was not added back
in as it was not necessary to achieve excellent reductions. At this point it should be
noted that while targeting the plate with control the response of interest is the sound
source to microphone. Therefore it is important to target plate modes that couple most
strongly to the acoustic enclosures. The highest acoustic mode of the coupled system
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is at 70 Hz and this couples most strongly to plate mode 1. This is evident in the
results of the controller which show that targeting plate mode 1 greatly reduces the
70 Hz acoustic mode but has less effect on acoustic modes that do not strongly couple
with the first plate mode (as expected). This can be remedied by targeting another
mode using a different cluster like (5 or 6) for the same procedure. The results of this
are shown in figure 5.16. As expected the 70Hz mode is not strongly reduced but
the modes in the 300Hz range (that couple more strongly with modes 5 and 6) are
reduced significantly. This a nice, simple, and effective technique for controlling but
is limited in that it only allows for using a single cluster at one time. This limitation
is addressed in the frame work of passivity through the use of passive resonant mode
filters/controllers. These controllers have a form given in Eqn. 5.3 and are passive.
Their high gain at the designed resonance and high roll off elsewhere ensure that any
control action is extremely bandlimited. By using several of these resonant mode filters,
each centered on a particular target acoustic mode, different clusters and blending may
be implemented together in parallel. The resultant controller will also still retain its
passive properties as is shown in figure 5.17. When simulated this controller works
extremely well and performs as expected. However to get even better reductions in the
70Hz mode a larger gain is needed for the plate mode one cluster/blending/RMC filter
and this still eventually destabilizes these low frequency dynamics.
5.6.3 Series Passification
To fix this problem the system either needs to roll off more a low frequency natu-
rally (perhaps by a passive redesign) or the system could be passified. One approach
that works extremely well at passification is feedforward control action. Unfortunately
this also has the undesired effect of reducing the performance of the control. To avoid
this a different approach was utilized to passify the system using a post applied series
compensator. This compensator to was designed to be a high pass filter to eliminate the
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adverse effects of the actuator dynamics on the passivity properties of the system. The
plant dynamics before and after compensation appear in figure 5.19. This compensator
was utilized in addition to the controller designed in the prior section and can be imple-
mented either as a diagonal transfer matrix just before the blending (if every collocated
channel has its own unique dynamics this would be best) or just after the blending
matrices (to limit the total size of the controller in implementation). In the following
plots the first approach was taken. This new control approach is now able to target
any desired resonance in the acoustic response and do so with any control gain on each
of the parallel filters. The effectiveness of this approach is evident. Now the ultimate
performance is limited by the saturation of the actuator and not by the stability of the
controller.
5.7 Summary of Simulation Results
Below are the summarized results for each of the controllers considered above. The
relative or normalized signal energy is defined as the signal energy of the closed loop
response divided by the signal energy of the nominal open loop response (Eqn. 5.4).
Erel =
ECL
EOL
=
∑∞
i=0(|pCLi(jωi)|2)∑∞
i=0(|pOLi(jωi)|2)
(5.4)
Also indicated is what the limiting factor for performance was. In most cases this trans-
lated to a stability issue. However in the cases where the system was appropriately
passified this was an actuator saturation issue. At this point it should be noted that the
saturation defined was an artificial one that was determined would protect the actua-
tors (used later in experiment) from damage although they could potentially be driven
harder. This was set at a level of 4 Volts supplied to the actuators which are 8 ohms.
Furthermore the saturation nonlinearity of the actuator may be characterized as a pas-
sive operator and as such it can be shown that control approach will still be robustly
stable in the presence of this nonlinearity. Certainly some types of model uncertainty
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will not affect the passivity properties of the plant. If the uncertainty description of
a passive plant is itself passive this will certainly be the case. However if the nominal
plant and its uncertainty are not passive or their combination makes the plant not pas-
sive then passification problem both for the blending, feedforward, or series passification
may still be utilized. However, in the passification synthesis one must make sure that
the compensator or blending matrix passify all plants in the uncertainty class.
Table 5.2 Summarized Results for Considered Controllers
Controller Relative Mic. Signal Limiting
Type Energy Reduction Factor
LQG (Panel) 0.2042 Stability
LQG (All) 0.0417 Stability
Summed Vel. 0.0016 Act. Saturation
(No Act. Dyn.)
Summed Vel. 0.8175 Stability
(With Act. Dyn.)
Decentralized Vel. 0.0008 Act. Saturation
(No Act. Dyn.)
Decentralized Vel. 0.7791 Stability
(With Act. Dyn.)
Decentralized Acc. 0.2599 Stability
(No Act. Dyn.)
MIMO RMC Acc. 0.0321 Stability
(No Act. Dyn.)
MIMO Blended Vel. 0.0933 Stability
(With Act. Dyn. Mode 1)
MIMO Blended Vel. 0.1585 Stability
(With Act. Dyn. Mode 2)
MIMO Blended Vel. 0.1318 Stability
(With Act. Dyn. RMC)
MIMO Blended Vel. 0.0071 Act. Saturation
(RMC series Passifier)
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Figure 5.12 Actuator Clustering Subsets for each Mode
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Figure 5.13 Plant before sensor actuator blending
Figure 5.14 Plant after sensor actuator blending
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Figure 5.15 Control of plate with sensor/actuator blending targeting mode
1
Figure 5.16 Control of plate with sensor/actuator blending targeting mode
2
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Figure 5.17 CFB transfer function
Figure 5.18 Control of plate with sensor/actuator blending and resonant
mode controllers mode 2
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Figure 5.19 Plant Dynamics Before and After Series Passification
Figure 5.20 Open and closed loop comparison for series passification and
RM filters
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6 Construction of Actuators, Sensors and Electronics
The analytical–computational modeling of a coupled acoustic enclosure and struc-
tural barrier (and subsequent control simulations) indicated several promising approaches,
both to redesign and active noise control for the system. Before meaningful experiential
tests of these results could be achieved, the experimental hardware and setups needed
to be constructed. This hardware falls in to several groups including: 1) power ampli-
fiers for speakers and inertial actuators, 2) piezo amplifiers for driving piezo actuators,
3) signal amplfiers/filters for sensor signals, 3) Piezo actuators and sensors, 4) Inertial
actuators, 5) and microphones and accelerometers for use in these setups. The consid-
erations and details of each of these items will now be discussed. The setups that these
systems were applied to are depicted in section 7.
6.1 Power Amplifiers
In order to drive disturbance speaker(s) and voice coil actuators requires the use of
power amplifiers. Amplifiers of this type are commercially available at any number of
home audio stores. Typically the metrics of importance for these devices are that they
have nice flat frequency responses over a wide range of audio frequencies and that they
are capable of supplying a certain amount of power per channel (ie 25 Watts). However,
for control applications there are some further requirements that are typically lacking in
most modern commercially available audio power amplifiers.
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First, the amplifier should not introduce unnecessary delays into the system. Most
modern amplifiers utilize digital FIR filters that produce an excellent quality audio
reproduction when playing music but at the same time introduce a pure time delay. In
traditional audio applications this is not an issue. However, when using this amplifier to
power an actuator for doing realtime active control, the introduction of this pure time
delay is a real problem. The pure delay is difficult to model as a linear system over a wide
range of frequencies and furthermore when fitting a numerical model (for example with
SOCIT) the presence of the pure delay causes the ERA fitting algorithm to introduce
many RHP zeros. These RHP zeros consequently will severely limit the performance
of the active noise controller, which is undesirable. It is important to note that these
zeros could be avoided in this case by not using an amplifier with a FIR filter. Second,
the amplifier for a control application needs to have many (in this case 10) independent
channels with considerable power. Typically, most available audio amps do not have this
feature, and those that do only have two independent amplifier channels. This could be
remedied by purchasing multiple amps but this quickly becomes costly.
After an exhaustive search of commercially available amplifiers from both home audio
and high-end audio measurement companies (like Larson Davis or B&K) no suitable solu-
tions for less than $10,000 were found. Therefore an analog power amplifier was designed
and constructed, then replicated to supply the necessary number of channels for the
MIMO control application. This power amplifier utilized an LM3875 high-performance
56W audio power amplifier and a layout architecture based loosely on the ”gain clone”
design. A picture of one of the finished amplifier boxes (there are 5 total with 10 chan-
nels) appears in Fig. 6.1. When each of these were completed they were tested and
found to have excellent response characteristics over the entire audio range, low ripple,
and extremely low signal noise (in fact better than the commercially purchased single
channel system that we had been using in prior control work in the lab). Most impor-
tantly this system didn’t introduce any pure delay terms into the system, a must as per
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the above discussion. These amplifiers cost about $60 per channel to produce making
them very reasonable. When finished, this design was capable of supplying 56W at up
to 12V for each channel. The voltage gain of this design is approximately 33 times.
Figure 6.1 The constructed custom audio power amplifier
6.2 Piezo Amplifier
To drive the piezo actuators also requires a power amplifier; however, these power
amplifiers must be able to deliver high voltage (upto 400Vpp). There are several com-
mercially available choices for such amplifiers, for example there is a Trek 2 channel piezo
driver in the vibrations lab. However, this amplifier is even more expensive than a power
audio amplifier $3500 and is limited to two channels. There few other options when it
comes to affordable piezo drivers and virtually none that have the required number of
channels. Therefore several (16 total channels) piezo amps were designed and built to
meet this need at a reasonable price. This design utilized the HA13118, 18W audio power
amplifier from Hitachi in conjunction with a 1:25 audio step-up transformer. Together,
these produced an affordable piezo driver with an output approximately up to 450Vpp
at 16W of power. The voltage gain of this driver amp design is approximately 50 times.
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This is more than suitable for driving the PVdF and PZT samples we investigated here.
Figure 6.2 shows the final assembled design.
Figure 6.2 The constructed piezo driver amp
6.3 Signal Amplifiers
In the MIMO control investigations of this work there were at times as many as
30 sensors of differing types measuring simultaneously and being used either as control
feedback or as performance sensors. All of these signals required scaling (amplification
or division) to take full advantage of the 10 Volt range of the data acquisition hardware.
Similarly, all of these signals needed signal filtering in the form of High Pass filters to
remove undesired low frequency components and DC bias from the sensors, and Low
Pass filters to serve as anti-aliasing filters when sampling and also to reduce the spill-over
effects of the controller on the unmodeled system dynamics. Unlike the power amplifiers
above there are many commercially available multichannel signal amplifier/filters. How-
ever, they suffer from one or more of the following fatal drawbacks: 1) many (but not
all) of these signal amplifiers are not intended for use in real time control applications,
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and hence they are implemented using FIR digital filters instead of IIR or analog filters
(and this is unacceptable for the same reasons mentioned in Section 6.1; 2) they are
very expensive ($4k-$5k) and would not be suitable for use with all sensors like the elec-
tret button microphones which require bias power to function. Again, the best solution
for these problems was to construct several custom multichannel amplifiers and filters.
Specifically, a 16 channel amplifier/filter/power supply was designed and constructed
for use with the electret microphones, and another 25 channels of signal amplifiers and
filters without DC bias power capability were designed and constructed for use with
piezo sensors, accelerometers, and PCB microphones.
The LP filter designed for both systems was an analog 2 stage Salen-Key design using
the LM386N-1 op-amp and having a break frequency at 5kHz. The HP filter used was a
1 stage Salen-Key Design cutting in at 10 Hz. The general amplifier/filter utilize both
a preamp and post amp. The non-inverting pre-amp had user selectable gains of 1, 2,
4, and 10. The non-inverting post-amp had gains of 1, 2, 4, 10, or 100. Figures 6.3 and
6.4 show these two designs in the process of being constructed.
Figure 6.3 The signal amp/filter/power electronics for button mics
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Figure 6.4 The general signal amp/filter electronics for sensors
6.4 Piezo Sensor and Actuator Construction
When investigating acoustic structural noise control problems like this one, a popu-
lar choice of actuator is a piezoelectric material. Materials that exhibit the piezoelectric
effect will experience strain under the application of an electric field, and, consequently,
will experience an electric field under strain. This makes them popular materials for
both actuation and measurement. A number of materials experience the piezo electric
effect: quartz, cane sugar, some salts, PVdF (polyvinylidene fluoride), PZT (lead zir-
conate titanate), even things like tendon and bone. Depending on the configuration and
the crystal structure of the material this effect may be large or small and is indicated by
the anisotropic piezoelectric coefficients for the material. Piezoelectric materials with
large mechanical to electric coefficients make excellent sensors, those with large elec-
trical to mechanical coefficients make excellent actuators, and many with both can be
used in either fashion. The two types of material used in this work are PVdF, a flexible
polymer, and PZT, a rigid ceramic. There are pros and cons of each of these. PVdF
is commercially available as a prepoled polymer sheet of varying thicknesses ready to
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be fashioned into any number of shapes with a little bit of effort. While not extremely
strong, PVdF functions respectably well as both an actuator and a sensor (in fact it is
often used in small piezo tweeters). However, there are some drawbacks to the mate-
rial due to the lower mechanical coefficient than other materials (like PZT), and higher
voltages are necessary to exhibit equivalent strains. But perhaps more important is that
PVdF is a flexible polymer whose elastic modulus is low (compared with rigid ceramics,
metals, and polymers). This means that much of the strain that is developed in the
material is lost in the interface of the material and the substrate it is attached to if
the elastic properties of the actuator and substrate are not of approximately the same
order. This makes the material a poor fit when working with metallic structures. How-
ever, the material makes an excellent sensor for measuring the vibration in a structural
material, and, as mentioned earlier, exhibits a voltage output that scales with velocity.
Particularly interesting is the use of this sensor in conjunction with a like-shaped and
placed actuator as a sensor actuator pair. In this configuration these two devices form
a collocated strain actuator and velocity sensor and comprise a mathematically passive
sensor and actuator pair. This has excellent properties when later designing controllers
as it can lead to simple controllers with excellent robustness properties.
PZT makes up for many of the short comings of PVdF and introduces some new ones.
PZT is much more stiff meaning that the strain it develops has greater transference to the
metallic plate. Furthermore, it is an even stronger piezoelectric material than PVdF,
meaning that it is capable of developing larger strains (forces) under lower voltages.
However, two major drawbacks of this material are that it is expensive (small 2 by 2
inch squares cost well over $100, and unless you have specialized material fabrication
facilities or pay someone who does, one can not make it into any desired shape easily.
The PVdF sensor/actuators used in the work of this dissertation are 4 by 4 inch
squares. To construct theses devices 52 µm prepoled sheets were oriented into the poling
direction and then cut to the appropriate size. Next, the contact of the devices were
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created by using XYZ axis conductive adhesive from 3M. These two pieces of adhesive
were cut so as to leave 1/8th of an inch around the edge of the PVdF (to avoid accidental
or undesired arcing across the two parallel contacts on either side of the PVdF). Along
one edge of the contact a piece of conductive copper tape adhered to each contact, and
multi-stranded 28 gauge copper wire was soldered to the copper tape. Last, the device
was finished by sealing it in an encapsulating layer of 2 mil polypropylene packing tape.
When finished the translucent sensors/actuators look like those in Fig. 6.5. Several
variations on this design were constructed and the responses of these samples measured.
Two types of PZT actuators were initially investigated for use in this project. The
Figure 6.5 A finished PVdF actuator
first was a flat rectangular PZT actuator from PCB piezotronics. This piezo, although
strong, also added significant rigidity to the region to which it was applied and was
not removable once adhered (with epoxy), and this is not ideal. A second choice was
a prestressed THUNDERTM actuator, where the PZT was deposited and sintered to a
curved metal carrier, which greatly amplified the forces generated by the device. Since
these were approximately the same cost, and the THUNDER actuators were more easily
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removed from the substrate and reused, these devices were chosen. A picture of the
THUNDER actuator appears in Fig. 6.6.
Figure 6.6 The selected THUNDER PZT Actuator
6.5 Inertial Actuators
One problem with using PZT actuators is that it is not easy to exactly collocate a
sensor due to the layout of the actuator. This means that although the actuator will be
more powerful there will likely be RHP zeros associated with the combination of sensor
and actuator, and this will lead to limitations on the control. Furthermore, the form of
actuation experienced when using the THUNDER actuator is more like the application
of two line shearing loads along the attached edges of the actuator leading to a bending
moment on that region of the plate. Although not necessarily a problem, depending on
the size of the actuator it may lead to difficulties attacking some of the structural modes
of the plates. One more problem is that these piezo actuators have poor low frequency
response and may not be able to effectively act on some of the lower frequency modes.
To resolve these issues and increase the direct force applied to the plate at a location,
a direct forcing actuator was designed. This actuator (often called an inertial driver,
proof mass actuator, voice coil actuator, reaction mass driver, etc.) essentially consists
of a voice coil like in an audio speaker, a permanent magnet, a spring mechanism, and
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a certain amount of desired proof mass. Just like in an audio speaker the actuator
is driven by an amplifier and the electromagnetic action of the coil on the permanent
magnet/mass-spring combination sets the mass into motion, thus transmitting a reaction
force through its base and into the plate at the attachment point. The advantages of
this type of an actuator include: 1) you are directly forcing the plate at a point of your
choosing (easily modeled), 2) this actuator requires no specialized amplifier to drive just
a power amp, 3) by properly selecting the mass and spring stiffness values, the maximum
strength and cut out frequency of the actuator can be designed, and 4) the material to
construct this type of an actuator is not expensive or exotic.
There are some commercially available proof mass actuators but these existing prod-
ucts either lack the power, frequency range, or are far too massive to be mounted on a
plate surface. In addition to the expense of the actuator, there was also added expense
from specialized driver amps. In order to get exactly the characteristics desired from
the voice coil actuator, a specialized actuator was designed, constructed, and tested for
use in later control investigations. The following is a brief description of these efforts.
6.5.1 Design of Actuators
First, the overall mass of the actuator was designed to be approximately 112 g for the
large one and 101 g for the low profile actuator, with the majority of this concentrated
in the reciprocating part to maximize the reaction force at the base. After several
design iterations, the configuration utilized a central post, a linear sleave bearing, an
annular permanent rare-earth magnet, a low carbon steel field concentrator/inertial
mass, magnet wire, two compression springs, and an aluminum base. The first part of
this effort sought to enhance the field strength of the gap where the voice coil would
lie. At the same time, the uniformity of the field experienced by the voice coil at all
points on the stroke of the device was optimized to yield the most linear forcing behavior
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possible. This investigation of the EM properties of the gap was accomplished by finite
element solution.
6.5.1.1 FEM Simulation
The freeware package used for the EM finite element simulation is called FEMM4.0.
This package is specialized for solving 2-D and 3-D axisymmetric electromagnetic prob-
lems, and solves the relevant Maxwell’s equations using triangular elements. All investi-
gations here considered axisymmetric formulations of these equations on a semicircular
domain.The EM properties of the various materials were entered into the program and
then different designs and orientations of the magnets, field concentrators, and voice
coils were explored. The following assumptions about materials and boundary condi-
tions were made in this modeling process. First, the solution was assumed to be for
low frequency (¡1000Hz), and it was assumed that the EM properties of the materials
in the model were essentially constant over this range. Second, there was a symmetric
boundary condition along the y axis, and an asymptotic boundary condition (approxi-
mating the impedance of unbounded space) along the semicircular edge of the meshed
region. Third, the permanent magnet was modeled using the equivalent sheet current
method. Given the energy product E of the material (from manufacturer) in MGOe, the
coercivity (Hc in A/m) of the material was determined using Eqn. 6.1 and this value of
the linear current density was applied to the domain properties of the magnetic material.
Hc =
(5E5)sqrtE
pi
(6.1)
With these assumptions several configurations were investigated. Figures 6.7 and 6.8
show the solutions for the field string in low profile lower mass and high profile higher
mass designs respectively. The area of interest is in the gap between the two poles of
the concentrator.
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Figure 6.7 The low profile solution for field strength
6.5.1.2 Construction and Testing
After numerous configurations were simulated using the above described method,
annular 1/4 inch thick neodymium magnets with 48MGOe energy density were pur-
chased along with small springs (7/8 in compression 8.33 lbs/in). The concentrator was
composed of two pieces of machined 1018 steel: 1) an exterior core piece (measuring
1.50 in OD 1.25 in ID and .562 in height) and an interior core piece (measuring 0.843
in OD and 0.25 in height). A support bar for seating the springs and the sleeve bearing
was designed and fabricated from aluminum, as was the base for seating the voice coil,
and the cylindrical voice coil holder. Lastly, a polished 1/8 inch linear motion shaft
and nylon sleeve bearings were purchased for supporting and guiding the reciprocating
parts. The springs were chosen such that in conjunction with the reciprocating mass
the fundamental resonant frequency would be at approximately 30 Hz, and would have
a strong and uniform reaction force response from 40Hz to 500Hz, as well as reason-
able strength (although not smooth response) over the range of 20 to 1000 Hz. To
assemble the voice coil, a length of enamelized magnet wire equivalent to 8 Ohms of
resistance was wound around the cylinder, soldered to lead wires, and then coated with
epoxy to hold it tightly wound. This coil assembly was seated on the base and then
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Figure 6.8 The big version solution for field strength
epoxied into place. Next, the concentrator/magnet/support bar assembly was epoxied
together, and the nylon bearings were press fit into the assembly. Next, a finely polished
high tolerance shaft was threaded on one end and bolted into place on the base. The
magnet/concetrator assembly was then put onto the bearing shaft, and the compression
springs were epoxied into place, completing the assembly. Figure 6.9 shows a finished
low profile prototype and Fig. 6.10 shows the acceleration response data for this actuator
design. To drive these actuators the power amplifiers developed and constructed (Sec-
tion 6.1) were used. For the linearity study the actuator had been affixed to a flexible
beam structure cantilevered at one end.
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Figure 6.9 A finished low profile inertial actuator prototype
Figure 6.10 The experimental frequency response of designed inertial actu-
ator
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7 Experimental Validation of MIMO Active Control
Approaches in Acoustic Stucture System
There are many approaches and controller strategies found in the literature for the
control of vibrating structures. Many of these approaches lead to elegant solutions in
theory and simulation, but are very difficult to put into practice on physical hardware.
Ultimately from an engineering standpoint, if the control design can not be implemented,
or the hardware implementation lacks the benefits of the theoretical controller, then the
design is not an acceptable one. In this thesis, the guiding principle is use control
strategies that will increase the likelihood of success not just in simulation but in actual
hardware implementation. The most important factor is not whether these controllers
reduce enclosure noise in simulation (which they do) it is whether or not these control
design methods were actually effective in hardware on the real system.
In this section the details of the control implementation study are presented. The
blanket description of ”control implementation”, refers collectively to four intertwined
problems (each with many substeps). These four problems are:
1. Experimental system identification (system ID ,or just ID) to gather the complex
frf’s of the physical plant.
2. Control design modeling to produce an accurate mathematical model from this
experimental derived frf.
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3. Design of a control law for this mathematical model and subsequent simulation of
this law.
4. Implementation of this control law in discretely in hardware (in this case on a
digital signal processor).
The effectiveness of these designed controllers is then measured by the amount of re-
duction in the peak acoustic response of the destination enclosure that can be attained
with and without control.
7.1 Experimental Hardware Setups
7.1.1 1-D Tube with Barrier
Figure 7.1 The experimental apparatus of the 1-D Tube investigation
The first setup that was considered was a 1-D tube setup with a barrier plate halfway
down its 6 ft length. At one end of this tube is a driving speaker, and at the other is an
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anechoic termination (achieved with a foot and a half of acoustic foam). Epoxied to the
center of the separating plate was a ThunderTM (Model TH5-C) piezo actuator. Adhered
directly on the opposite side by temporary adhesive was a PCB accelerometer (Model
352A24). This accelerometer signal was then sent to a battery powered ICP conditioning
unit (PCB model 480C02). The conditioned signal was then routed through a Kronhite
(KH) two channel analog LP filter with the filter bandwidth set to 3000Hz. This filter was
primarily used as an anti-aliasing filter. After the AA filter, the acceleration signal was
sampled using a D-Space 1103 board at 10,000Hz and carefully designed digital LP filters
at 900 Hz were applied to limit control action above 800 Hz without adversely affecting
the response below this point. Finally, this signal converted back to a continuous domain
and routed directly to the SRS075 two channel analyzer. To drive the plate the SRS075
analyzer was used with swept sine excitation. The source signal was used internal to
the analyzer to compute the input-output response, and was also routed through the
d-SPACE. In the d-SPACE the signal was sampled at 20000 Hz then outputted directly
to Trek model PZD700-2 2 channel piezo driver. The output of this high voltage
amp was then connected to the piezo actuator on the barrier plate thus completing the
loop. A diagram of this setup appears in figure 7.2 and pictures of the tube, the plate,
and the filtering/conditioning equipment appear in figure 7.1. For this investigation the
microphone response was measured using a electret button microphone placed in the
tube approximately 4 inches from the sample surface on the destination side.
7.1.2 Two Chamber Acoustic Enclosure
The second setup was that of the two chamber 3-D acoustic enclosure system (mod-
eled and simulated in previous sections). This system is comprised of two identical
4x4x8ft chambers constructed of MDF so as to be highly reflective, and closely approx-
imating a rigid acoustic boundary condition. In one chamber were 5 acoustic drivers (4
speakers and 1 woofer) each driven by independent custom made analog power ampli-
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Figure 7.2 Hardware Interconnection Diagram for 1-D Tube System
fiers. In the other chamber were several microphones (8) arranged in spatially diverse
and irregularly spaced x,y, and z locations. These 8 locations were kept the same from
test to test so as to allow meaning full comparison. Separating the two chambers was a
clamped-clamped steel plate with 5 attached proof mass actuators on one side. On the
opposite side of the actuators were a 3x3 grid of accelerometers (PCB 352C65). Five of
the accelerometers were located directly opposite the point of attachment for the proof
mass actuator so as to form a collocated pair. The accelerometer and microphone signals
were then sent to ICP conditioning units with 12 channels and 16 channels respectively.
The 12 channel unit also had a built in analog integration capability for use when de-
sired signal of interest was plate velocity. The signals from both of these types of
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Figure 7.3 The actuators and sensors for the 3-D enclosure system
sensors (microphones and accelerometers) were then routed through the custom made
signal amplifiers and filters described in section 6. These were necessary to properly
scale and AA filter the signals for sampling by the D-space. The D-space utilized in this
investigation was the 1105 module capable of sampling 32 separate inputs and driving
32 separate outputs simultaneously in real time. After sampling at 20,000Hz a digital
Low Pass Filter with a high roll off was implemented at 1500Hz. When identifying the
plant this signal was then converted back to continuous time domain by a D2A con-
verter. Then this signal was supplied directly to the sensor input channel of the SRS
analyzer. In this same mode the analyzer source signal was sampled by the D-space then
outputted and directed to the custom made audio power amplifiers. These amplifiers
where then used to power the custom made proof mass actuators thus completing the
loop. A diagram of this setup appears in 7.5. Again, when taking the closed loop
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Figure 7.4 The analyzer, control hardware, signal electronics, and power
amplifiers for the 3-D enclosure system
speaker to microphone responses the d-Space is bypassed and the signals out of the sig-
nal amplifiers are routed directly to the analyzer. Similarly the analyzer directly drives
the custom power amplifiers when exciting the acoustic enclosures.
7.2 System Identification 1-D Tube
7.2.1 Data Collection Procedure
The tube apparatus was experimentally identified using a blackbox ID technique.
This begins by driving the piezoelectric actuator with swept sine input from 0-800Hz
using the SRS analyzer. Then the accelerometer signal is measured, conditioned, filtered
and sent to the SRS analyzer as per the description above. Then the analyzer compares
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Figure 7.5 Hardware Interconnection Diagram for Plate Enclosure System
the magnitude and phase of the original sinusoid with the magnitude and phase of the
final measured and filtered signal to determine the experimental complex frf. This data
is then stored to disk for later use. When it comes time to implement controllers on the
d-Space the only change is that the analyzer which drives and the system and measures
the response is replaced with the control design inside d-Space.
To measure the closed loop microphone and accelerometer response the only change
to this procedure, is to instead drive the source speaker with an one of the custom gain
clone audio amplifiers. Then the conditioned microphone or accelerometer signal is sent
directly to the SRS analyzer bypassing the D-space (since these are not used in control
design or implementation).
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7.2.2 Control Design Modeling
After the collected data was imported into Matlab, it was noticed that the velocity
measurement was corrupted (very noisy and low in magnitude). Further debugging was
able to track down the source of this noise to a problem with the integrator function on
the ICP signal conditioner. However the only problem was when the velocity signal. The
standard non-integrated signal was still fine, so it was decided to instead use the accel-
eration signal for subsequent investigations. This has the consequence of changing the
system from one that was a passive collocations to one that was not, but it also presents
the opportunity to test out approaches for ”passifying” the system and implementing
this in hardware.
In MatlabTM , this signal was imported in to the SOCIT toolbox where the (Eigen-
system Realization Algorithm) ERA and a custom response optimizing m-file was used to
fit the best possible (and lowest order) control design model to this data. The resultant
fit had 38 states, and was reduced using the previously discussed balanced residualiza-
tion approach to a more manageable 28 state. This reduced model experienced minimal
degradation in the fit of the magnitude or phase. Figure 7.6 shows the data and the re-
duced order fit (for the reduced order 28 state fit). This illustrates one of the problems
with control id and implementation for active noise control. Even on this simple 1-D
system a relatively high order model (28 states after model reduction) was necessary to
achieve a decent fit.
7.2.3 Passification of Control Design Model
Next, for some of the control approaches, it was necessary to have a plant that was
passive. In situations where this was not already the case, this was accomplished by
passification of the fitted plant dynamics. Specifically a set of plant passifying compen-
sators were designed. Although several approaches would probably work merely adding
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Figure 7.6 Impedance tube Response and Fitted Control Design Model
a series integrator would not. Instead, two passifying controllers were utilized. One was
a simple series lag compensator with a pole at 20Hz and a zero at 200Hz. The other
was a constant gain feedforward compensator (with a high frequency pole at 4000Hz to
avoid an algebraic loop in implementation). As you can see in figure 7.7 the plant is
passified with by these designs and the resultant Cs2 and Cff then become part of the
eventual controller implementation.
7.3 Control Design Simulation
7.3.1 LQG
The first type of controller designed was a standard LQG design with Rc = Re = 1,
Qe = I ∗ 1E6, and (Qc = diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 5000, 5000, 4000, 4000, 2500, 2500, 0, 0 · · ·) + I ∗
1000. Note that this controller was designed before the system was passified. A bode
plot of the resultant controller appears in 7.8. The closed loop actuator to acceleration
simulation shows that the controller should be very effective at suppressing the vibration
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Figure 7.7 The plant (tube) control design model after passification
of circular plate in a broadband way. This should translate to similarly large suppressions
of the acoustic frequency response. At this time it should be noted that all of the control
simulations focused strictly on the plate plant and did not consider anything except
regulation of these plant dynamics. This means that although it was possible to fit a
transfer matrix with speaker and actuator as inputs and microphones and accelerometer
as output only the SISO plant dynamics were utilized. This is because it was nearly
impossible to get the ERA routine in SOCIT to reconcile these different frf types of data
sets (even for a simple 2x2 case). Essentially the resultant fit from SOCIT created 4
lightly coupled (or uncoupled in some cases) transfer functions who did not share many
common states (which is no different than just fitting 4 distinct transfer functions).
Furthermore when compared to experimental results these lightly coupled MIMO fits
never accurately predicted the impact of control on the plate. So it was decided that it
would be acceptable to neglect the acoustics states in the control design plant model,
and focus modeling attention strictly on the plate (a strategy which worked in analytical
simulation and in this investigation). Figure 7.9 shows the simulated improvement
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Figure 7.8 LQG controller targeting panel states
Figure 7.9 Control Design Simulation of LQG controller on Experimentally
fitted Nominal Model
in plate acceleration response. This particular design was predicted to be very stable in
simulation. Consequently its gain could be increased by an additional large margin before
the closed loop system was destabilized. However it was desired to maintain a certain
restricted level on the control output to avoid actuator saturation in implementation.
To do this the gain was dialed back to an appropriate level. Even with this restriction
closed loop reductions of 5-7 dB were predicted which would be an excellent result if
achieved in hardware.
Next consider an LQG designed by the approach of section 2.5.2.4 and for the passi-
fied plant from above. Again the same weighting matrices for the LQG design problem
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were utilized as for the non-passive case with the new states from the series passifier (at
the end of the state vector) receiving near zero weighting. Next the LMI LQG design
problem was formulated for the passified system using Matlab’s LMI toolbox and the
feasibility problem solved after the inclusion of small fictitious D matrix terms to help
convergence. Then the resultant controller is not necessarily an optimal controller any-
more but the suboptimal solution is still stable, allows the user freedom in weighting
the states designing the observer and most importantly is passive (as is seen in figure
7.10. When simulated the closed loop system shows nearly the same level of reductions
Figure 7.10 Passivity based LQG controller
as in the non-passified case with between 5-6dB of reduction in the response do mainly
to addition of the small feedforward compensator. This systems simulated close loop
response is shown in figure 7.11.
7.3.2 Passive Resonant Mode Control
After passification several passive resonant mode controllers were designed to be im-
plemented. The individual RMC controllers were designed to attenuate plant dynamics
at 131, 156, 199, and 383 Hz respectively which also correspond strongly to resonances
in the acoustic response. These controllers were designed have a peak gain between
5 − 8dB which was well short of saturation leaving plenty of room to adjust the gain
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Figure 7.11 Closed Loop Simulation of Passivity Based LQG Controller
in implementation. For brevity only the simulation results at 131, and for the parallel
combination of controllers at 156 ,199 ,and 383 are presented. As you can see from figure
7.12, the designed controller has a very simple structure and is clearly passive. When
Figure 7.12 Passive RMC at 131 Hz
implemented in simulation the closed loop dynamics are stable and a reduction in the
closed loop response of around 6dB is predicted (Fig. 7.13) in the structural response
around the target frequency. The simplicity of designing and implementing these
controllers along with the bandlimited nature of the control action are very attractive
features. When used with a passive plant a controller such as this has a very large
amount of robustness in implementation. With most problems occurring not because
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Figure 7.13 Closed loop response of passive RMC controller targeting 131
Hz
of the control design but because of nonlinear saturation effects. One limitation of this
approach is that it only targets a very narrow frequency band. However this is easily
remedied by utilizing several of these RMC’s together in a parallel configuration. This
controller is still passive because the parallel combination of passive systems is still pas-
sive. The following is a controller formed from the parallel combination of RMC’s at
156, 199, and 383Hz (Fig. 7.14). When simulated, the parallel controller shows a
Figure 7.14 Parallel RMC controller targeting 156 ,199 ,and 383 Hz
reduction of about 5-6 dB in the targeted frequencies (Fig. 7.15). It should be noted
that the large peak in the response around 780-800Hz was not targeted because the
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data from which the fit was constructed only went up to 800Hz. Thus the fit may not
be accurate in this region and the plant system may not be perfectly passive. This is
because the passification of the system did not completely passify the fit in this region
(thus it is avoided).
Figure 7.15 Closed loop simulated response of passive parallel RMC con-
troller
7.4 Control Design Implementation
Next the controllers that were designed and simulated above were implemented on
the DSP hardware described above. Then the speaker to microphone and speaker to
accelerometer responses captured with the Stanford research systems two channel ana-
lyzer. These results were then imported back into Matlab for plotting. The same analog
and digital filters described above for system ID data collection were utilized in the
control implementations as well. In addition to the designed controllers the results were
compared to a more standard constant feedback controller.
7.4.1 Constant Accelerometer Feedback
Typically one of the best ASAC approaches is also one of the simplest and that is to
use collocated constant velocity feedback and actuator that whose action is proportional
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to force. In this case there is an actuator whose action is proportional to force and whose
internal dynamics are predominantly high frequency, however the sensor in this case is
neither perfectly collocated free from filter dynamics or proportional to velocity. Instead
it is a filtered accelerometer and the resultant plant is not passive. However, if one first
Figure 7.16 Closed loop experimental accelerometer response of passified
constant feedback control
passified the plant with the aforementioned series lag compensator (which can be thought
of as a bandlimited integration) then the passified plant can use direct accelerometer
feedback for control. Furthermore, the gain can theoretically be set arbitrarily high.
In practice this controller gain is limited by actuator saturation, unmodeled dynamics,
and the effectiveness of the passifying compensator. Therefore this type of controller is
really a test of how well the Passification works. As shown in figure 7.16 the closed
loop acceleration response experiences between 3-5 dB of reduction with the constant
gain set to Ka = 10.25. This is the limit before the resultant control action destabilizes
plant dynamics above 1000Hz. If a more aggressive high pass filter is utilized on the
accelerometer signal the performance of the passified compensator is further affected.
The only way to improve this is either to use a more complicated control law, or to
model and passify a larger frequency range. The microphone response also shows a
slightly smaller but respectable reduction of around 2-3dB. The large notch and nearby
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Figure 7.17 Closed loop experimental microphone response of passive con-
stant feedback control
ripple in the response of the closed loop microphone signal is not from control action
but instead from a very high order digital bandstop filter to take out unexplained sensor
line noise before the signal was sent to the SRS analyzer.
7.4.2 LQG, and Resonant Mode Control Implementations
First implemented is the LQG design for the unpassified plant this controller was
implemented originally as a 28 state controller at a sampling rate of 10,000 Hz (because
the higher order controller would not implement on the older D-space control hardware
at 20,000 Hz(with the filters, and gains all in the loop). Despite using the discrete
algorithms for the formulation of the control law the controller would only stabilize
a very small gain. This is most likely due to the control design destabilizing higher
frequency dynamics that were not modeled in the control design process. Also attempted
was a reduced order design (14 states) sampled at 20,000 Hz but this suffered from the
same problems. The very low control gain required for stability of this closed loop
system meant that the resultant performance of the controller was negligible (a half of
a dB at best). What is even worse is that the microphone response was even adversely
affected by about the same margin likely due to the added noise of these nearly unstable
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dynamics at high frequency (see figure 7.18). What was needed was a robust control
approach to this problem. With the passivity based LQG approach a greater degree
of stability should be imparted to the system. As seen in 7.19 this was indeed the
case. As the gain could now be set as high as .75 before beginning to destabilize the
closed loop. The best measured reduction was with a gain of .3 was about 0.5 to 1.5dB.
Furthermore this reduction was largely broadband over the frequencies measured above
30Hz at least(at least until saturation). Clearly this is a better result from a stability
stand point but the performance is still negligible. Needed is a control approach
Figure 7.18 Closed loop experimental microphone response of control on
unpassified system
to leverage the stability improvement imparted by this bandlimited passification of the
system while not destabilizing the unmodeled and unpassified portions of the system. Hi
Q passive resonant mode filters are an excellent approach that fit this description. Since
these filters are passive they may be used with very high gain in the passified portion of
the plant response and due to their bandlimited control action the filters are less likely
to destabilize the unpassified portion of the response (at high frequency). As seen in
figure 7.19 these control designs have excellent stability and perform remarkably well.
All the filters have gains of between 20 and 40 and yield reductions between 5-7 dB in
their target frequencies. In fact the gains may be set even higher without destabilizing
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but the performance is adversely affected by both the waterbed effect, and by actuator
saturation at frequencies farther from the resonant filter.
Figure 7.19 Closed loop experimental microphone response of passivity
based control
7.5 Results Summary for 1-D Tube Experiments
The results of the designed controllers are given in table 7.1. Several controllers
investigated did a reasonable job attenuating noise in the system. It is likely that these
performance results could be improved or fine tuned with the design of better passifying
compensators and the development of better control design models. Definitely the results
as a whole demonstrate the need for robust control approach to structural acoustics
problem. Spillover from the controller action adversely affects and eventually destabilizes
the unmodeled dynamics. The bandlimited passification of the plant 0-750 Hz helps with
many of these problems by ensuring a measure of robustness (when utilized with passive
controllers) in the lower frequencies but without a perfect passification or more roll off in
the controller, higher control gains still eventually destabilize the unpassified-unmodeled
portion of the plant. Only one class of controllers studied (the RMC based filters) were
able to avoid these pitfalls do to their bandlimited nature (and high roll off away from
the resonance). As a result these were the best performing controllers.
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One of the key limitations in the control of acoustic and structural problems (or in
most control design problems for that matter) is the accuracy of the identified control
design model. In this system it is be possible to fit an accurate model for a larger
frequency range (up to 1500 Hz) using the ERA. However, the number of states in the
resultant control design model, the complexity of the required passifying compensator,
and number of states in the model based controllers quickly make this improved model
a liability in implementation. Keep in mind that this system is a relatively well behaved
1-D SISO system and it is still experiences issues related to control design modeling.
This exercise has demonstrated that a by using a passivity approach to controller
design, smaller, but effective compensators may be designed that will maintain stabil-
ity. This investigation motivated the control design approaches utilized in the more
complicated MIMO plate system.
Table 7.1 Summarized Results for Implemented Controllers
Controller ≈ Speaker to Mic Limiting
Type Peak dB Reduction Factor
LQG NOM NONE (-0.5) Stability
LQG PASS 1.5 Stability
RMC PASS 156 2.0 Act. Saturation
RMC PASS 199 3.5 Act. Saturation
RMC PASS PARA 5.0 Act. Saturation
CONST Ka PASS 2.0 Stability
7.6 System Identification 3-D Enclosures/Plate System
7.6.1 Control Design Modeling
While accurate control design models do not guarantee a control design will have good
performance, the converse is most certainly true. When using any controller architecture
other than simple constant gain feedback it is important to have a reasonably accurate
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model of plant to be controlled. Without an accurate model the control implementation
will be plagued by problems (such as control spillover) and will have a very low gain
margin (if it is stable at all). This is especially true when designing passifying controllers
as the dynamic behavior (especially the phase) needs to be accurately captured so that
any passifying compensator that is design will still passify when implemented on the real
system. The only alternative to this modeling procedure is to passify the system with
a human in the loop creating passifying compensators implementing them digitally and
then tuning them to passify the response. This is a time consuming process for all but
the simplest of passifications on a single channel.
The control design modeling efforts are now presented for a full MIMO system, a
decentralized MIMO system, and summed velocity SISO system. The guiding principle
to allow for success in the modeling and control implementation, was to impart as much
passivity as possible to the system to start with. This was done by selecting actuator
sensor pairs that would exhibit desirable passivity properties (i.e. point force and point
velocity measurement). Then by collocating these pairs and using all analog electronics
the resultant system if not passive was more easily ”passifiable”.
7.6.1.1 MIMO system
By far the most difficult (and least accurate) control modeling procedure was the
identification and construction of a 5x5 (25 channel) MIMO transfer function of the plate
plant. Here the limitations of the ERA algorithm to fit models to resonant responses
are fully exposed. It should be noted that the ERA routine does permit a user to
upload multiple channels of frf for a MIMO fitting procedure but the resultant fits for
a MIMO model of this size and with so many resonant modes are so bad they rarely
even approximate the collocated channels let alone the then entire MIMO system. As a
substitute an ad hoc approach to modeling the system was undertaken. This procedure
is summarized as follows:
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Figure 7.20 Plots of the Experimental and Fitted Diagonal(collocated) ac-
tuator to accelerometer responses
1. First, using swept sine (It leads to more accurate frf’s with less noise to confuse
the ERA) identify all 25 channels of the MIMO response.
2. Second, import each of the 25 channels in to the SOCIT based identification routine
and fit a very accurate response over as wide a frequency range possible using as
many states as are needed. At this point the MIMO model is 1468 states and is
by far to large to be of any use even in simulation. However from this point on the
reductions in model order will have a large effect on the phase response (less so
the magnitude response). This meaning that passivity based control designs are
out window as the designed passifying compensators will not have the same effect
on the actual plant in all but the simplest of cases.
3. Third, perform a balanced residualization on each of the channels. The collocated
channels were typically allowed to retain half their states. The cross channel
typically were allowed to retain a quarter of their states. More effort was taken to
maintain the accuracy of the collocated channel fits and less effort with the cross
channels. This was because the cross channels were of lesser importance to the
maximum singular values of the system.
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4. Fourth, construct the transfer matrix from these reduced order fits. At this point
the system has 263 states and shows very minor magnitude response difference
from the extremely large system. This is slightly more manageable but still a bit
large for control design.
5. Fifth, perform a minimum realization on this system with a moderate numerical
tolerance to force several pole zero cancelations in this model (198 states), then
perform another balanced residualization on the resultant system to reduce the
total system size to a much more manageable 90 states.
Figure 7.20 shows the experimental ID data and resultant models for the collocated
channels after first and second steps of this procedure. Shown in figure 7.21 are the
collocated channels before and after step three of the above procedure.
Figure 7.21 Plots of individual Full and Reduced Order (round 1) Fitted
Diagonal(collocated) Actuator to Accelerometer Responses
Lastly in figure 7.22 the singular values of the control design model are shown before
and after step five of the above procedure. This resultant model is 90 states and approx-
imates the magnitude response well and the phase response to a lesser degree. As such
passivity based approaches will not work well. For other approaches to be applicable
a better modeling procedure that fits lower order models to MIMO systems needs to be
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Figure 7.22 The singular values of the constructed MIMO system and re-
duced order (round 2) MIMO system
developed. This fully MIMO modeling and control investigation, points to the need for
simpler (and thus more implementable) approaches to the MIMO control modeling and
design problem.
7.6.1.2 Decentralized Feedback
One possible approach to simplifying the control modeling and design problem while
improving model accuracy is to use decentralized feedback. In this approach each collo-
cated location (5 total) is modeled as an independent SISO system. With these models
control approaches based on the modal clustering and passive controller design (explored
in section 7) could be implemented on each channel and as long as decentralized channel
is passive or passified. To generate the fits of the experimental frequency response
(shown in figure 7.23) a procedure mirroring that in section 7.2.2 was utilized with one
small difference. In this case the accelerometer signals were integrated (analog) inside
the 12 channel ICP signal conditioner. Without the additional notch filters, low pass
filters, amplifier dynamics, and actuator dynamics these collocated channels should con-
stitute a passive pair. However in the presence of these non-idealities each channel still
requires passification despite being a passive collocated pair. The resulting fits range
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Figure 7.23 Decentralized Channel FRF’s and Fitted Control Design Mod-
els
from 58 states to 104 states in size. Figure 7.24 shows an example passification for
Figure 7.24 Passified Decentralized Channel Control Design Model for
channel 2
collocated channel two of the decentralized model. Bandlimited passification was again
accomplished with a series implementation of a several of lag and lead-lag compensators
and constant feedforward compensators (with a high order pole at 5000Hz to avoid al-
gebraic loop in implementation). The poles and zeros of these passifying compensators
and the required value of the feedforward constant are listed in table 7.2.
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Table 7.2 Decentralized Passifying Compensators
Channel Poles Zeros CFF
1 -10,-800,-800 -40,-70,-140 1.1
2 -60,-800,-800 -100,-120,-150 1
3 -800,-800,-3000 -70,-100,-180 2
4 -700,-700,-1000 -80,-30±197.7i 1
5 -20.5±409.5i,-27±549.3 -130,-46.3±179.1i 1
7.6.1.3 Summed Velocity (SISO)
The simplest approach to MIMO control is to sum the various feedback channels
and demux the control outputs (inverting the same summation procedure) to effectively
reduce the MIMO problem to a single SISO design problem. While the sensing and
control are still distributed in nature and consequently better than simply controlling a
single plate location, there is less freedom from a control perspective as the same scaled
combination of sensors and actuators has be used at all frequencies. One approach to
relax some of this rigidity is to passify the system and then cluster the collocated channels
with different weighted sums (targeting different modeshapes (see figure 5.12). Then
these different weighted sums (SISO) can be implemented in parallel with a passive
bandlimited controller. To generate the fits of the experimental frequency response
shown the sensor signals were again captured with the same setup and procedure as with
the MIMO and decentralized approaches but with one small but important change. In
the d-Space the driver signal is demuxed according to the chosen clustering summing
procedure before going to the amplifier to drive all channels. On the sensors side the
velocity signals are routed through the d-SPACE as usual but are then summed before
being sent to the SRS analyzer. There were three distinct clusterings used, and these
corresponded to the clustering for modes 1, 5, and 6. The clustered terms were all
given equal weight of 1 and all other terms were weighted with zero then the various
summed combinations were experimentally ID’d. After this wrinkle the procedure for
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Figure 7.25 Weighted Summation of Collocated Channel FRF’s (CLUS-
TER 1) and Fitted Control Design Models
fitting these three models was essentially the same as before. Figure 7.25 shows an
example of the frf data and fit for one of these summations corresponding to the mode
one clustering (a straight sum). This response was passified (from 0 up to 500 Hz)
with a series compensator (poles at -600, -600, -800, -1000 and zeros at -10, -40, -80,
-100). The size of the state space model before passification ranged from 54 states for
mode 5 clustering, 66 states for the mode one clustering, and 88 states for the mode six
clustering. In the next sections different controllers are designed and simulated using
the MIMO, Decentralized and SISO models before being implemented in hardware.
7.7 Control Design 3-D Enclosures/Plate System and Simula-
tion
This next section discusses the control design effort for each of the varieties of sys-
tem model (MIMO,Decentralized,SISO Summed). For brevity only a single controller
design’s plots are presented although all approaches are discussed.
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7.7.1 MIMO System
For the MIMO System the approach utilized in modeling the system reasonably
approximates the singular values of the MIMO system, but less accurately approximates
the phase response. This inconvenient fact means that using a passivity based approach
is ill-advised because the passification effects of the compensator will not transfer to an
actual implementation. For this reason, the only MIMO control designs investigated
were both Quadratic controllers. The first was a simple LQR output feedback controller
with state weighting matrix Qc = C
TC and Control weighting matrix Rc = 1E − 1
this controller was able to show moderate reductions of the peaks approximately 2 dB
in all of the singular values in simulation over the frequency range from 35 to 700 Hz.
A slightly better performing LQG controller was then designed. First, the 90 state
Figure 7.26 The designed 25 channel MIMO LQG controller
control design model was transformed to a Modal canonical form using state similarity
transformation. Then under this new state description, the states whose entries most
closely corresponded to frequencies of the resonances in the singular value plot were
weighted with stronger weighting according to QC = I ∗ 10 +N ∗ 3000. Where in this
relation N indicates a diagonal square matrix the same size as A with the diagonal of
N composed of ones and zeros with ones for the subset of states described above and
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all the rest zero. In this design the Rc, and Re matrices were set to identity (size 5x5),
and the Qe matrix was set to Qe = I ∗ 1E4. The response of the resultant controller for
this LQG design is shown in figure 7.26. The simulated closed loop response of this
Figure 7.27 The simulated open and closed loop singular values of the
MIMO system with LQG control
controller is shown in figure 7.27. Simulation predicts that the closed loop response for
this controller should show peak reductions of between 3-4 dB in the maximum singular
value plots from open to closed loop over the entire range if interest. As stated before
this can be interpreted a reduction in the maximum gain of the system in any direction
and is an excellent way to determine the effectiveness of a fully MIMO control design
on a fully MIMO system.
7.7.2 Decentralized System
For the decentralized system, the problem is still really a MIMO one. However to
simplify both modeling and control design the non-collocated cross channels are ignored.
It should be noted that in general this is a really bad idea for approaching the MIMO
control design problem unless each of these channels is decoupled from the other (which
is not the case here as the various locations couple through the modeshape of the plate).
In general such a design would be subject to the unintended and potentially unstable
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feedback loops created in the cross channels a disaster for implementation. However
if the designer is careful about sensor and actuator selection and placement on each
channel and then takes great care to passify each of the responses as was done in section
7.6.1.2 the overall MIMO system can be shown to be stabilized by a passive controller
that acts locally only. So at least in the worst case the system dynamics will not be
destablilized. However such a control design will definitely suffer from a lack of optimality
as information from other actuators and sensors can not be used to help decrease the
effort of the controller and increase its performance. As a result, this approach will
require a larger control effort than in the optimal case. In practice this problem was
mitigated in two ways. First, a series of passive resonant mode controllers were designed
to ensure that each channels closed loop dynamics were stable and performing. It also
means that the control action away from the targeted area is minimized lessening the
chance of spill over. Second, a clustering approach that utilized only the collocated pairs
which should have an effect on the targeted mode of the plate. This means that at any
one particular modal frequency the less effective sensor actuator pairs are ”turned off”
and thus are not trying to suppress ”noise” generated by the other channels’ control
actions. Together these two approaches should help reduce the control action.
Besides RMC’s another option for control might be a passive LQG. In simulation
such an implementation was attempted and yielded a respectable 3-4 dB in the peak
sound level of the enclosure. The size of the controller to be implemented (even with
controller reduction) was far too large to work. If each individual channel had its own
LQG controller which after reduction was between 30 and 50 states. With the passifier,
this translates to a total controller size well over 150 states for the whole system. This
is far to large for hardware implementation at 20,000 Hz.
The various RMC controllers were designed to suppress different modal responses of
the plate. However, the ultimate goal of these designs was a reduction in the overall level
of sound in destination enclosure. This means that the goals of suppressing the maximum
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response of the plate and the maximum response of the enclosure may not (and in fact
do not exactly correspond). So the effort that followed for determining what plate modes
to target was largely a trial and error approach guided by insights from the analytical
modeling effort. The specifics of this effort are discussed in the experimental results
section. All of the controllers designed for these models showed excellent reductions
Figure 7.28 The simulated open and closed loop singular values of the de-
centralized system with 33 Hz passive RMC control
of 7-8 dB in the response at the target frequency and the parallel implementations
(combining these individual RMC’s) similarly showed a reduction of between 4-6 dB
in the included targeted modes. There is still the potential for improvement of these
controllers by tuning the damping and exact location of the resonant peak. However since
the exact location the plate resonance (in frequency) varies slightly on each experimental
response it was decided to use a resonant filter with a wider sigma value. Figure 7.28
depicts the simulated closed loop results of one of these controllers targeting the 33Hz
frequency (plate mode 1).
7.7.3 Summed Velocity System
The last and simplest model develop was as a essentially a SISO reduction of the
MIMO problem. This was accomplished by mirrored weighted summations of the sen-
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sors and demuxes of the control signal. As stated in section , three such combinations
(SISO models) were considered. The first of these corresponded to a mode 1 clustering
(a straight summation), and the other two to a mode 5, and mode 6 clustering. Each
of these clusterings was fitted and passified and then treated as a SISO control design
problem. Several types of controller were designed which included: 1) a non-passive
LQG controller designed for the original unpassified model, 2) a passive LQG controller
for use with the passified system, and 3) several passive resonant mode filter both indi-
vidual and parallel. Of these designs, only the the resonant mode controllers could be
practically implemented while using the clustering approach of the simulation section.
However in simulation the best controller predicted was a ”band limited passive” LQG
design. Unlike the SISO problem in the 1-D tube the LMI approach to designing the
LQG controller for this system was not effective because the control design model could
only partially be passified from 0-450Hz. Before abandoning this approach entirely an
alternate method for designing passive LQG controllers utilizing specific restrictions on
the weighting matrices was attempted (as set forth in [75]). While again the bandlim-
ited nature of the passification meant that even this approach might not work it was
worth a try. Qc was designed to for a balanced realization to penalize the states hav-
ing contributing most to the response The first 20 states modes were penalized with
a weight of 3500, and the remaining states a penalty of 10. Then the state weighting
matrix was modified by the addition with a BR−1BT term before use. The matrices
Rc and Re were chosen such that Rc = Re, and the Qe matrix was selected such that
Qe = −(AT +A)+BR−1BT . Although there is no guarantee that this would happen
the this more restrictive approach did lead to a bandlimited passive controller design as
shown figure 7.29. The respectable reductions of 3-4 dB in the peak response achieved by
this compensator in simulation are shown figure 7.29. However this controller exhibited
poor performance when implemented.
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Figure 7.29 The mode 1 clustered controller response for the bandlimited
passive LQG
Figure 7.30 The simulated open and closed loop SISO response for the ban-
dlimited passive LQG controller
7.8 Control Implementation 3-D Enclosures/Plate System
In this section the results of controller implementation on the MIMO plate system
are presented for each of the control strategies (Full MIMO, Decentralized, and Summed
Velocity). In all cases only the best performing control’s sound source to microphone re-
sponse is shown. The rest of the controllers results are discussed as well as quantitatively
summarized in table of section 7.9.
All controller implementations in the following sections also had a two pole digital
low pass filter at 850 Hz on each measured input channel (before the controller), and
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had a saturation after the controller with a value set to 150mV. This saturation was
implemented to protect the custom actuators from being driven too hard and damaged
(either by overheating or by being shaken apart). The need for this feature and the
necessary level was unfortunately learned the hard way through the destruction for
several of the proof mass actuators. Digital implementations of the controllers and
filters used were developed for a 20,000Hz sampling rate. In addition to the controllers
and filters several scopes were built into the simulink/control desktop setup to allow
the various signals into and out of the system to be monitored. This allows the control
experiment to be terminated if the closed loop was unstable or experiencing saturation.
To produce the summed microphone responses shown below, the 8 microphone loca-
tions were measured independently on the SRS analyzer. Using a swept sign 150 mV was
applied to all the audio amplifiers (5 channels total) which were then used to drive the
5 acoustic sources in the source chamber. The level of this source excitation was set to
achieve a peak level around 85 to 90 dBA in the destination chamber as measured with
a handheld dB meter (this ended up being at least 3-4 dB higher when both chambers
were sealed). A frequency response was measured for each of this independent sensor
locations that was comprised of 3 swept sign averages. This was more than sufficient
with the swept sine approach and auto scaling because there was virtually no variation
from measurement to measurement above 20 Hz (at most 1-2 dB at the lowest response
levels and less than half a dB at higher response levels). When these three responses
were calibrated (using manufacturer supplied data),RMS averaged, and averaged over
each of the 8 locations, the result was an excellent and repeatable measure of the spa-
tially averaged sound field. This data was then collected for the open loop (no control
action), and the closed loop responses for each of the control designs considered.
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7.8.1 MIMO System
By far this control design approach performed the worst in implementation. Several
iteration attempts were made to improve this performance, but little improvement was
made. The best resultant control design from this process was a 42 state reduced order
LQG. For this design the overall gain on the controller needed to be reduced by 44%
to avoid instability (as found through trial and error). Even though the closed loop
is stable it is clearly plagued by spillover effects due to inaccuracies in the modeling
process. As seen in figure 7.31 there is a large increase (resonance) created in the closed
loop system at 500Hz. Furthermore the peak reduction of the closed loop system is
minimal on the order of only a 1 dB. It is felt that this does not represent a failing
Figure 7.31 The open and closed loop speakers to microphones experimen-
tal response of the MIMO system with LQG control
of this control design method so much as it represents a failing of the control modeling
method. Unfortunately this modeling method was the only approach by which a small
enough model for practical control design could be achieved. This improved MIMO
control design modeling effort represents one area that should receive additional future
study.
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7.8.2 Decentralized System
In the experimental response of the sound source to the microphones the peak reso-
nance in the range of interest occurs at approximately 333 Hz. There are several possible
explanations for this peak in the response that were considered. First was that the modal
interaction model for this system was flawed and this resonance corresponded largely to
direct plate radiation at this frequency (there are two predicted plate modes, 9 and 10,
close to this region). Under this assumption it would be necessary to suppress the 333Hz
vibration of the plate despite the fact that there are no indicated couplings from modes
9-10 in the analytical investigation. To do this a resonant model controller was designed
to suppress plate velocity at 333Hz and then implemented on the decentralized system.
This particular design was stable for a very large gain but did not reduce the response
at 333Hz by more than about 1 dB by itself and made it worse at higher frequencies
600-700 Hz range. Several interations of the approach were tried to no avail. While this
is by no means an conclusive or exhaustive study the actuator and sensor pair had plenty
of authority and observability at this frequency and plate vibrations at this modes were
significantly reduced. So if the resonance was indeed due primarily to direct radiation
of the plate at 333Hz the lack of effect of this designed controller on the resonance was
an unexpected result. Perhaps instead, this resonance could be better explained by the
modal interaction model of the plate enclosure system. In analytical simulations, the
peak resonance was always found to be due to the first 70Hz acoustic mode. However
when one considers the roll off due to the speaker dynamics at low frequency (not con-
sidered in analytical model) this may not be the case. The closest acoustic mode in the
analytical model corresponding to the 333Hz mode seen in the experimental response
were acoustic modes 14 and 15. Looking at the analytical coupling terms for these modes
indicates that plate mode 1 is the dominant factor followed closely by plate modes 5
and 6 again modes 9 and 10 were not indicated. In a trial an error procedure it was
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indeed found that mode 1, 5, and 6 of the plate could be suppressed independently with
clustered RMC controllers. The controllers had an effect on the microphone response
not only at their target frequencies but also in the peak response of the acoustic system
(333Hz) and this was a reduction of approximately 1-2dB (without tuning the gains)
for each one. While this is also is not conclusive it did provide something to work with.
Again, harkening back to the analytical model, it would be expected that the level of
relative coupling of acoustic modes 14 and 15 with plate mode 1 was should have by
far had the greatest effect on the response. However this also fails to consider that
the frequency spectrum was not being excited equally in frequency as in the analytical
simulation due to the response of the acoustic sources. Consequently even though this
mode may have the strongest coupling the sound levels may not be high enough to truly
excite it to the levels experienced by other modes (at other frequencies). This implies
that perhaps a RMC controller targeting mode 1, mode 5, and mode 6 with the effort of
mode 5 and mode 6 much larger than their relative coupling importance would suggest
may do better. After some tinkering with the gains in experiment this was indeed
Figure 7.32 The open and closed loop speakers to microphones experimen-
tal response of the Decentralized system with clustered RMC
(31,161,170)
found to be the case. This is the best performing controller from a peak response reduc-
tion perspective as well. To design this controller the passive resonant filters designed
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in the simulation section were normalized to a peak response of roughly 0 dB then each
filter (33Hz,161Hz, and 170Hz) were weighted independently in a trial an error method
and tested in experiment. The best relative weighting of each of these filters was found
to be 1:1 for the 33Hz filter, 16:1 for the 161 Hz filter, and 28:1 for the 170 Hz filter. In
these ratios an with an outer gain factor applied to their parallel combination for each
collocated channel of about 4.5 (limited by saturation imposed inside the d-Space of 150
mV) the resultant closed loop peak reduction was shown to be between 4.5 to 5 dB.
Figure 7.32 shows this best experimental result for the decentralized approach. Note
again that there are spillover, or perhaps waterbed effects elsewhere in the experimen-
tal response. Also note that the regions around the plate modes themselves have also
been reduced. In addition to the resonant mode controllers several constant feedback
controllers for the passive system were tested. However, due to the bandlimited nature
of the passification the gain could never be set high enough (without destabilization of
the system) to achieve sizeable reductions in the acoustic response.
7.8.3 Summed Velocity System
Although in the control design simulation the bandlimited passive LQG control de-
sign was the best performing. When this control design was implemented, spillover
effects in the unpassified and more poorly modeled portion of the plant caused instabil-
ity for all but a very low control gain of 8-10% of the nominal designed value. Iterative
redesign was unable to improve on this stability result. Consequently the controller
performed very poorly and the resultant peak response was not discernably affected (in
fact the microphone response in the 500-700 Hz range was adversely affected. How-
ever the bandlimited control action of the passive resonant mode controllers meant that
their application did not suffer from the same difficulties. It was expected that of these
controllers the best performing would be those utlizing several clusterings in parallel.
However in implementation this was not the case and the best performing controller was
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found to be one that only considered a summation based on mode one clustering and a
parallel combination of resonant modes. These modes were located at 33 Hz (plate mode
1), 134 Hz (plate mode 4), and 170 (plate mode 6) Hz. There was also a RMC designed
for the undetermined plate resonance at 333Hz. The relative gain of these modes to
their original normalized value of one was 3.5:1 for 33Hz, 1.6:1 for 134, 2:1 for 170 Hz,
and 2.5:1 for 333Hz. The overall gain of the parallel combination was set to 18.2. The
experimental closed loop microphone response under this control design is depicted in
figure 7.33. This response shows a notable 5 dB reduction in the peak of the closed
Figure 7.33 The open and closed loop speakers to microphones experimen-
tal response of the Summed SISO system with Passive Parallel
RMC Clustering 1
loop microphone response, but significant increases elsewhere in the response (most no-
tably at 390 Hz). In this case, this is most likely caused by the controller experiencing a
mild amount of intermittent saturation rather than completely being due to the design
of the controller and spillover effects into unmodeled dynamics.
7.9 Results Summary for 3-D Enclosures/Plate System
-table summary These results demonstrate the advantages of the control strategies
emphasized in this thesis and the difficulty with more traditional MIMO based designs.
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Table 7.3 Summarized Results for Considered Controllers
Controller Peak Microphone Limiting
Type Response Reduction Factor
FULL MIMO
Constant Acceleration Feedback NONE Stability
Constant Velocity Feedback 0.6 dB Stability
LQG Design 1.0 dB Stability
DECENTRALIZED PASSIFIED
Constant Velocity Feedback 1.9 dB Stability
Mode 1 Clustered RMC 33Hz 3.1 dB Saturation
Mode 5 Clustered RMC 161Hz 2.3 dB Saturation
Mode 6 Clustered RMC 170Hz 1.7 dB Saturation
Parallel RMC Control (31,161,170)Hz 4.75 dB Saturation
SISO (CLUSTERED SUM) PASSIFIED
Constant Velocity Feedback 3.4 dB Stability
LQG Passive 2.1 dB Stability
Mode 1 Clustered RMC 33Hz 2.9 dB Saturation
Mode 4 Clustered RMC 134Hz 1.1 dB Saturation
Mode 5 Clustered RMC 161Hz 3.3 dB Saturation
Mode 6 Clustered RMC 170Hz 2.7 dB Saturation
Parallel RMC Control (31,134,170,333)Hz 5.3dB Saturation
SISO (CLUSTERED SUM) NOT PASSIFIED
LQG 2.3 Stability
As a general rule of thumb the best control designs were those that utilized colloca-
tion, passivity, and bandlimited control action. These controller were able to regularly
achieve peak noise reductions in the 4-5 dB range and with even more effort this could
likely be significantly improved. It should be noted that this is not necessarily reflect
the superiority of these controllers as much as a limitation of the modeling and imple-
mentation process. If better quality models could be developed for the MIMO system
then there are numerous approaches that could likely yield a similar level of closed loop
performance.
There were a number of practical issues that had to be considered, and problems
solved in the modeling, design, and implementation of all of these controllers. In the
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experimental identification step of this process it was important to identify the system
using swept sine response and the auto-ranging feature on the SRS analyzer. At first
a white noise approach to system identification was attempted. However this approach
was found to not resolve the peaks and troughs of the frf well and took a large number
of averages. In modeling this inaccuracy (do to the fact that only one broadband input
level is used) induced many spurious modes into the fits. The sweptsine approach with
autoranging avoided this problem by looking at the response one tonal frequency at
a time. Consequently if there was a low signal the magnitude of the source and the
amplification of the measured signal could be automatically adjusted inside the analyzer
to resolve the phase and magnitude with very high accuracy. Also important in this step
was to identify the system with all analog conditioning electronics and digital filters in
the loop. Otherwise the phase and magnitude discrepancies cause by neglecting these
items would lead to instabilities when implementing controllers.
Many of the tribulations and pitfalls of modeling for control design have already been
discussed in prior sections. However a constant theme in all control design is modeling.
Without the accurate models controllers will suffer stability and performance limita-
tions. In this work those controllers for which there was an accurate and concise model
were both easier to design and implement. In general SISO responses of the collocated
channels were found to be easier to fit control design models to. When preforming model
reduction ,where those reduced order models will be utilized for passivity based designs,
great care must be take to maintain the qualitative and quantitative properties of the
system phase response.
Finally in discrete controller formulation and implementation, there were also a num-
ber of issues that were common. It was found to be much better to sample at a rate
of 20,000 Hz or more. This helps prevent distortions in the 0-800 Hz range of the mag-
nitude and phase responses of the digital compensators and filters used. It is critical
to take full advantage of the ±10 Volt input and output ranges of the D-Space A2D
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and D2A converters otherwise resolution errors start to introduce undesired noise and
dynamics into your closed loop system. A saturation of at least ±150mV is absolutely
necessary to avoid damaging the actuators in the event of aggressive control action or
instability. Actually in the experimentation process it is probably more correct to say
it is not needed in the event of a stable system, since the outcome of the majority of
experiments is an unstable controller. Along these same lines, it is always important to
include a tunable gain that multiplies into the outside of all controllers designed. This
is a quick way to deal with limitations on the controller gain imposed by uncertainty
and noise without having to redesign and reload a brand new controller. Following these
guidelines helps to eliminate many of the common problems with control implementation
and enhances the likely hood of an eventual successful test.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work two central questions were explored:
• Is it possible to develop a methodology for passive redesign of the plate structure
that decreases acoustic-structure coupling and the sound level in the enclosure
system?
• Is it possible to develop and implement MIMO controllers that ensure some ro-
bustness but still have the necessary performance for meaningful reductions of SPL
in the destination enclosure?
In section 4 a methodology based on a parametrically defined FEM model, coupled
to the acoustic model by the modal interaction model approach was put forth. Using
FEMLABTM , a finite element toolbox for MatlabTM , the model of the plate was devel-
oped and then exported as m-code for sensitivity studies and design optimization. The
strength of this approach is that it allows the user explicit control over every aspect of
the plate model from the node locations to the material properties on a spatial domain.
It also does this in the MatlabTM coding environment allowing for direct integration into
control modeling, analysis, and design codes. Aside from writing a custom FEM code
for the plate this method gives the highest level of interactivity with other functions and
codes that would be necessary for solving the coupled active-passive control problem.
Potential avenues of research to achieve this goal are discussed in section 8.2.
This modeling methodology was specifically adapted to target two different properties
of the plate: 1) the mass distribution, and 2) the stiffness. Of these two approaches the
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mass redistribution was immediately the most effective, not because of its superiority
but simply because the stiffness approach was flawed and needed additional constraints
and interactive user input to allow the problem to be better posed. By redistributing the
mass it was shown that passive reductions in simulated microphone response could be
achieved. The exact resultant changes in the plate modal behavior were then explored to
understand what had happened. What was indicated, was that rather than a redesign of
mass distribution to decrease just sound power, or just volume velocity, the integration
of this routine with the modal interaction model had a slightly different effect. At times
it was found that the optimizer simply minimized the volume velocity of a particular
mode, and other times it was found that the sound power was minimized, but in some
cases a third result was achieved–the distribution of modal velocity was changed but not
the volume velocity or square of velocity. In these cases the coupling coefficients linking
these plate modes to the acoustic modes were notably reduced. In other words coupling
the optimization routine with the acoustic enclosure by the modal interaction model has
imposed a loose objective where by the acoustic structure coupling can be beneficially
affected. These resultant improvements were then verified using limited experimental
testing. Now for the second question.
• Is it possible to develop and implement MIMO controllers that ensure some ro-
bustness but still have the necessary performance for meaningful reductions of SPL
in the destination enclosure?
In section 5 numerous control approaches were simulated and the analytical model
of the 3-D enclosure system. These simulations amount to an exploration of different al-
gorithms, controller structures, and system arrangements to determine what approaches
are well suited to the ASAC problem. Furthermore, the simplicity, inherent robustness,
and implementablity of these control approaches were important qualities for consider-
ation. It is these same qualities which will aid future efforts in developing a combined
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active-passive approach. In such an approach fixing the structure of a control design will
be a must, and it is important that the chosen structure meet these above mentioned
criteria. The guiding principles are therefore:
1. Distribute the sensing and actuation to allow more uniform control over the plate
than with a strict SISO system.
2. Locate the sensors and actuators where they will have excellent ability to both
observe and control the plate modes.
3. Select sensor actuator pairs that are of the same ”type” and then collocate them
to enforce passive combinations at each pair.
4. Simplify the structure, the design process, and enhance the stability properties of
the control by using a design that is based on passivity concepts.
5. Utilize controllers that are bandlimited in their control action to deal with systems
with bandlimited passivity.
In the simulation section and the control implementation of section 7, the structures in-
vestigated and found to have significant potential included: CPPRMC’s (clustered/parallel/passive
resonant mode controllers); decentralized passification of the system and then application
of a simple passive control technique like CPPRMC’s velocity feedback, or even output
feedback LQ regulators; signal summing, passification, and the use of CPPRMC’s; and,
lastly, signal summing passification and the application of a passive LQG approach. Of
these approaches, the summed velocity signal CPPRMC’s yielded the largest reduction
in peak SPL in the destination enclosure, doing so in a fairly robust manner, and were
simple enough that their design and structure could be easily implemented and utilized
in a active-passive optimization routine. Another approach that is fairly well suited
to optimization, although is less simple to implement in hardware, is the Passive LQ
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or Passive LQG structure of controller. One of the advantages of this more compli-
cated structure is that its synthesis can be formulated in the context of a LMI problem,
and this framework would permit different approaches to solving the combined passive-
active problem. In fact, in this thesis a system of LMI’s for the synthesis of passive LQG
controllers was developed, implemented, and tested on a simple 1-D tube and plate ap-
paratus. This effectively demonstrates the proof of concept of this approach, although
further development of the implementation and exploration of its utility are needed.
8.1 Contributions
The following is a summary of the new contributions of this work to the existing
body of work.
Modeling: The development of acoustic-structure models of a large two chamber 3-
D enclosure wherein the structural model is parametrically defined and formulated for
structural optimization.
Passive Control: 1) The exploration of an approach for mass redistribution with the
goal of reducing acoustic structure coupling and transmitted noise; and 2) the formu-
lation and exploration of a stiffening concept and optimization approach targeting the
coupling of acoustics and structure.
Active Control: 1) The application of MIMO acoustic control to a two chamber 3-D
acoustic-structure setup is a problem that has not previously been studied in great de-
tail from either a simulation or a control implementation perspective; 2) The concept of
using CPPRMC’s has not previously been studied or implemented in hardware; 3) The
targeting of plate modes (for control) that couple most strongly to the acoustic modes
is a novel approach to the problem of structural controller design; 4) A demonstrated,
implementable approach for a robust controller that produces sizable and spatially uni-
form (in an average sense) reductions in the acoustic response of the 3-D problem, and
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5) an LMI based Passive LQG synthesis approach has been formulated, implemented,
and tested in experiment.
Hardware: 1) An improvement of existing design approaches for a proof mass actua-
tor to decrease nonlinearity, decrease overall weight, increase force, and maximize useful
range of the actuator.
Together these contributions add to the existing breadth of work in passive and active
noise control approaches, and lay the foundation for new avenues of research.
8.2 Future Avenues of Research
The following represent new questions or potential research topics raised in the course
of this project. In the area of modeling it would be interesting to explore more com-
plicated geometries of plate and enclosure. Likewise different boundary conditions for
the plate and acoustic enclosure will allow the developed approaches to be vetted for a
variety of acoustic enclosure-structure problems.
One exciting possibility raised in the course of this work involves a semiactive control
concept using magneto-rheological (MR) fluids. For this idea a preliminary proof of
concept prototype was created and tested, indicating some potential. In this concept a
MR fluid could be ”activated” as part of an active control strategy that directly controls
structural material parameters themselves. This concept of direct active control over the
material parameters is one that is a completely novel and new direction in the coupling
of active and passive noise control techniques.
From a control theory point of view, efforts to design controllers in bandlimited pas-
sive sense raise questions about if this approach could be generalized. Specifically, could
the approach of a bandlimited passivity be melded with H∞ design methodology to
produce a new LMI based multi-objective control problem? In the bandlimited passive
regions of the plant, the synthesis of a bandlimited passive controller would assure sta-
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bility and provide the opportunity for extremely high gain–something that a small gain
based approach would not. In the unpassified regions of the plant a small gain based
approach would ensure robust stability.
There are also several potential future avenues of research for using the passive-
design approach (for which the groundwork has been set) to improve the performance of
potential control designs in a synergistic manner. A few of these concepts will be briefly
discussed. In all of these potential approaches an important area of investigation will
be how to: 1) quickly and accurately generate state space matrices for a constrained
change in the mass distribution (the forward problem studied in this dissertation), or
2) find the desired state space matrices and then solve the inverse problem for what the
new structure needs to be.
For the forward problem, one possible approach is a computationally expensive
method whereby the existing structural model (FEM) routine is called at each suc-
cessive optimization step to generate new structural state space matrices (A,B,C,D).
A second approach is to instead express the statespace system as a parameter varying
system whereby the A,B,C,D matrices are expressed as functions of the mass values of
domains 1-10. This problem will require much computational effort upfront to develop
look-up tables or nonlinear functions for the design space of mass variables, but then
the eventual passive optimization for many different controls could be greatly simpli-
fied. Yet another approach to the problem could be to directly construct the M and K
matrices and incorporate symbolic perturbation variables (as many as desired) directly
into these M and K matrices. Then, using a symbolic solver, directly propagate these
terms into the formulation of the structural A,B,C,D matrices. Then the exact terms in
the mass and stiffness matrices can be directly altered in the course of an optimization.
For the inverse problem, one approach might be to determine the optimal values of the
A,B,C,D matrices (and consequently the mode shape and/or modal frequencies neces-
sary to achieve them) for a smaller number (10-20) of modes and modeshapes. Then
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using a very coarse mesh size the stiffness matrix could be fixed and the coarse mass
matrix structure formulated as either an LMI problem or a least squares optimization
for the lumped mass distribution. This low fidelity solution could then be utilized as the
starting point for successive iterations of modeshape optimization and mass distribution.
Regardless of the method of structural solution (forward or inverse) there are a
number of optimization objectives that could be formulated that would either allow the
controller and the structure to be optimized together or would allow the structure to
be optimized to meet an objective that makes the control easier. One such objective
could be to meet a desired level of observability or controllability in the system. To
do this an LMI not unlike that of 2.53 would be formulated and used in conjunction
with the mass or stiffness (or mode and modeshape) optimization. Another objective
that could be formulated might be to concentrate the vibrational energy of the plate
either in frequency, or spatially. One possible idea for achieving this objective is to
convolve the structural frequency response with one or more bandstop filters and then
find mass or stiffness changes to the plate that minimize the H2 norm of this convolved
response. If effectively designed this should either have the effect of reducing the energy
in the impulse response of the unweighted plant or have the effect of concentrating
response energy in the frequency locations of the band stop. A similar approach could
also be envisioned to concentrate response energy spatially. This might be accomplished
by utilizing a highly uniform sensor field with spatial ”holes” or weights in the sensor
coverage (the spatial equivalent of a bandstop filter). The possibilities for control and
structure optimization are seemingly limitless.
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